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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - - - - - - - - - - - - -

California is a land of newcomers. At nearly 7 million. the
foreign-born represent almost 22 percent of the state's population, a higher ratio than at any time since 1920.
Thirty percent of the refugees who come to America, 40 percent
of the country's legal immigrants and up to half its illegal
immigrants are believed to make their way to California each
year.

FIGURE 1
WHERETHEYCOMEFROM.WHERETHEYGO
The majolity of legal immigrants in 1991 were from Mexico, Central
Amelica. or Asia. Below are lists ofthe 10 principal countlies of oligin
and the 10 most popular states of intended residence for legal
immigrants. The figures do not include 1,123.162 amnesty immigrants. who were mostly from Mexico and mostly settled in California.

Top 10 Countries of Origin

Top 10 States of Residence

Soviet Union
Philippines
Vietnam
Mexico
China
India
Dominican Rep.
Korea
Jamaica
Iran
TOTAL

California
New York
Flo lid a
Texas
New Jersey
Illinois
Massachusetts
Virginia
Pennsylvania
Maryland
TOTAL

56,839
55,376
55,278
52,866
31,699
31,165
30,177
21.628
18,025
18.019
443.292

194,317
135,707
50.897
42,030
38,529
31,633
19.537
16,321
14,464
~

557,021

Sources: National Conference of State Legislatures, INS

More than a million arrests are made yearly at the U.S.- Mexico
border. but there is no penalty for crossing illegally other than
deportation. An estimated 100,000 people arrive annually and
stay,joining more than 200,000 legal immigrants and refugees
who come yearly to California. Legal immigration to California
rose 23 percent in 1992. (See Appendix A.)
Debate over uninvited newcomers and the forces that pull them
into California grew heated in 1993 as the persistent recession
dragged on. Are illegals lured by jobs or public services? Do
they help or hinder economic health?
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The controversy is long-standing: Debate over the value of
immigration has always been heated when jobs seem scarce.
Even so, the California of 1994 is a far more tolerant place than
the California of a few generations ago, as the next section of
this paper will show.
Modem-day discussion over whether work or public handouts
attract the undocumented is clouded by the fact both are off
limits to illegals under federal law. However, the law against
hiring has not been strictly enforced by federal agents, and the
undocumented do qualify for emergency medical care including
obstetrical services. Their children, if born on U.S. soil, are
citizens eligible for all public services.
A study of San Diego County in September suggested the bulk
of the county's undocumented immigrants were employed- an
estimated 159,380 out of220,000. Just 1.6 percent of undocumented immigrant adults were believed to be receiving cash
grants or food stamps.
Californians long have known their state's towering economic
framework is braced in part by a low-paid underground of illegal
immigration. But the recession, and defense industry cuts, are
erasing jobs and depressing public revenues. Even a hidden
population has its public costs, now being tallied against a
backdrop of perennial state budget shortfalls.
Across the nation in 1993, public anger at the undocumented
was fueled by events on both coasts. Foreign-born terrorists
bombed the World Trade Center and were accused of plotting an
assault on the United Nations. Vessels crammed with Chinese
nationals invaded American waters, their passengers in debt to
criminal smugglers. A 1 ,500-foot tunnel was found under the
border near Tijuana.
News stories told of newcomers abusing California's Medi-Cal,
disability and other public-service systems, sometimes coached
by middlemen. An aide to Assemblyman Jan Goldsmith made
a publicized videotape of Mexican youngsters boarding buses
headed for public schools on the California side of the border.
San Diego County supervisors, angered at stories of foreign
nationals crossing the border for free medical care, cut $5.2
million for immigrant health services from a county contract
with the U.C. San Diego Medical Center.
The U.S. General Accounting Office in June told Congress
control of the borders was hampered by forces beyond the scope
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). These
3
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included global political unrest and economic hardship, and a
lack of American consensus on defining and enforcing immigralion policy.
President Clinton, reacting to the drowning deaths of eight
smuggled Chinese who tried to reach the shores of New York
City, proposed more stringent asylum procedures and a crackdown on smugglers.
Opinion polls showed support for a proposal by U.S. Senator
Dianne Feinstein to levy $1 on border crossings to raise new
money for the Border Patrol and the border states. U.S. Senator
Barbara Boxer won approval for her suggestion the National
Guard back up the Border Patrol in a civilian capacity.
Governor Pete Wilson in January 1993 asked Congress and
President Clinton to pay $1.5 billion of California's costs for
federal immigration policies and practices. He won only $324
million.
In August, he declared federal and court-ordered policies were
costing the state $2.3 billion annually to educate, incarcerate
and give emergency care to the undocumented. Wilson suggested curtailing services to illegal immigrants and denying
citizenship to their children.
Wilson's budget proposals of January 1994 ask Washington to
reimburse California $2.3 billion for the state costs of those who
are in the country illegally. A full explanation of his proposals
can be found in Appendix B.
State Treasurer Kathleen Brown weighed in with support for the
$1 border fee, higher fines on employers who hire illegals and a
tamper-proof Social Security card.
Public frustrations also focused on difficulties in returning
undocumented criminals to their home countries, a situation
stemming from the Geneva Accord on international human
rights. Permission from the host and home countries- and the
prisoner - are required under existing treaties.
Amid rising concerns over immigration costs, the other side of
the ledger- the tax revenues and other economic contributions
of both legal and illegal immigrants - are proving more difficult
to calculate. Government simply doesn't tally its data that way.
Immigrant money courses into public coffers from the same
diverse sources that tap all Californians: taxes on income, sales.
4
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gasoline, property, alcohol and tobacco: vehicle registration
fees, state lottery proceeds and business taxes and licenses.
Many studies show immigrants are more likely than natives to
start their own businesses, and long-time immigrants have
incomes comparable to those of the native-born.
Nearly 40 measures were introduced in the Legislature in 1993
to address legal and illegal immigration issues, ranging from
denying public education to undocumented youngsters to
creating a state office of immigration and refugee affairs. Most
did not survive.
Those signed by Wilson will require the state Department of
Motor Vehicles to determine whether new applicants for drivers'
licenses are in the state legally, will toughen penalties for
making false statements to obtain Medi-Cal benefits and will
require public job-placement agencies to verify a client's legal
right to work.
Shortly before the Legislature's September recess, Assemblyman Tom Umberg offered a hotly contested proposal to punish
employers who hire the undocumented by imposing prison
terms and property seizures. Federal law preempts the states
in this area, but Umberg and Treasurer Brown say Congress
should waive the law.
More than 30 immigrant-related measures have been introduced in 1994 with aims ranging from hastening the deportation of undocumented immigrants to imposing new penalties
for hate crimes against the foreign-born.
As the Legislature deliberates these measures this year, the
national Commission on Immigration Reform will be continuing
its wholesale review of federal immigration laws, with a preliminary report of findings due in September.
Meanwhile, two initiatives are circulating for the November
state ballot to deny services to the undocumented.
Against this backdrop of economic, social and political pressures, this paper takes a snapshot of California's immigration
landscape. It looks at demographics, costs and benefits,
potential impacts of the North American Free Trade Agreement.
the surprisingly racist history of state and federal immigration
laws and at pending proposals to address this highly charged
issue in the coming year.
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STATE AND FEDERAL IMMIGRATION LAWS:
A IDSTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

California's California's history is pockmarked with exclusionary laws and
Anti-Asian Laws constitutional restrictions that institutionalized a deep-seated
prejudice against Asians. "The people of California are determined to repress a developing Japanese community within our
midst." California's Governor William D. Stephens wrote in
1920. "They are determined to exhaust every power in their
keeping to maintain this state for its own people."
California's anti-Asian restrictions eventually were repealed.
transcended or overturned by the courts - sometimes after
surviving on the books for decades. The Assembly Office of
Research has prepared a chronology of these state laws. summarized here.
Beginning in 1858, even as Chinese were recruited to blast
railroad beds into the imposing Sierra Nevada. the young
Legislature moved to prohibit more Chinese from entering the
state or working here. An 1862 statute. almost immediately
ruled unconstitutional by the California Supreme Court. would
have taxed every Chinese adult $2.50 per month to discourage
their presence.
California's Constitution of 1879 prohibited public employment
of Chinese and Mongolians and authorized their segregation in
designated living areas. Voters finally officially repealed those
provisions in 1952.
Earlier in this century, California's laws segregated Japanese
schoolchildren and barred marriages between whites and Mongolians. California voters enacted a 1920 initiative- overturned
by the state Supreme Court in 1952 - that prohibited aliens
from owning land if they were racially ineligible for citizenship
under federal laws. In effect. this gave property rights to most
European immigrants but not to the Japanese.
In 197 4. the California Constitution was amended to give noncitizens the same property rights as citizens.

Federal Laws Immigration restrictions were nonexistent for hundreds of years
after this continent's European discovery. The New World
simply was open to those who came. In 1587, Virginia Dare
became the first child of English parents to be born on American
soil.
6
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The first of the federal laws on immigration. enacted in 1798.
merely required aliens to register with the government. In 1862.
transportation of often-exploited Chinese "coolies" was prohibited on American vessels. Eight years later. in the wake of the
Civil War. naturalization laws were extended to Africans and
their descendants.
Prohibitions were enacted for the first time in 1875 against
would-be immigrants deemed undesirable. Included in this
category were criminals and prostitutes. Responding to importation of Chinese labor in the West. the new law declared
Oriental persons could not be brought into the country without
their consent. and made contracting to supply "coolie" labor a
felony.

America's Asian
Exclusion Laws

The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. which remained on the
federal books for six decades. suspended immigration of Chinese laborers to the United States and barred Chinese from
naturalization. Five years later. land ownership was confined
to citizens and to those who legally declared their intent to
become citizens. The Chinese exclusion laws were reaffirmed
and made permanent in 1904. Three years later. Japanese
laborers were the intended targets of a provision allowing the
American president to refuse admission to those deemed detrimental to U.S. labor conditions.
Natives of a "barred zone." known as the Asia-Pacific triangle.
were declared inadmissible a decade later. In 1921. quotas were
enacted linking the number of new immigrants to the ratio of
those of the same nationality already here. As a result. most
quota immigrants arrived from northern and western Europe.
A 1924 prohibition aimed at the Japanese denied admission to
aliens ineligible for citizenship.
Nearly two decades later. in 1943. the Chinese exclusion laws
were effectively repealed when Chinese nationals and their
descendants were made eligible for naturalization. But the
Chinese admission quota was small - set at 105 per year.
Those indigenous to India and the Philippines. previously
subjected to the 1917 "barred zone" law. were made eligible for
quota admissions and naturalization in 1946. Also that year.
Chinese wives of American citizens were allowed entry without
quotas. In 1950, spouses and minor children of members of the
n1ilitary became eligible for immigration without quotas. regardless of race. if the marriage occurred before 1952.

7
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The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 made all races
eligible for naturalization, eliminating race as a bar to immigration.

Immigration The racial bent of America's immigration laws straightened
and Nationality significantly with the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965.
Act of 1965 It abolished the quota system. eliminating national origin and
race as direct criteria. Instead, it set numerical ceilings on
immigrants from the Eastern and Western hemispheres and
allocated immigrant visas based on family reunification and
occupational skills needed in the United States. Immediate
relatives of U.S. citizens were not subject to limits. In 1976, a
20,000-per-country limit was applied to both the Eastern and
Western hemispheres, and the separate ceilings were combined
into one worldwide limit of 290,000 in 1978.
Refugee Act The Refugee Act of 1980 offered the first permanent and systemof 1980 atic procedure for admitting and resettling refugees of humanitarian concern to the United States. It set a worldwide immigration ceiling of 270,000, exclusive of refugees, and provided
procedures for determining annual refugee levels.
Immigration
Reform and
Control Act
(IRCA) of 1986

IRCA provided amnesty and legalization to undocumented immigrants who had lived here since Jan. 1, 1982, or who qualified
as special agricultural workers. It prohibited employment of
undocumented immigrants. Of the 3 million who applied for
amnesty under IRCA, more than 1.6 million lived in California.
Legalized aliens were barred from most federal assistance programs for five years. but were permitted to work immediately.

Immigration The Immigration Act of 1990, a major overhaul of immigration
Act of 1990 law, increased total immigration under a flexible cap of675,000
beginning in fiscal year 1995, preceded by levels of700,000 from
1992 through 1994. The 675,000 level will be composed of
480,000 family-sponsored immigrants, 140,000 employmentbased immigrants and 55,000 diversity immigrants. Figure 3
shows the distribution of immigrants who qualified under
various admitting criteria in 1991.
Commission on The Immigration Act of 1990 created a Commission on ImmigraImmigration tion Reform to review the impact and effectiveness of U.S.
Reform immigration policies. The commission, which is chaired by
former Congresswoman Barbara Jordan, held a two-day session in Los Angeles last December. Its preliminary report is due
in September: a final report is due September 30, 1997. More
detailed information about the commission. its members, its
mission and the Los Angeles hearing is contained in Appendix

c.
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FIGURE 3
IMMIGRANTS WHO QUALIFIED FOR ENTRY IN 1991
1991 Total: 1,827,167

Family-sponsored immigrants Relatives of u.s.
citizens and U.S. permanent residents. The number of
spouses, minor children and parents of adult U.S. citizens
admitted each year is unlimited. Admissions of other relatives of U.S. citizens and all relatives of U.S. permanent
residents are limited.

Work-related immigrants Scientists and artists of
exceptional ability, as well as skilled and unskilled workers
in occupations where there are perceived labor sho:iages in
the United States. Numbers are limited annually.

m:777773'"01 453,191
25°/o of
=.;.;;..;.....==~total

m:

54.949
3%

till

Amnesty immigrants Farmworkers and others in the
United States illegally who are given legal residency under
an amnesty provision in the 1986 Immigration Reform and
Control Act. About 3 million people applied under the
program. The 1991 total is the number of cases approved
that year.

Refugees People living outside their homelands and

116,415
6°/o

seeking refuge in the United States because of persecution
or a well-founded fear of persecution. A limited number are
allowed into the United States each year.

Asylees Same as refugees. except they've already entered
the United States. No numerical limit except on how many
can become permanent residents each year.

.

~

22.664
~ 10/o

Other Includes Amerasians, religious workers, people
who have worked for the U.S. government abroad and
people from "underrepresented countries." from which
relatively few people have come to the United State in
recent years. Subject to a variety of limits and conditions.
Sources: San Jose Mercuty and News, INS

Federal Laws and IRCA requires states to provide Medicaid coverage (called
Immigration Costs Medi-Cal in California) to legalized immigrants who qualifY.

The federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986
(OBRA) requires states to provide Medicaid for medical emergencies and obstetrical services to undocumented immigrants who are otherwise eligible.
Figure 4 illustrates the services that various categories of
immigrants may qualifY to receive.
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FIGURE 4
OVERVIEW OF
ALIEN ELIGIBILITY FOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - AUEN'S STATUS

Yes

Yes (Narrowly
defined)

Not for 5 years,
unless 65 or
over, blind, or
disabled

No

No

Yes

Yes (broadly
defined)

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes (broadly
defined)

Yes

Yes

Emergency
services

Emergency
services

Yes

Full services for 65
and over, disabled,
or child under 18.
Others limited to
emergency and
pregnancy services
for 5 years.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Maybe

Yes

Maybe

No

Yes

Yes (ifwork
authorized)

Yes

Yes (if work
authorized)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

LPR = Legal penn anent rest dent
PRliCOL= permanently residing 1n the U.S. under color of law
TPS = temporary permanent resident

Table prepared by the National Immigration Law Center
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IRCA earmarked $1 billion per year for four years in federal
grants- known as State Legalization Impact Assistance Grant
(SLIAG) funds - to pay for some public services to amnesty
immigrants. But yearly SLIAG reimbursements often were
reduced or suspended by Congress. California in 1993 had
received $1.6 billion rather than the anticipated $2.1 billion.
SLIAG funding expires in this budget year. 1993-94. But some
additional money- recovered from states that did not spend all
their SLIAG funds- is expected for California in 1994-95. That
may total up to $60 million.

II
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Foreign-born Californians account for nearly 22 percent of the
state's population of 31 million, a rate almost three times greater
than the country's ratio of newcomers. Half of the state's 6.8
million immigrants came here during the 1980s.
The state's immigrant population of Asians and Hispanics has
grown dramatically in the wake of the 1965 abolition of quotas
and nationality as admissions criteria. This trend is illustrated
in Figure 5.
FIGURE 5
IMMIGRANTS IN CALIFORNIA IN 1990
TOTALS BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND PERIOD OF ENTRY

I

[J Asian

0 Hispanic li!l White

• Other

2.000.000
1,800,000
1,800,000
1,400,000
1,200,000

195059

Before
1950

1960·
84

1965·
69

1970-

74

197579

198084

198590

Sources: California Research Bureau; 1990 Census

The following demographic information about California's immigrants was compiled primarily by the California Research Bureau of the State Library using the 1990 census and other data:
•

California's population of documented arrivals- growing at
about 200,000 legal immigrants and refugees per year- has
risen even as net domestic migration to California has
dropped.

• About 40 percent of the nation's legal immigrants and up to
half its undocumented immigrants settle in California each
year.
12
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• Estimates of the state's undocumented population generally
range between 1 million and 2 million. Many who cross the
border illegally do not stay permanently. The state Department of Finance estimates 100,000 undocumented newcomers move to California each year.
• Six-hundred thousand refugees. nearly a third of the nation's
total. live in California. Thirty percent of the nation's new
refugees come to California annually.
•

California is home to more than half of the 3 million formerly
undocumented immigrants who received amnesty under the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. The state with
the second-highest number. Texas, had just 440,000 compared with California's 1.6 million.

• Hispanics comprise more than half of California's immigrants: Asians comprise about a quarter of the total.
• Most immigrants are poorly educated (only 54 percent have
completed high school): recent immigrants are only slightly
better educated than previous immigrants.
• More than 30 percent of immigrants in California, or 2.1
million persons. say they are not proficient in English.
Proficiency in English increases with time in the United
States and decreases with age at time of immigration.
• About a third of California's immigrants have become U.S.
citizens.
•

Immigrants make up a substantial share of the work force for
several major industries including manufacturing. trade,
construction. business and repair services, personal services, entertainment and recreation, and agriculture.

•

Incomes of recent immigrants are much lower than incomes
of non-immigrants. Immigrants who have been in the United
States over 15 years have earnings similar to non-immigrants.

•

Immigrants are much less likely to be divorced or separated
than non-immigrants. and are equally likely to be married.

Most of California's immigrants live in the big urban counties.
although significant numbers also populate the agriculturally
rich Central Valley.
13
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Figure 6illustrates the percentage of foreign-born in California's
58 counties.
FIGURE 6
FOREIGN-BORN AS A PERCENTAGE
OF POPULATION, BY COUNTY
County
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
Inyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernardino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba
Total

1990 Population

Percent Foreign Bom

1,279,182
1,113
30,039
182,120
31,998
16,275
803,732
23,460
125,995
667,490
24,798
119,118
109,303
18,281
543,477
101,469
50,631
27,598
8,863,164
88,090
230,096
14,302
80,345
178,403
9,678
9,956
355.660
110,765
78,510
2,410,556
172,796
19,739
1,170,413
1,041,219
36,697
1,418,380
2,498,016
723,959
480,628
217,162
649,623
369,608
1,497,577
229,734
147,036
3.318
43,531
340,421
388,222
370,522
64,415
49,625
13,063
311.921
48,456
669,016
141,092
58.228

18.0%
1.6%
3.7%
6.0%
2.9%
20.7%
13.3%
6.4%
6.2%
17.8%
13.0%
3.9%
28.9%
4.7%
12.2%
14.1%
5.3%
4.5%
32.7%
14.9%
13.3%
2.6%
6.8%
19.8%
3.5%
9.6%
21.6%
11.7%
5.3%
23.9%
4.9%
2.7%
14.8%
10.0%
17.1%
13.2%
17.2%
34.0o/o
16.4%
7.5%
25.4%
16.9%
23.%
14.0%
2.8%
2.6%
3.8%
13.0%
9.1%
14.3%
14.1%
5.7o/o
2.1%
17.6%
4.0%
17.0%
14.4%
9.25

29,760,021

21.7%

Sources; California Research Bureau; California State Census Data Center: 1990 <'•
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FIGURE 7
COUNTY GENERAL, FOREIGN-BORN AND AMNESTY
POPULATIONS AS A PERCENTAGE OF
STATEWIDE POPULATION
County

Total

Foreign Born

Amnesty
Applicants

Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
Inyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernardino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

4.3%
0.0%
0.1%
0.6%
0.1%
0.1%
2.7%
0.1%
0.4%
2.2%
0.1%
0.4%
0.4%
0.1%
1.8%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
29.8%
0.3%
0.8%
0.0%
0.3%
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
1.2%
0.4%
0.3%
8.1%
0.6%
0.1%
3.9%
3.5%
0.1%
4.8%
8.4%
2.4%
1.6%
0.7%
2.2%
1.2%
5.0o/o
0.8%
0.5%
0.0%
0.1%
1.1%
1.3%
1.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.0%
1.0%
0.2%
2.2%
0.5%
0.%

3.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.1%
1.7%
0.0%
0.1%
1.8%
0.0%
0.1 o,;,,
0.5%

1.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
0.0%
0.1%,
1.4%
0.0%
0.0016
0.2%
0.0%
0.9%
0.2%
0.0%
O.O'Yo
64.1%
0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.1%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%
0.1%
0.0%
9.4%
0.0%
0.0%
2.5%
0.4%
0.1%
3.1%
4.4%
1.1%
0.4%
0.1 o/o
1.3%
0.6%
2.6'!1o
0.5°!(:,
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.3%
0.5%
0.00/o
0.00/o
0.0%
0.8%
0.0%
1.2%
0.1%
0.0%

O.O'Yo
1.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
44.8'Yb
0.2%
0.5%J
0.0%
0.1 o/o
0.5%
0.0%
0.0%
1.2%
0.29iJ
0.00/b
8.9%
0.1%
0.0%
2.7°1il
1.6'!1o
0.1%
2.9%
6.6%
3.8%
1.2%
0.3%
2.6')1(,
1.0%
5.4%
0.5%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%
0.5%
0.8%
0.1%
0.0%
0.00/o
0.8%
0.0%
1.8%
0.3%
0.1%

Sources: California Research Bureau; California State Census [}at a Center, 1990 Census
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No precise method exists for determining the number of undocumented immigrants in California or their distribution among
California's counties.
However. the dispersal of formerly undocumented persons in
California who sought amnesty under IRCA may reflect the
general pattern of undocumented immigrants residing across
the state.
Figure 7 illustrates the general, foreign-born and amnesty
populations of each county as a percentage of the state's total
population. It suggests the bulk of undocumented residents may
be living in Los Angeles. Orange and San Diego counties.
As the previous chart suggests, the foreign-born and amnesty

populations of Los Angeles County significantly exceed its share
of the state's total. The county houses nearly 30 percent of all
Californians. but about 45 percent of the state's immigrants and
more than 60 percent of its amnesty applicants. Figure 8
illustrates this phenomenon in Los Angeles County. Figure 9
shows the immigrant ratios in a dozen other major counties.
Appendix A contains additional demographic information on
legal immigrants who were admitted into California in 1991-92.

FIGURE 8
LOS ANGELES COUNTY POPULATIONS
AS A PROPORTION OF STATE POPULATIONS
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FIGURE 9
GENERAL AND IMMIGRANT POPULATIONS
OF THE STATE'S LARGEST COUNTIES AS A SHARE OF STATE POPULATION
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IMMIGRATION PROPOSALS AND ACTIONS

Part I: Federal
This chapter, divided into three parts, outlines immigration
proposals offered by President Clinton and prominent Californians. It looks at legislation in Congress and other states.
We also outline immigration bills adopted in California in 1993,
those pending for 1994 and initiative proposals that have been
suggested for the state ballot.
Immigration is predominantly a federal issue but, as we have
seen, California over the course of its 144-year history has
sought to enact its share of immigration laws.
Two Legislative Counsel's opinions, contained in Appendixes D
and E of this paper, discuss federal preemptions over the states
in regulating this field. States have limited powers to legislate in
health, safety and welfare areas with only an indirect impact on
immigration.
Dating from the spring of 1993, controversy over unwelcomed
immigration has swelled to a modem-day intensity, propelling
action in both the state and national Capitols.

Limits on The federal government's prompt response to the deadly
Earthquake Aid Northridge earthquake of January 17. 1994, was marked by

concern that public monies not go to undocumented immigrants.
Congress on February 11 sent President Clinton an $8.6-billion
quake relief package that banned long-term aid to those illegally
in Southern California. It permitted immediate aid such as food,
water. clothing and housing within the first 90 days of the quake.
Mter that. the federal government must "take reasonable steps"
to ensure subsidized housing, small-business loans, extended
access to food stamps and other long-term relief goes only to
citizens and legal residents.
More Border Congress last fall accepted Clinton's $45 million plan to add 600
Agents, agents to the 4,100-agent Border Patrol. mostly in San Diego.

Equipment, This funding included new high-technology equipment, such as
Training sensors and nighttime television cameras to monitor border
activity, and new training and oversight to avoid civil rights
abuses.
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The administration in early February 1994 followed up with a
two-year immigration initiative to strengthen border control
and streamline the immigration process by:
• Adding 1,010 Border Patrol agents by the end of 1995, of
which 400 will be assigned to San Diego to increase agent
strength there by 40 percent;
• Adding resources and technology, including improved sensors, mobile infrared scopes, and new lighting and fencing
at the San Diego and El Paso borders:
• Fingerprinting all apprehended illegal crossers to determine
recidivism rates and to help respond more rapidly and
accurately to requests for information on the immigration
status of convicts:
• Expanding the INS institutional hearing program to attempt
to double its capacity to deport criminal aliens upon completion of their sentences in federal and state facilities:
• Appropriating $38 million to improve enforcement of employer penalties for hiring the undocumented:
• Appropriating $64 million to streamline asylum procedures
and delay eligibility for work authorization for asylees for six
months:
• Appropriating $30 million for public education programs
and for streamlining the naturalization process, to encourage lawful residents to become citizens.
National Guard Senator Barbara Boxer in 1993 pushed through a plan to

provide at least $2 million for non-military assistance from the
National Guard in backing up the Border Patrol. Governors will
have to submit proposals to the Department of Defense for
using National Guard equipment, support staff and other
secondary resources to free the Border Patrol for more primary
enforcement. This provision was included in the defense
appropriations bill.
Senate Crime Bill A Boxer amendment to the Senate's anti-crime legislation

would increase penalties for forging documents used for illegal
entry or employment. The Senate in November tabled a crime
bill amendment by.., Florida's Senator Bob Graham ordering a
study of the impact on public benefits of undocumented immigrants. Successful amendments to the Senate crime bill would
19
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prohibit unemployment compensation to the undocumented
and eliminate the automatic granting of work permits to those
who apply for political asylum upon entering the U.S. Criminal
aliens also could be transferred from state to federal prisons,
subject to funding. State and local governments would have to
cooperate with the INS or lose money appropriated for programs
in the Senate crime bill.

President Clinton President Clinton on February 7, 1994, sent Congress a new
budget that did not directly earmark money for services to
undocumented immigrants. News accounts said the administration doubted Governor Pete Wilson's assertions that undocumented immigrants were costing the state $2.3 billion. However.
the budget did designate new funds for programs that benefit
immigrants. and administration officials suggested more money
could be negotiated.
"This is obviously an issue that we are sympathetic to," White
House Budget Director Leon Panetta told the Senate Budget
Committee on February 8.
Three days later, Clinton suggested in remarks to the California
Newspaper Publishers' Association that California would get
"hundreds of millions" of extra aid.
His proposed spending plan, Clinton said, "includes investing
over $350 million in new funds for border security to control
illegal immigration, which will allow us to increase by 40 percent
the number ofborder patrol officers on the San Diego border this
year. These funds are in the new budget."
Clinton added: "The budget adds hundreds of millions of dollars
in additional funds to offset California's cost of providing medical
services to indigents and to providing educational services to
disadvantaged children. Both will help you to respond to the
needs of the immigrant population. We've added these funds
and specifically redesigned spending formulas precisely because states like California have had special demands placed on
them."
California would receive about $300 million more for Medi-Cal
health services, which includes emergency care to the undocumented. Tom Epstein, Clinton's California liaison in the White
House, said increased education money also would ease some
fiscal burdens imposed by immigrants. Nationwide, that money
includes $700 million, or 11 percent, more for school districts
with large numbers of disadvantaged youngsters and $27 million, or 12 percent, more for bilingual education.
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Other Clinton Under the Clinton health-care reforms unveiled last fall, illegal
Initiatives immigrants would not be eligible for insurance coverage. but
would receive emergency medical care as they do now.

In June 1993, the president offered a series of immigration
reforms amid a public outcry over vessels smuggling Chinese
into the country, lax procedures governing asylum requests and
visa expirations and the suspected culpability of foreign-born
terrorists in bombing the World Trade Center.
His immigration initiatives would:
• Expand inspections at foreign airports and train airline
officials in identifying fraudulent documents. Pre-inspections would allow agents to examine the documents of
passengers before they board aircraft bound for the United
States. An information system now covering a third of
arriving passengers would be extended to all domestic and
foreign airline travelers, alerting the INS to those warranting
closer inspection.
•

Close a loophole that permits foreign nationals to bypass the
more stringent requirements of employment visas by obtaining visas to conduct business in the United States on behalf
of a foreign entity. The Department of Labor reports this
abuse is particularly widespread in the computer-programming industry.

• Double criminal penalties for alien smuggling to 10 years:
impose up to 20 years for causing bodily harm or jeopardizing a life.
• Allow the INS with judicial authorization to wiretap persons
accused of alien smuggling; expand INS authority to confiscate money and property linked to smuggling. Up to $5
million would be provided from an assets forfeiture fund to
reward those offering information about terrorists.
•

Expedite removal of individuals who arrive at U.S. ports of
entry with fraudulent or no documentation.

•

Permit asylum claims to be heard and decisions made
promptly by INS officers near points of entry; provide $14.6
million for the Department of Justice to review political
asylum procedures. The Justice Department and INS are to
develop a plan to reduce a backlog of275,000 asylum claims
filed by aliens already in the United States and to keep up
with current demand.
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• Provide $10.9 million to expand, into state prisons, procedures used in federal prisons for expediting deportation
hearings for alien felons. The hearings pave the way for
immediate deportation of undocumented immigrants upon
release from prison. This expansion is aimed at deporting up
to 7,000 more criminal aliens.
• Provide $107.5 million to upgrade telecommunications technology in U.S. embassies and to issue tamper-proof passports and visas.
U.S. Senator

Dianne Feinstein

Senator Feinstein introduced her Immigration Law Enforcement
Act of 1993 on October 20. 1993. It would:
•

Increase the number of Border Patrol agents by 700 per year
to reach a level of 6,863 by the end of fiscal year 1996. The
new agents would be assigned to the southwestern border,
and hiring preference would be given to the bilingual.

• Require INS agents and the Border Patrol to be trained in
respecting the civil rights. safety and dignity of potentially
illegal immigrants.
•

Increase border inspectors over the next three fiscal years "to
a level adequate to assure the full staffing of all border
crossing lanes required to meet the public need."

• Require the attorney general and secretary of the treasury to
develop a program to physically improve the border-crossing
stations operated by the INS and Customs Service.
• Authorize government surplus property and other equipment, such as vehicles. aircraft. surveillance, and detection
devices. to reduce illegal immigration and drug trafficking
into the United States.
• Impose a border-crossing fee of $1 regardless of immigration
or citizenship status, for everyone entering the United States
by land or sea. Special fees would be available to frequent
border crossers.
• Use money from the border fee to reform the asylum process,
deport criminal aliens who have completed their sentences
and meet other goals of Clinton's immigration proposals.
Money also would fund anti -drug enforcement, citizenship
classes and activities to reduce illegal immigration.
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•

Invalidate a 1990 executive order providing "enhanced consideration.. of asylum requests based on flight from coercive
birth control policies.

• Authorize federal judges to enter at the time of sentencing an
order of deportation against aliens convicted of aggravated
felonies.
• Authorize the secretary of state and attorney general to
negotiate with foreign nations for the incarceration in those
countries of criminals who are in the United States illegally.
• Require the attorney general to report to Congress on the
number of illegal alien felons in federal and state prisons.
any plans for their deportation and methods to prevent
illegal re-entry of aliens previously convicted in the United
States.

U.S. Senator Senator Boxer offered initial proposals to combat illegal immiBarbara Boxer gration on August 17. 1993:
• Add 300 Border Patrol officers to the 600 more border agents
proposed by Clinton. Assign the 300 positions to California
and fill them with members of the National Guard, trained
and acting in a civilian capacity under the Border Patrol.
•

Fund ongoing Border Patrol activities by increasing fines
against immigrant smuggling and document forgery.

•

Rigorously enforce U.S. labor laws.

•

Fully reimburse states with federal money for costs associated with illegal immigration.

• Return undocumented felons, other than extremely dangerous criminals, to their home countries.
•

Expedite asylum procedures, allowing only those who can
prove persecution to remain.

A Boxer amendment to the Senate crime bill would increase
civil penalties for document forgery from a minimum of$250 to
$1,000. It doubles the ceiling for repeat offenders to $10,000.
A maximum prison term for fraud and misuse of visas and other
documents would be doubled to 10 years.
On November 19, Boxer said she would introduce legislation
when Congress reconvened to:
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•

Pool resources of various federal and state agencies to create
strike forces aimed at enforcing labor laws in areas where
immigrant labor is exploited.

•

Increase penalties for labor law violations to pay for more
enforcement.

•

Create a position of complaint commissioner in the Justice
Department to pursue investigations of misconduct by agents
at the border.

•

Create a Citizenship Promotion Bureau to facilitate naturalization of immigrants by expanding community outreach.

Governor Wilson The governor in an August 9, 1993, letter to Clinton commended
the president's proposed asylum and alien-smuggling reforms.
Wilson added:
But in all candor, these narrow proposals- even ifenacted
-fail to address the far more serious problem of massive
illegal immigration across our land border with Mexico. The
number of immigrants smuggled into the U.S. by plane or
boat is dwarfed by the number who nightly enter the U.S.
illegally by simply walking across the border.

Wilson outlined his own immigration proposals to Clinton. The
governor suggested:
•

Congressional approval of a constitutional amendment to
deny citizenship to children born in the United States to
illegal immigrants.

•

Congressional repeal of federal mandates making illegal
immigrants eligible for emergency medical care, education
and other benefits. Doctors who provide emergency care to
illegal immigrants would bill the federal government ...Such
care will be accompanied by deportation ...

•

Congressional approval of a tamper-proof legal residency
card that would be required as proof of eligibility for health.
welfare and education benefits.

•

Using ratification of the North American Free Trade Agreement .. as a tool to secure the cooperation of the Mexican
government in stopping massive illegal immigration on the
Mexican side of the border ...
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• Reimbursement to states of the costs of federal mandates for
providing services to illegal immigrants until such mandates
are terminated.

State Treasurer Relying on "the principle of common sense, fairness and
Kathleen Brown responsibility... Brown proposed addressing undocumented
immigrants by cutting off access to jobs, closing routes into the
country and reducing the economic costs of illegal immigration.
Her plan, announced September 29, 1993, would:
• Waive federal law to permit California to impose a minimum
fine of $1,000 on an employer who knowingly hires an
undocumented worker. A second offense would be punishable by a $5,000 fine and a third by $10,000. Fines would
help pay for hiring more labor inspectors.
• Every employee, whether new or existing, would have to
show a tamper-proof Social Security card to an employer.
Card-holders would pay for their own cards. Employers who
fail to submit copies of the cards to the Internal Revenue
Service would be sQbject to a $1,000 fine.
•

Charge a $1 toll to those who cross the border from Mexico
and Canada, and sell monthly or annual passes to those who
cross frequently. Use a portion of the fee to help pay for hiring
more state and federal labor inspectors.

•

Use military troops for limited backup of the INS by expanding cooperative efforts between the Defense Department and
the Border Patrol.

•

Initiate a federal policy requiring new treaties with other
countries to include provisions requiring those countries to
take back and jail their citizens who are in the United States
illegally and commit crimes in the United States. If countries
refuse, deduct the cost of imprisoning criminal aliens from
their foreign aid and give the money to the appropriate
states.

Insurance Garamendi on February 6, 1994, endorsed a series of immiCommissioner grant rights backed by Hispanic lawmakers and community
John Garamendi groups.
'This is an extraordinarily dangerous issue. It can turn loose in
our society the rabid dog of racism," Garamendi said after a
meeting at the Los Angeles offices of the Mexican American
Legal Defense and Education Fund.
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The four principles advocated by Proponents for Responsible
Immigration Debate and Education (PRIDE) include:
• The right of U.S. citizenship for everyone born in the United
States, regardless of their parents' immigration status:
• Access to elementary and secondary education, and emergency medical care for all immigrants;
• Border enforcement remaining under civilian control and
conducted in a humane fashion;
•

Promotion of democracy abroad and economic aid to Mexico
and other countries as the best way to reduce illegal immigration.

Garamendi is running against Kathleen Brown and state Senator Tom Hayden for the Democratic nomination for governor in
the June 1994 primary. Hayden has not issued a position paper
on immigration.

California The California Latino Legislative Caucus, chaired by AssemblyLatina member Richard Polanco, in August 1993 issued its set of
Legislative proposals:
Caucus
• Increase penalties for smugglers of undocumented immigrants from the current $2,000 or five years in prison to a
$10,000 fine and 10 years in prison; doubling that penalty for
those who endanger the lives of those they transport.
•

Extradite undocumented felons; consolidate federal criminal
trials of undocumented felons with deportation proceedings.

•

Congress should tighten the criteria for granting visas and
the U.S. government should do a better job of tracking those
who enter the country with visas.

• The U.S. Department of Labor should take over responsibility
from the INS for penalizing employers who hire illegal immigrants. The Labor Department should enforce wage, labor
and workplace safety standards.
•

Congress should separate the enforcement and naturalization functions of the INS by creating two agencies: one to
handle border enforcement and the other to handle legalization and citizenship.
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• Congress should study the economic impact of imposing a
$1 toll on those who enter the country, then impose it if
feasible on all pedestrians and passengers. Half the proceeds should hire more border agents; the other half should
promote citizenship for legal residents.
•

President Clinton should convene a summit on immigration
with Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari to develop
strategies to stem undocumented immigration.

•

Congress should toughen the criteria for granting asylum
and restrict benefits to refugees.

•

Create centers at adult schools, community colleges and
non-profit community organizations to assist immigrants in
becoming citizens through instruction and testing.

• Devise a better way for distributing federal revenues so that
counties affected by immigration keep a larger share of the
tax revenues generated by immigrants.

California
Congressional
Democrats

Eight California Democrats - U.S. Representatives Xavier
Becerra, Anthony Beilenson. Sam Farr, Lucille Roybal-Allard,
Howard Berman, Esteban E. Torres, Lynn Schenk and Bob
Filner - on March 11, 1994, introduced bills to increase the
Border Patrol to 6,000 officers, accelerate the naturalization
process, require federal reimbursement of state costs for incarcerating undocumented criminals, expand federal authority to
investigate workplace discrimination and enforce labor laws.
and independently review complaints of civil rights violations
by border agents and customs inspectors.
The version of the $1.5 trillion budget passed by the House on
March 11 included an amendment by Berman that calls on
Congress to reimburse state and lcoal governments for public
services to undocumented immigrants.
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COl\lPARISON OF MAJOR IMMIGRATION PROPOSALS

President
CUnton

Senator
Dianne
Feinstein

Senator

Barbara
Boxer

II
Govemor
Pete Wllson

I

Treasurer
Kathleen
Brown

California
Latino
Legislative
Caucus

BORDER
PATROL

ALIEN
SMUGGLING

ASYLUM
PROCEDURES

• Add 600 more
agents (approved),
• Addnew
surveillance
equipment
(approved),
• Expand
InspectiOns at
foreign airports,
• Expedite removal
of undocumented
arrivals at U.S.
potnts of entry.

• Double penalty to
lOyears.
• 20 years for
jeopardlztng ltfe,
• Allow INS to
wiretap and
confiscate assets.

• Decisions made
promptly near
potnts of entry,
• Justice Department to review
asylum procedures,
• Justice and INS to
develop plan to
reduce a backlog
of claims.

HEALTH,
WELFARE
BENEFITS

• Reform the
asylum process.
• End priority for
asylum requests
ltnked to birth
control.

• Add 700 agents
per year to reach
6,863 tn 1996.
• Train agents tn
civil rights.
• Increase
inspectors at
border crossings,
• Impose a $1
border entry fee.

• Add 300 positions
filled with
NatiOnal Guard
members in
civilian capacity,
• Investigate
allegations of
agent abuses.

VISAS

• Increase
smuggltng fines
to fund Border
Patrol.

• Require proof of
persecution for
asylum.

• Increase penalties
for document
forgery and fraud.

• Use National
Guard for nonenforcement
backup,
• Obtatn Mexico's
cooperation in
ending tllegal
Immigration.

• Deny Illegal
Immigrants
health and
welfare benefits.
• Require legalresidency card for
benefits,
• Physicians bUI
the federal
govemment for
illegal Immigrant
care.

• Charge $1 for
border crossings,
• Use military
troops for limited
backup of the
INS.

• Impose $1
border-crossing
fee.
• Use fee money to
hire more agents,
• Divide INS
enforcement and
naturalization
duties between
two agencies,
• U.S.-Mexico
summit to stem
illegallmmigration.

i

• Penalty of
$10,000 and 10
years tn prison,
• Double the
penalty for
endangering lives.

• Toughen criteria
for granting
asylum.
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• Tighten criteria
for visas.
• Improve tracking
of those with
visas.

• Restrict benefits
available to
refugees.
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COMPARISON OF MAJOR IMMIGRATION PROPOSALS
EDUCATION

EMPLOYMENT CITIZENSHIP

CRIMINAL
ALIENS

.
President
Clinton

• Use some border·
fee money for
citizenship
classes

Senator
Dianne
Feinstein

Expedite
deportation
hearings.

.

Begin deportation
proceedings at
time of sentenc·
ing.
• Authortze
negotiations for
foreign tncarcera·
tion.
Develop federal
plan to deport
alien felons and
prevent re-entry.

.

.
.

Senator
Barbara
Bo:z:er

'

Governor
Pete Wilson

.

Create strtke
forces where
immigrant labor
is exploited.
Increase penalties
for labor-law
violations.

End public
schooling for
undocumented
children.

.

Create a
Citizenship
Promotion
Bureau with
outreach to legal
Immigrants.

• Deny citizenship
to children born
to U.S. illegal
immigrants.

.

Return undocu·
mented felons to
home countrtes.

I

Treasurer
Kathleen
Brown

.

.

$1.000 to
$10,000 fines for
hiring undocu·
mented workers.
• Tamper-proof
Social Security
cards for workers.
More labor
inspectors.

.
California
Latino
Legislative
Caucus

.

.

Labor Depart·
ment. not INS.
penalizes
employers who
hire illegal
immigrants.
Enforce wage .
safety and other
labor laws.
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.

Use border fees
for promoting
citizenship for
legal immigrants.
• Create centers to
help immigrants
become citizens.

.
.

Deduct incarcera·
lion costs from
foreign aid to
countrtes that
refuse to accept
return of crimtnal
aliens.

Extradite undocu
mented felons,
Consolldate federal
trtals of undocu·
mented aliens wtlh
deportalton
heanngs.
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Part ll: State Immigration Legislation

Some of the most publicized immigration measures introduced
in the California Legislature in 1993 failed to survive initial
committee hearings. But other bills did become law, most
notably measures to require new drivers and many job-seekers
to show they're legal residents, to combat Medi-Cal fraud and to
lower barriers that may hinder the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Motorists Perhaps the most sweeping of California's successful immigration bills was SB 976 (Alquist), which prohibits the state
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) from issuing drivers'
licenses or identification cards to undocumented immigrants.
The bill. which took effect January 1, 1994, does not apply to
Californians who are renewing their licenses.
The DMV will have to determine whether an applicant has
provided proof that he or she is in the country legally. It will be
a misdemeanor to help an undocumented immigrant obtain a
license.
Under the bill. supported by Wilson, law-enforcement officers
cannot detain drivers solely because they suspect them of being
unlicensed. And beginning July 1. 1995, drivers' licenses will
state: lbis license is issued solely as a license to drive a motor
vehicle in this state. It does not establish eligibility for employment. voter registration or public benefits."
Other bills signed by Wilson in 1993:
• Toughen penalties for making false statements to obtain
Medi-Cal benefits and make it a crime to coach others in
abusing the system (SB 1131, Leslie).
•

Order the state Department of Corrections to cooperate with
the INS to expedite deportation hearings for imprisoned
undocumented aliens (SB 345, Hill).

•

Prohibit local governments from establishing so-called "sanctuary laws" that forbid local law-enforcement agencies from
reporting undocumented immigrants who are criminal suspects to the INS (SB 691, Kopp).
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• Require public job-placement agencies, such as the state
Employment Development Department. to verify a client's
legal right to work before providing services (SB 733, Russell).
• Require the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development to establish a program to train foreign medical
graduates to become licensed physician assistants at no cost
if they commit to practicing in under-served areas (AB 1065,
Campbell).
•

Require notary publics who are not attorneys and who
advertise in languages other than English to also advertise
that they are not attorneys and. therefore, cannot give legal
advice about immigration (AB 1090. Tucker).

The Legislature in 1993 passed resolutions that:
• Requested President Clinton and Congress to assume responsibility for $1.5 billion of the costs of its immigration
and refugee policies to the California treasury (AJR 8.
Ferguson).
•

Proclaimed a week in March 1993 as Adult Education Week
and stated, "Adult education in the public schools has a 135year history of being the primary educational provider for
immigrant and minority adults seeking to become more
productive members of a new society" (ACR 13, Murray).

Wilson in 1993 vetoed bills to:
•

Require the Department of Education and the California
Community Colleges to operate citizenship centers to provide instruction and testing to immigrants seeking citizenship. The bill would have taken effect only if federal funding
was available to pay for it (AB 1791, Polanco).

• Require the state Department of Corrections to tum over
inmates who are undocumented immigrants to the INS (SB
1258, Torres).
Torres asked the Senate on February 28, 1994, and again on
March 3 to override the governor's veto of his bill. The tally
fell one vote short on February 28, but the Senate did vote
for the override 27-12 on March 3. The effort stalled in the
Assembly.
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Legislative Measures Pending in 1994

A few 1993 immigration measures still were moving in the
Legislature at the start of 1994, joined by a new round of
legislation introduced in the second half of the 1993-1994
session.
The deadline for introducing most 1994 bills was February 25,
but bills offered in the Legislature's concurrently running special session, marked by an "X" after the bill number, are subject
to somewhat different procedural rules. The two-year session
will end August 31. These immigrant-related measures are
pending:
•

SB 1027 (Torres) establishes a state Office of Immigrant and
Refugee Affairs to serve as the state's lead resource on issues
relating to immigrants and refugees and their services and
programs, guided by an advisory council. The bill requires
development of a five-year plan for newcomer services. This
bill is identical to AB 2650, described below. (Introduced
March 5, 1993.)

•

SB1314 (Johannessen) requires a determination of the
immigration status of inmates within 72 hours of their
custody in state prison and requires the transfer of undocumented aliens to the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The bill would be operative only upon enactment of federal
legislation requiring federal imprisonment of undocumented
aliens convicted under state laws for the full length of their
state sentences. (Introduced January 19, 1994.)

•

SB 1651 (Johannessen) prohibits state payments to health
professionals who provides services to undocumented immigrants under the Medi-Cal program until the provider reports
the alien to the INS. (Introduced February 23, 1994.)

•

SB 1652 (Johannessen) prohibits undocumented immigrants from enrolling in public colleges and universities.
(Introduced February 23, 1994.)

•

SB 1744 (McCorquodale) authorizes the Department of
Corrections to pay foreign countries that accept California
inmates up to $2,000 every year the inmate is imprisoned in
that country. (Introduced February 24, 1994.)

•

SB 1878 (Torres) requires the Department of Corrections,
within 48 hours of identifying an inmate as an undocu32
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men ted alien, to transfer the inmate to the INS for appropriate action. (Introduced February 25, 1994.)
•

SB1885 (Presley) authorizes school districts to require
proof that organizations seeking to place foreign exchange
students in district schools are registered with the Department of Consumer Mfairs. (Introduced February 25, 1994.)

•

SB 1892 (Leslie) enacts the California Welfare Program
Integrity Act of 1994 to provide, among other things, that in
determining the eligibility of an alien for public assistance,
the incomes of the alien's sponsor, the sponsor's spouse, the
alien's spouse and certain other members of the alien's
household can be taken into account. This provision is
contingent upon federal approval. The bill is identical to AB
3485, listed below. The bills embody Governor Wilson's
proposals to combat welfare fraud. (Introduced February
25, 1994.)

•

SB 1955 (Alquist) requires the Employment Development
Department and the Franchise Tax Board to cooperate with
the INS in ascertaining whether employers who hire undocumented immigrants have properly withheld appropriate
payroll taxes. (Introduced February 25, 1994.)

•

SB 29X (Peace) makes it a felony, punishable by imprisonment for five years and/or a fine of$10,000 to manufacture
or sell a false government document with the intent of
concealing the citizenship or residency status of another
person. (Introduced February 17, 1994.)

•

SJR 5 (McCorquodale) requests the president and Congress
to provide $400 million to California for costs of health and
social services to refugees and immigrants, $1.7 billion for
the costs of educating undocumented immigrants and $402
million for incarcerating felons who are undocumented
aliens. (Introduced February 18, 1993; amended January 26, 1994.)

•

AB 87 (Conroy) requires the Department of Corrections to
conduct a two-year study with the state attorney general to
determine procedures and costs for building and operating
a men's prison in Baja California, Mexico, in cooperation
with the Mexican government. Such a prison would enable
California courts to deport alien convicts to serve their
terms. (Introduced January 5, 1993.)
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• AB 990 (Tucker) creates a California Labor-Management
Relations Council to promote better relations between labor
and management, noting that many California workers are
minorities, women, older or younger persons or ..new immigrants with special linguistic and cultural barriers." (Introduced March 1, 1993.)
• AB 1025 (Peace) makes any bidder or contractor found guilty
of employing undocumented immigrants ineligible to receive
any public works or purchase contract from any state agency
for five years. (Introduced March 1, 1993.)
• AB 2402 (Bomstein) makes it a felony to smuggle an illegal
alien into the United States for profit and permits enforcement by the California Highway Patrol and State Police.
(Introduced August 16, 1993.)
• AB 2440 (Nolan) authorizes the National Guard to patrol the
state's border with Mexico and to arrest or detain anyone
suspected of violating federal immigration law. (Introduced
January 4, 1994.)
• AB 2521 (Napolitano) increases penalties for hate crimes
committed because of a person's race, religion, nationality,
ancestry. country of origin, disability, gender or sexual
orientation and adds a person's age and immigration status
to this list of discriminatory classifications. (Introduced
January 14, 1994.)
• AB 2528 (Napolitano) makes it a felony to compel another
person, by threatening to report that person as a undocumented alien, to work below minimum wage, to work in
unsafe conditions, or to purchase food, housing, transportation, clothing, tools or any item for use in the workplace.
(Introduced January 14, 1994.)
• AB 2607 (Nolan) prohibits public housing assistance and
earthquake relief to victims of the Northridge earthquake who
are not lawfully in the United States. (Introduced January
31, 1994.)
• AB 2650 (Napolitano) establishes an Office of Immigrant
and Refugee Affairs as the state's lead resource on immigration issues, guided by an advisory council. The office would
be the state's liaison with the federal government. The bill
requires development of a five-year plan for services to
newcomers. The bill is identical to SB 1027, described above.
(Introduced February 2, 1994.)
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•

AB 2918 (Andal) permits certain pupils in school districts

with low academic rankings to receive state scholarships to
attend private schools. provided the pupils are citizens or
legal residents of the United States. (Introduced February
17. 1994.)
•

AB 2979 (Napolitano) requires the courts in California to

cooperate with the INS to identifY and place a "deportation
hold" on any defendant convicted of a felony who is determined to be an undocumented alien. (Introduced February
18. 1994.)
•

AB 3019 (Napolitano) provides that a pattern of hiring

undocumented immigrants would be grounds for denial,
suspension or revocation of a state business license or
license to act as a farm labor contractor. (Introduced
February 22. 1994.)
•

AB 12X (Mountjoy) makes it a felony. punishable by five

years in prison or a fine of $75,000, to manufacture.
distribute or sell any false document to conceal the true
citizenship or residency status of another person. A person
who uses such a document would be guilty of a felony,
punishable by five years in prison or a fine of $25.000.
(Introduced January 7. 1994)
•

AB 3137 (Escutia) requires immigration consultants to

register with county clerks. The application for registration
must state whether the applicant has ever been convicted of
a felony or found liable for fraud, and a $10,000 bond must
be posted or a cash deposit made. Anyone awarded damages
for acts by the immigration consultant may recover damages
from the bond or deposit. (Introduced February 23. 1994.)
•

AB 3380 (Conroy) prohibits anyone from establishing resi-

dency in California for the purpose of paying in -state tuition
to public colleges and universities unless he or she is a
citizen of the United States. (Introduced February 24.
1994.)
•

AB 3485 (Andal) enacts the California Welfare Program

Integrity Act with provisions identical to SB 1892, described
above. (Introduced February 25. 1994.)
•

AB 3645 (Morrow) requires students at public colleges and

universities to submit confidential proof of citizenship or
legal residency for use in calculating the costs of immigration
in California. Failure to provide proof would not prevent a
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student from attending a college or university. (Introduced
February 25, 1994.)
• AB 54X (Snyder) provides that anyone who manufactures or
sells a false government document with the intent of concealing the citizenship or residency status of another person is
guilty of a felony, punishable by five years in prison and/or
a fine of $10,000. (Introduced February 14, 1994.)
• AB 58X (Umberg) outlaws the hiring of undocumented
immigrants by employers doing business in California who
have five or more employees. A pattern of violations would be
a felony, punishable by a fine up to $10,000 and/or imprisonment up to four years. An employer would be required to
keep copies of documents presented by employees to verify
their residency or citizenship status. Upon a second or
subsequent violation, a business owner's property could be
seized, provided he or she was a party in the offense. Seized
property could include equipment, money, computer software and materials manufactured, distributed, or sold using
the services of unauthorized aliens. Money from the sale of
forfeited property would be used for local social services.
employment discrimination investigations and local law enforcement. (Introduced February 18, 1994.)
• AB 70X (Conroy) makes it a felony for an undocumented
immigrant to enroll in a public college or university. Upon
conviction of this offense a person would be delivered immediately to the INS for deportation. The bill would make it a
felony to aid an undocumented immigrant in enrolling in a
public college or university. (Introduced February 18, 1994.)
• AB 118X (Morrow) requires law-enforcement agencies to
attempt to verify, through questioning, the citizenship or
residency status of every person arrested. Records on the
citizenship and residency status of arrestees would be given
annually to the state attorney general for relay to the U.S.
Department of Justice, the INS and other federal agencies in
support of requests for state and local funding assistance in
California. Law-enforcement agencies would be required to
notify the INS if there is probable cause to believe an arrestee
is subject to deportation. (Introduced February 28, 1994.)
•

ACA 44 (Conroy) prohibits anyone not lawfully present in the
United States from enrolling as a student in a California
public college or university. This is a constitutional amendment that would require voter approval if put on the ballot by
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a two-thirds vote of the Legislature. (Introduced February
28. 1994.)

• ACR 84 (Murray) proclaims the week of March 13 through
19, 1994, as Adult Education Week, noting, among other
things, that "adult education in the public schools has a 150year history of being the primary educational provider for
immigrant and minority adults seeking to become more
productive members of a new society." (Introduced January
26. 1994.)
•

AJR 46 (Mountjoy) requests Congress and the president to

require countries that accept U.S. foreign aid, or have trade
agreements with the United States, to agree to accept and
imprison their nationals convicted of felonies in the United
States. (Introduced August 17. 1993.)
•

AJR 57 (Umberg) requests the president and Congress to

designate California as a pilot state for testing the use of
tamper-proof identification cards as a criterion for employment. (Introduced January 24. 1994.)
• AJR 59 (Nolan) requests the federal government to provide
transportation back to their own countries of persons who
apply for aid from the Northridge earthquake who are found
to be unlawfully in the United States. (Introduced January
31. 1994.)

• AJR 60 (Archie-Hudson) requests the president and Congress to review actions of the INS to ensure protection of
family unity for the children and spouses of residents who
have received amnesty under the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986. (Introduced February 3, 1994.)
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IMMIGRATION MEASURES APPROVED
IN OTHER STATES IN 1993
Arizona

Requires U.S. citizenship or legal residency for enrollment in medically needy/indigent or low-income
children's programs.
Connecticut

Allows the state to participate in prisoner transfer treaties signed by the federal government and to transfer_
convicted aliens to their home countries.

Florida
Expresses support for federal impact aid for immigrant and refugee students enrolled in public schools.

Illinois
Urges President Clinton to uphold former President Bush's stand against allowing Haitian immigrants
infected with AIDS into the United States.

Missouri
Designates October 6, 1993, as German-American Day.
North Carolina

Deletes a residency and citizenship requirement for examination and licensure as a certified public
accountant.
New Jersey

Prohibits issuing a driver's license to a person who violates federal immigration laws.
Decries international terrorists in New Jersey and supports Israel's deportation approach to terrorism.
New.lllexico

Encourages New Mexico's congressional delegation to seek federal assistance to enable the state to meet
changing and Increasing needs along the international border.

Oregon
Authorizes using the Intoxicated Driver Program Fund for special assistance to non-English-speaking
immigrants so they can participate in alcohol-treatment programs.
Requires a person to be a citizen of the United States or a legal immigrant to obtain a concealed-handgun
license.

Pennsylvania
Proclaims October 6, 1993, as German-American Day.
Designates the month of October 1993 as Polish-American Month.
Utah

Eliminates provisions in workers' compensation benefits that differentiated between alien and resident
dependents of deceased workers.

Virginia
Permits school boards to charge tuition to non-resident students, foreign-exchange students and temporary
residents.
Continues the Joint Subcommittee Studying the Needs of Foreign-Born Individuals in the Commonwealth.
Washington

Provides a procedure for releasing alien offenders for deportation. Release may occur only with approval of
the sentencing court and the prosecuting attorneys in the county of conviction. Prohibits release of violent
or sex offenders. Authorizes the arrest of an offender who illegally re-enters the United States.
Source: National Conference of ·State Legislatures
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Part III: Initiative Proposals

Two fledgling initiative proposals. targeted for the November 8.
1994, statewide ballot in California. would deny social services.
employment-related benefits and college educations to undocumented immigrants.
One of the initiatives also rules out elementary and secondary
school for undocumented children.
Both are aimed at increasing the reporting of suspected illegal
immigrants to the INS and state authorities.
Under federal law, undocumented immigrants do not qualify for
most major health and welfare programs other than emergency
medical and obstetrical care. But. if approved by voters, an
attempt to deny elementary and secondary shooling to undocumented children would be certain to face a court challenge. The
U.S. Supreme Court in 1982 ruled public schools must accept
all children regardless of immigration status.
Proponents of each proposed initiative received approval in
January 1994 from the secretary of state's office to begin
gathering the required 384,974 signatures from registered
voters.
The initiative proposals need certification by June 30 from the
secretary of state's office. attesting they have garnered enough
signatures to appear on the fall ballot. Proponents are encouraged by the office to submit their petitions no later than April22.
but the legal deadline is in June.
Former Los Angeles County Supervisor Pete Schabarum and
Ted Hilton of the Coalition for Immigration Law Enforcementare
backing a measure to deny social services and public higher
education to the undocumented. Schabarum successfully
promoted California initiatives in 1990 and 1992 to impose
state and congressional term limits. This measure would:
•

Prohibit undocumented immigrants from receiving state
benefits including unemployment insurance, disability.
workers' compensation and public social services.

•

Forbid Medi-Cal reimbursement to physicians and other
health-care providers for emergency services to undocumented immigrants until the providers submit the immi39
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grants' names. addresses and countries or origin to the state
Department of Health Services. The department would be
required to promptly give the information to the INS. and
would report the costs of the services to the Legislature and
governor each year.
•

Prohibit undocumented immigrants from enrolling in public
colleges and universities.

• Order school districts to require the parents of new students
to produce proof of the pupils' citizenship or residency status.
Districts must report to the state beginning in 1996 the
number of pupils who are legally in the country.
•

Order the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) to develop
tamper-proof drivers'licenses and identification cards showing citizenship or residency status.

•

Require the DMV to cooperate with federal and state agencies
in identifying and reporting undocumented immigrants.

Alan Nelson. former INS commissioner, and Harold Ezell. former
western regional commissioner of the INS, have drafted an
initiative they say would force the U.S. Supreme Court to reexamine its 1982 Plyler vs. Doe decision granting undocumented children a right to enter public schools.
Assemblyman Richard Mountjoy and Senator Maurice
Johannessen joined Nelson and Ezell in a news conference .on
March 16, ·saying the initiative would enact measures the
Legislature has failed to adopt. Backed by the state Republican
Party, it would:
•

Make undocumented immigrants ineligible for enrollment at
public elementary and secondary schools or at public colleges and universities,

•

Require law-enforcement agencies to attempt to determine
the citizenship or residency status of every person arrested,
and to notify the INS of apparently undocumented immigrants.

•

Prohibit public social services to undocumented immigrants,
and require social services agencies to report suspected
illegal aliens to the state attorney general. state Department
of Social Services and the INS.
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•

Prohibit health-care facilities from providing services, other
than emergency care. to illegal immigrants. The facilities
would be required to report suspected undocumented immigrants to the state Health Services Department. the attorney
general and the INS.

•

Make it a felony to manufacture, distribute, sell or use false
citizenship or residency documents, punishable by five
years in prison or a fine up to $75,000.

Copies of the texts of the two proposed initiatives can be found
in Appendices F and G.
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COSTS AND BENEFITS

Studies in Recent studies have tried to estimate the public costs of docuCalifornia mented and/ or undocumented immigration across the state
and in the counties of Los Angeles, San Diego and Orange.
Researchers are hampered by a dearth of data that isolates the
habits of California's immigrants, particularly the undocumented, from the general population. In this environment,
confidence in the assumptions of a study's researchers often
must substitute for the provable.
Los Angeles A 1992 study spearheaded by the Internal Services Department
County of Los Angeles County found the county's recent legal and
undocumented immigrants paid an estimated $4.3 billion in
taxes to state, federal and local governments in 1991-92. But
county coffers were not adequately reimbursed by other public
treasuries for direct services to immigrants and their citizen
children, the study said. It found the county was shorted by
more than $800 million.

Looked at another way, 60 percent of immigrants' tax revenues
went to the federal government, 29 percent to the state and only
3 percent to the county, responsible for providing most services.
The study suggested immigrants and their citizen children
tended to use less than their share of some public services.
Although they represented 25 percent of the population, they
accounted for 23 percent of criminal-justice spending and 21
percent of spending in the Department of Public Social Services.
At 68 percent, however, they represented a disproportionate
share of spending on public health, perhaps because newcomers
tend to hold low-wage jobs lacking health benefits.
Urban Institute The Urban Institute, citing flaws in the L.A. County study,
produced its own version in 1993 suggesting revenues generated by immigrants are significantly higher and public costs
lower than the original study had estimated.

Rebecca Clark and Jeffrey Passel analyzed Los Angeles immigration by including long-term immigrants, expanded revenue data
and other factors omitted in the original study.
They suggested the county's immigrants contribute $10.6 billion in federal and state taxes, substantially more than previously estimated. They determined recent immigrant adults may
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contribute $3,066 per capita, nearly twice the L.A. County
estimate.
San Diego County A Rea & Parker, Inc., study commissioned by the Auditor

General's Office in 1992 at the request of the state Senate
Special Committee on Border Issues suggested California's
state and local governments were spending a net $3 billion on
illegal immigrants statewide. This figure, reached by extrapolating estimates of net costs in San Diego County, was expanded
to $5 billion in 1993, when the study was revised under a
contract with the Senate Rules Committee.
The revised study suggested 200,000 undocumented immigrants were living in San Diego County, about 8 percent of the
population. About 160,000 of them were employed. They were
believed to generate $60 million in state and local revenues and
$163 million in federal taxes. The study suggested the immigrants, who worked an average of 44.5 hours per week at $5.19
per hour, were sending nearly $180 million to relatives in their
home countries.
Revised costs of criminal justice, health and social services.
education and other programs for these undocumented immigrants were estimated at $304 million, for a net cost of $244
million to state and local government.
Orange County An Orange County report in 1992 found too little local data to

accurately analyze the fiscal effects of undocumented immigrants. County officials did cite $3.5 million in costs that could
be attributed to the undocumented, including $1.3 million in
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) for citizen
children born in the United States of undocumented parents.
The Orange County Grand Jury in June 1993 reported its
assessment of the impacts of immigration, suggesting:

This mass movement of people has an adverse effect on
jails, welfare, public education, social services and medical care. These programs serve as a magnet, and are a
severe strain on state and county coffers .... The welfare
system ofthis country has, ifnot by design then by default,
become the principlefinancial resources (sic) for acculturation of low-income immigrants .... Forty-jour percent of the
children in Orange County's AFDC programs and 15
percent of adults on General Assistance are either refugees. sponsored aliens or citizen children.
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In 1989, Orange County Superior Court Judge David 0. Carter
allowed the INS to interview convicted criminal defendants in his
courtroom for nine months. The INS determined 36.4 percent of
them were undocumented immigrants.
California The California Research Bureau of the California State Library
Research Bureau in 1993 reported that its analysis of California census data

showed:
Despite high poverty rates, immigrant households are only
slightly more likely to receive public assistance ... than nonimmigrant households. Taking into account differences in
education, immigrants are no more likely to receive public
assistance than are non-immigrants.

The bureau's analysis, included in a California Senate Office of
Research report in July, found 95 percent of those living in
households headed by immigrants in California were not receiving cash assistance from the government.
Carrying
Capacity Network/
Donald Huddle

Carrying Capacity Network, a coalition of environmentalists and
population-contrQl advocates, commissioned a 1993 study of
undocumented and legal immigrants by Rice University economist Donald Huddle. Huddle concluded that, in 1992, the 7.4
million immigrants who have settled in California since 1970
cost taxpayers $18.2 billion more than the $8.9billion they paid
in taxes. This included net costs of $5 billion for undocumented
immigrants.
Huddle, whose work has sparked controversy among immigration researchers, contended immigration displaced 914,000
California workers last year at a cost to taxpayers of$4.2 billion.
He also suggested immigrants depress wages and contribute to
keeping the working poor in poverty.
The Urban Institute in February 1994 responded that Huddle
underestimated immigrant income, omitted some taxes and
made other errors. It estimated California immigrants provide
a net gain of $12 billion.

Criminal Justice

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) authorized federal reimbursements to states for imprisoning undocumented immigrants, but no federal funds have been appropriated for this. The Wilson administration in October estimated
16,700 of the state's 118,500 prison inmates were actual or
potential undocumented immigrants.
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The Legislature's Joint Committee on Prison Construction and
Operations reported in March that at least 5,000 alien felons
who had served sentences in California were deported by the
INS in 1992. But. the committee's report said, "many re-enter
because of porous borders, (and) minimum sanctions if caught
again. For varying reasons, many are not subject to deportation.
(and) can end up on parole or probation."
The report concluded total criminal-justice costs for approximately 9,300 undocumented felons sent to California's state
prisons during a year's span were $500 million. including at
least $112 million in the 58 counties.
Schools California's largest single category of cost associated with

federal immigration policy is schooling. from kindergarten
through 12th grade. for undocumented immigrants. legal immigrants and citizen children. The Wilson administration reports
public schools enroll about 866,000 such students, nearly 17
percent of the state's total enrollment, at a state and local cost
of more than $3.6 billion. The amount spent on undocumented
children is $1. 1 billion, the administration says.
The 1992 Los Angeles County study estimated legal and undocumented immigrant youngsters made up 12.7 percent of the
county's schoolchildren at a public cost of $822.5 million.
Citizen children of undocumented persons represented another
10 percent. and another $662.3 million. the study said.

Health and The Wilson administration estimates the state will spend $368
Welfare million on emergency medical care, including obstetrical services, to roughly 370,000 undocumented immigrants in 199394. This is a dramatic increase from 23,750 recipients in 198889. Another $82 million will be spent in 1993-94 on prenatal
care for the undocumented.
Critics assert that -- because providers can receive Medi-Cal
reimbursements for emergency and obstetrical care for patients
whose immigration status is undetermined -- some low-income
patients reported as undocumented may in fact be legal residents. On the other hand, news accounts have told of pregnant
women crossing the border to give taxpayer-financed births to
American citizens.
Citizen children eligible for AFDC, who number some 177,000.
are expected to cost the state $236 million for AFDC and $35
million for Medi-Cal health care in 1993-94.
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Wilson
Administration
Methodology

A methodology supplied by the Wilson administration for
calculating the costs of undocumented immigrants is included
in Appendix B. It does not include estimates of taxes paid by the
undocumented that m1ght offset some costs.
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IMPACTS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE
AGREEMENT ON CALlFORNIA IMMIGRATION

Debate over the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFrA).
approved by Congress last fall, frequently focused on whether
lowering barriers to trade with Mexico and Canada could result
in a loss of U.S. jobs.
Proponents of NAITA assert that opening up trade will ex-pand
the U.S. economy; opponents argue that U.S. employers will be
attracted to low-cost labor south of the border.
Approval of NAFTA may be expected to cost Mexico some of its
low-skilled agricultural jobs; those displaced Mexican workers
might be inclined to seek new opportunities in the United States.
On the other hand. improving Mexico's lagging economy could
keep the Mexican work force at home over the long haul.
Here are excerpts from California studies of NAFTA's potential
impact on immigration:

Raul Hinojosa-Ojeda, assistant professor of urban planning
at UCLA, and Sherman Robinson, professor of agricultural
and resource economics at UC Berkeley:

If NAFTA succeeds,

along with other complementary policies to assure a sustained Mexican economic recovery. this
is positivefor Mexico as well as for California and the U.S.
as a whole. The short- to medium-term outlook is for a U.S.
trade surplus with Mexicans who spend more of their
income on U.S. goods than any other country, and a net
creation ofU.S. mamifacturingjobs. Job creation in Mexico
will. under these circumstances, relieve migration pressure
on the U.S.

If on the other hand. free trade is immediately imposed in
all sectors, then there will be severe structural adjustment
problems in Mexico. Our research, and that of others,
indicates that iffree trade in agriculture is adopted, U.S.
com farmers would gain because their exports to Mexico
would increase, but would damage 2.5 million poor Mexican subsistence maize farmers who now are heavily protected and subsidized. The result would be increased
migration out of the Mexican countryside to the cities,
increased migration to the U.S., and lower real wages of
unskilled urban workers in both countries.
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Rejecting any type of a NAFI'A and closing off trade with
Mexico, however, would in many ways be the worst of all
possible scenarios. Mexico would not be able to sustain its
current recovery and the U.S. would forfeit the economic
(and employment) gains from increased trade due to the
potentially dramatic growth of our third-largest trading
partner. Mexican real wages and employment would
continue to fall as they did in the early 1980s, and
migration pressures could only increase as Mexico faces
further demographic growthfor the rest of the century. " 1

Philip Martin and J. Edward Taylor. professor and associate
professor of agricultural economics, UC Davis:
First, NAFI'A will not decrease rural Mexican migration to
the United States, at least during the 1990s, because a
still-expanding U.S. labor-intensive agriculture will continue to pull Mexican workers north. These demand-pull
pressures are augmented by the departure of U.S. -born
workers from the farm work force and their replacement
with rural Mexicans.
Second, Mexican supply-push pressures will remain high
in the 1990s and may increase as Mexico's rural economy
is restructured as a result ofland reforms, NAFI'A, and the
further opening to world trade of the Mexican economy.
Third, there are sophisticated networks in place that bring
rural Mexicans legally and illegally to the United States,
and they will guide some of the 1 million or more farmers
and farm workers who are expected to be displaced from
Mexican agriculture each year during the 1990s to the
United States.
NAFTA may not be as important in displacing Mexicans
from agriculture as land reforms and Mexico's unilateral
lowering of trade barriers. Thus, migrationfrom Mexico to
the United States is like to increase during the 1990s with
or without NAFTA ....
NAFI'A is not a magic bullet cure that will halt Mexico-toU.S. migration, but it is the best hope for the economic
growth andjobs that should let Mexicans eventually stay
at home....
Without a NAFI'A-inspired trade and investment boom in
Mexico, the United States will accept a large number of
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!Yfexican immigrants in the 1990s, and then lookforward to
another large number in the frrst decade of the 21st
century. NAFTA, on the other hand, should create the
economic development framework that can diminish the
demand-pull and supply-pushfactors that increased Mexican migration to the United States in the 1980s. 2

Wayne A. Cornelius, Center for U .S.-Mexican Studies, University of California, San Diego:
At least in the short tenn, migration from rural Mexico to
California and other parts of the United States is likely to
continue more or less at the present level, with or without
a NAFTA, because:
•

There are so many poweiful inertial factors that drive
this movement. e.g .. social networks. labor markets that
are already linked trans-nationally, and a well-established culture of immigration in many rural communities.

•

The demandfor Mexican labor in the California economy
is likely to remain strong and widely dispersed, both
sectorially and regionally, in theforeseeablejuture.

•

The upward adjustment of wages on the Mexican side
that can be expected to resultfrom a free trade regime
will take time.

An analysis ofNAFTA by the California Employment Devel-

opment Department, September 15, 1992:
NAFTA is seen as a way for U.S. companies to gain better
access to the growing Mexican market and for Mexico to
accelerate its economic growth through closer ties to the
U.S . ... NAFTA is still expected to boost investor corifulence
in Mexican economic growth and stability ....
It was initially believed that increasing wages and the
standard of living in Mexico would decrease pressures for
immigration to the U.S. However, numerous studies indicate that rapid economic development reforms in Mexico
will exacerbate immigration. rather than decrease it.
In particular, the opening ofthe Mexican com market to U.S.
producers and liberalization of regulations governing the
ability offarmers to sell property will probably displace
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many Mexicanfarmers. The most widely used estimate is
that there will be 600,000 more migrants from Mexico to
the U.S. over the next six to 15 years. Historically,
California has absorbed one half of Mexican migrants, so
the state should anticipate 300,000 of these additional
migrants. 3
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CONCLUSION

Historic California's public angst over its rising tide of immigrants might
Repetition have been predicted. given the depth of the prolonged recession

and the state's rough-hewn history. Throughout this turbulent
century. California's foreign-born. especially Asians. have been
treated with large doses of suspicion.
As 18 million newcomers entered the United States at the turn
of the century, many Americans across the country looked
askance at incoming Italians, Poles. Germans, Slavs and Jews.
convinced the newcomers were incapable- and frankly unworthy - of mixing with their northern and western European
predecessors.
Americans - and Californians - have a penchant for turning
against new arrivals in hard times. The trait has been exacerbated in the 1990s by laws that liberalized the U.S. approach to
taking in foreigners, by California's struggle with job losses and
by a worldwide surge in migration.
Fears the United States can handle only so much immigration
in the face of mounting global pressures. both political and
economic, are most intense in California. destination of the lion's
share of U.S. immigrants.
Newcomers
Increase
Economic
Activity

Economists note newcomers can expand an area's economy.
increase demand for goods and services. and bring jobs as well
as labor. The maligned immigrants of the late 1800s fueled an
industrialization that propelled the United States into secure
status as the Earth's leading economic powerhouse.
But the credibility of optimistic theorists takes a beating in a
state where government budgets are foundering in red ink. The
link between hard times and fears over immigration is readily
apparent when looking back at the mostly boom decade of the
1980s. In those years. when state government at one point
returned a $1 billion surplus to taxpayers. more than 3 million
immigrants were absorbed into California with hardly a public
murmur.

A Federal Issue Immigration in America is largely a federal matter. Congress

writes the laws: the administration patrols the borders. As noted
in this paper, comprehensive solutions to immigration issues
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offered in 1993 by California's statewide political leaders almost universally seek federal action.

Recommendations But California should not be silent on immigration, a phenomfor State Action enon fundamentally altering its demography. classrooms and
workplaces. As the Latino Legislative Caucus has opined, any
state legislation on immigration should be measured by a
prevailing public standard: Is it good for California as a whole?
• Immigration Task Force
A persistent failing of the immigration debate is that government is willing to estimate public costs but is not as quick
to measure benefits. Information about the costs of immigration is often sketchy, in dispute, and seldom balanced by
a discussion of immigration's public revenues and benefits
-because those are largely unknown and unmeasured.
In an effort to elevate the California debate over immigration
policy, the California State Senate should appoint a balanced and credible task force of experts to assess the tax
contributions and other measurable costs and benefits of
immigration in this state. Information compiled by this task
force should be made public to lend informed balance to
assertions immigration has become a public drain.
• Enforcement of Labor Laws
An extensive study of immigrant communities in San Fran-

cisco and Sacramento was published last year by the
California Policy Seminar. "California's Changing Faces:
New Immigrant Survival Strategies and State Policy," found
immigrants sometimes confined by their limited language
skills to exploitative workplaces within tight-knit enclaves.
These findings led authors Michael Peter Smith and
Bernadette Tarallo of the Department of Applied Behavioral
Sciences at U.C., Davis, to recommend immigrant entrepreneurs be forced to obey laws governing minimum wages.
working hours, child labor practices and workplace safety
and sanitary conditions. The authors added:

This may lead to the shutdown of exploitative workplaces, but the short-term cost in increased unemployment must be weighed against the longer-term benefits
likely to result from vigorous enforcement of laws
against urifair labor practices.
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U.S. Senator Feinstein's plan to charge a $1 fee at border
crossings would generate money for immigrant-related
purposes in the border states. State Treasurer Brown has
suggested using those funds for more state and federal
labor inspectors. California's immigrants are vulnerable
to workplace abuses and should be protected from illegal
practices.
•

State Licensing Laws

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 outlawed
employment of undocumented immigrants. but preempted
the states from directly enforcing its provisions through fines
and other criminal penalties. However, a Legislative Counsel
opinion in October suggested the state could take some steps
to curb employers who hire undocumented workers.
Stated the opinion, included in Appendix D:
... the state may provide generally for other types of
employer sanctions that are imposed in connection
with licensing or "fitness to do business laws." such
as laws prohibiting the issuance or renewal of a
license, registration, or permit to engage in a profession or operate a business if an applicant is found to
have violated federal immigration laws that prohibit
employers from hiring, recruiting or referring undocumented aliens.

Recognizing employers cannot legally hire undocumented
workers, the state should deny its licenses to employers
whose workers are not legal residents.
•

Immigration Spokesperson

A state spokesperson should be designated, either in the
Governor's Office or through an office of immigrant and
refugee affairs, to provide an objective public perspective on
California's immigration issues.
A support staff should collect and analyze data pertaining to
California immigrants. serve as a liaison between state
government and immigrant communities, assess immigrant
needs. recruit bilingual newcomers to teach classes in English as a second language, manage a statewide anti-discrimination campaign and channel to authorities complaints
concerning illegal immigration or exploitation of immigrants.
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This office also could maintain pressure on the federal
government to return to California a larger share of the
revenues generated by its immigrants and refugees.
Never an
Easy Issue

This paper has attempted to show that immigration patterns
and controversies, although keenly felt in California, are tied to
forces rooted in American history, economics and the decisions
in Washington.
California has been handed an enormous role in carrying out
federal immigration policies. It cannot ease immigration tensions without working closely with federal decision-makers.
But forces already at work could make the task easier as the
mid-point of the decade approaches.
An expanded Border Patrol will more forcefully demonstrate

Washington's intent to exclude those who have not won a legal
right to enter this country. Almost-certain reforms in asylum
procedures may d_iscourage some from trying.
Enactment of a national health plan could pave the way for
Americans to carry tamper-resistant cards showing they are
eligible for benefits reserved only for legal residents and citizens.
A waiver of federal law might permit California to more aggressively pursue those who hire illegal immigrants, if state policymakers seek that authority. Senator Feinstein's proposed
border fee has won wide support: if enacted, it might make new
money available for enforcing labor laws to the benefit of
immigrants and citizens.
In the coming years NAFTA may spawn a surge in Mexican
immigration, but over the longer term it should help lessen the
marked disparities between the two countries that have fueled
illegal border crossings into California.
Finally, over time, a long-delayed economic recovery can be
expected to soothe common, if disputed. fears that immigrants
unfairly take scarce jobs and costly public handouts from the
native-born.
On the political front, the Clinton administration has strongly
suggested California has reason to expect more federal help
with its immigration costs.
The national Commission on Immigration Reform, charged
with reviewing the effectiveness of immigration laws and recom54
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mending potential revisions. is well aware of California's difficult
circumstances. Its executive director. Susan Forbes Martin.
wrote in a 1993 paper contained in Appendix C:

Seventy-eight percent of the foreign-born live in five states:
California, New York, Hawaii. Florida and New Jersey.
California, with 22 percent of its residents among the
foreign-born.feels particularly overwhelmed by the costs of
services mandated by federal law. Current research on the
costs incurred by state and local governments shows that
impacts appear to differ depending on the level of government, with the federal government appearing to reap a
positive net benefit in taxes versus expenditures and local
governments more likely bearing at least short-term net
costs (although there is disagreement about whether the net
effect on state governments is positive or negative).
Even as Washington beefs up the Border Patrol and ponders
long-term changes in immigration policies that could perhaps
assist California, a spate of measures in the Legislature offers
the potential for new directions in the state. Either of the
proposed ballot initiatives. of course, would mark the sharpest
change in course if enacted --but probably not without a court
fight.
In the past. major changes in immigration laws occurred about
once a generation. Now they are occurring every few years. with
far-reaching impacts on the nation's most populous state. For
perspective, it is useful to remember America's immigration
policies have expanded over the past 30 years to reflect the
country's evolving approach to human rights. But it has never
been an easy issue.
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APPENDIX A
LEGAL FOREIGN IMMIGRATION
TO CALIFORNIA IN 1991-92
Source: California Department of Finance
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LEGAL FOREIGN IMMIGRATION TO CALIFORNIA FISCAL YEAR (FY) 1992*

A total of 237,492 legal immigrants came from foreign countries to California in Fiscal Year (FY)
1992. This was a twenty-three percent increase over the 1991 figure of 193,278. It is expected
that FY 1993 will continue to show the same level of immigrants coming to California as
expenenced in FY 1992.
Most of the immigrants were born in Asia (54%), a decrease of five percent from 1991. There
was a corresponding increase of 8% in the percentage born in North America immigrating to
California from FY 1991 to FY 1992. Europe sent 2% fewer and South America sent 1% fewer
while Africa and Oceania's percentage distribution of immigrants moving to California remained
the same.
The area with the largest percentage and numerical change from FY 1991 to FY 1992 was North
America with a percentage change of 64 and a numerical change of 27,289. Most of this change
was due to a large increase in the number of immigrants coming from Mexico to California. This
i'lcrease was due to family reunification of persons who were legalized :n the amnesty
(Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986) program. The number of immigrants from Mexico
increased 108% from 22,515 to 46,905. Immigrants from the former Soviet Union totaled 12,627
this year which was a 12 percent decline from FY 1991.
Other individual countries with large percentage increases were Ireland (184%), Japan (158%),
El Salvador (59%), United Kingdom (56%) and Vietnam (56%). Ireland's increase was due to a
revision to the immigration law allowing an increase in the number of immigrants from that
country. Japan's increase was due to applications to a new immigration program establishing
a lottery for immigrants. The largest decreases were experienced by Nicaragua (-59%), Panama
(-41%), and Iran (-37%).
Tne data are provided annually by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to the

Department of Finance. They include immigrants admitted for legal permanent residence,
refugees approved and admitted, and asylees approved. The INS provided data for the newly
formed countnes of the former Soviet Union and Yugoslavia and will be displayed as such in
current and future reports. The former Soviet Union is now reported under 13 separate
countr1es; Yugoslavia is now divided into four countries.
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Forty-six percent of the immigrants were male and 54 percent were female. The median age of
the immigrants in FY 1992 was 27.7 compared to 30.0 in FY 1991 . Almost half of the new
immigrants were in the 19-44 years of age group in FY 1992. Few immigrants are over age 65.
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For the population age 16 and over, 50 percent were homemakers, retired. students or
unemployed while 25 percent were 1n professional or techn1cal employment, 14 percent were
employed in blue collar industries, 8 percent in service industries, and 3 percent in farming or
fishing.
Th1s report is based on data ~rom the United States Immigration Gnd Naturaliz:Jtion Service:
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available for the State and California counties FY 1986 through FY 1992. The var:ous reports
1nclude more detailed information on age. gender. marital status. country of birth and
CCC:JpatiOn.
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APPENDIX B
"CALIFORNIA'S ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION COSTS -- A CALL
FOR FEDERAL LEADERSffiP," FROM THE GOVERNOR'S
BUDGET SUMMARY 1994-95, PRESENTED TO THE
LEGISLATURE IN JANUARY 1994.
Source: Governor Pete Wilson

WILSON ADMINISTRATION METHODOLOGY FOR
CALCULATING FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT REQUESTS
Source: California Department of Finance
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CHARTING THE COURSE FOR CALIFORNIA'S FUTURE

CALIFORNIA'S ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION COSTS
-A CALL FOR FEDERAL LEADERSHIP

"The ftderal government must gain control ofour borders and must prevent
massive illegal immigration. And the ftderal government... must reimburse
state taxpayers for the costs offtderal foilure. "
-- Governor Pete Wilson, in an
open letter to President Clinton
August 1993

WHY IS ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION A CRITICAL ISSUE TO ALL CALIFORNIANS?

•!•

California is currently home
52 percent of the nation's total.

•!·

It cost California taxpayers $2.5 billion to pay for federally mandated services.

to

over 2 million illegal tmmtgranrs, which ts

•:· 700,000 new jobs need to be created to support illegal immigration costs.
•:• 18,000 illegal immigrants are in state prisons, five times more than any other state.
·:· The cost of educating illegal immigrants in K-12 public schools is $1.7 billion.
·:· 40 percent of all Medi-Cal births (96,000 babies) are born
California.

to

illegal immigrants in

·:· Anyone with $40 can purchase false 1.0. cards in Los Angeles.
·:· Without immigration reform, California will experience a growth of over I million
new illegal immigrants in the next decade.
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California is committed to rebuilding its economy and providing for safe and prosperous
communities. Hard hit by numerous natural disasters and an international recession,
California has seen its problems compounded by federal policies that have a disproportionate impact on the State, including military reductions, base closures, and federal
budget actions. In addition, the State continues to disproportionately shoulder the cost
of massive illegal immigration -- a problem directly related to federal public policy.

-------------~·------------California's taxpayers are
effictively asked to pay additional
"immigration taxes" to support
the costs of federally-mandated
services to illegal immigrants not
bornebytaxpayersthroughoutthe
United States.

The United States has a rich history of immigration. California,
the most diverse state in the union, can point to the many benefits
of legal immigration. California is home to 600,000, or 38
percent, of the approximately 1.6 million refugees admitted to the
United States since 1975, and 1.6 million, or 53 percent, of the 3
million immigrants granted amnesty under the 1986 Immigration
Reform and Control Act (IRCA).
However, people coming into the U.S. withour the government's
permission or knowledge has become a major economic and social
problem, especially for states that bear a disproportionate share of
the population. Of the estimated 4 million illegal immigrants who
cross our borders into the United States, 52 percent live in
California. California's taxpayers are effectively asked to pay
additional "immigration taxes" to support the costs of federallymandated services to illegal immigrants not borne by taxpayers
throughout the United States.
Measured in terms of economic output, it would take 750,000
new jobs in the next fiscal year to pay the costs of providing
mandated health care, education, and incarceration for illegal
immigrants in California.

-------------~·-------------

-------------~·-------------

Governor Wilson is asking the federal government to end all the
incentives that now encourage immigrants to enter the United
States illegally, by:

•:• Eliminating federal mandates that require states to provide health care, education, and
other benefits to illegal immigrants.
•:• Creating a tamper-proof eligibility card to ensure that only legal U.S. residents receive
benefits.
•:• Amending the U.S. Constitution to deny citizenship to children born in the U.S. to
illegal immigrant parents.
The 1994-95 annual costs of providing services to people illegally residing in California
as a result of inadequate border control is $2.5 billion. In the absence of substantial
national immigration reform, Governor Wilson is asking the federal government to
reimburse California $2.3 billion (in recognition that the federal fiscal year begins three
months after the state fiscal year).
In 1994-95, California's cost of illegal immigration will include:
•!•

$1.7 billion for the school-year cost of educating illegal immigrants in California's
public schools.
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<• $402 million for the cost of illegal immigrants in California's correctional system.
•:• $400 million for health services provided to illegal immigrants under the state's MediCal program.
Governor Wilson also supports funding oflocal governments' cost for incarceration and
other federally-mandated services.

--------------~·--------------

BACKGROUND
In January 1993, as part ofhis 1993-94 budget proposal, Governor Wilson proposed that
the federal government pay California for the cost of services to people residing illegally
in the State and for the cost of unfunded federal mandates for other immigration
programs. Although the federal government has the sole responsibility for setting the
nation's immigration policy, the majority of the costs of illegal immigration is borne by
state and local governments. Governor Wilson believes the federal government has an
obligation to cease shifting federal immigration costs to the local and state level, and to
craft an immigration reform plan that treats state and local governments with fairness and
honesty.
In spite of broad bipartisan support throughout California, the federal government in
1993 only provided the balance of the State Legalization Impact Assistance Grants
(SLIAG) funding initially authorized in the Immigration Reform and Control Act (I RCA).
This federal funding was appropriated to help state and local governments pay for the then
estimated cost of the national amnesty program for illegal immigrants. Regrettably, no
other assistance has been made available to state or local governments for the cost of
providing services to illegal immigrants residing in California as a result of federal
immigration policy.
Wilson Plan of Action
In August 1993, after receiving no new funding from the federal government for the cost
of illegal immigration, Governor Wilson outlined a comprehensive plan of action for the
federal government to provide leadership by aggressively addressing the national problem
of illegal immigration. His plan includes:
·:· The elimination of the federal mandates that require states to provide health care,
education and other benefits to illegal immigrants. The federal government should pay
for these mandates as long as it requires the states to provide them. Unless the mandates
are repealed, the federal government is implicitly encouraging continued illegal
immigration.
·:· Creation of a tamper-proof, legal resident eligibility card. The Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) estimates that as many as 1.5 million forged "green cards"
alone are in circulation in the State. In September 1993, the Governor asked President
Clinton to designate California as a test case for a tamper-proofidentification card pilot
project. The Clinton Administration has not yet responded.
•:• A U.S. Constitutional amendment to deny citizenship to children born in the U.S. to
illegal immigrant parents. The U.S. Constitution has been interpreted as granting
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citizenship to every child born in the U.S., including children of illegal immigrant
parents. In the last five years alone, the number of children of illegal immigrants on
California's welfare rolls has grown more than four-fold. Governor Wilson believes
that the U.S. Constitution should be amended so that citizenship is denied ro the
children born in the U.S. to parents who have no legal authority to work or reside in
the United States.

------~·-------------

L

federal leadership fails to

address tht' zmcheckedflow ofillegal
immigrants,

the ability of

gotJermnent to serve those here
legally z, ·ill be diminished.

In addition to his call for federal action, the Governor signed state
legislation to address the impact of illegal immigration on state
programs by:
•:·Requiring the Department of Motor Vehicles to check U.S.
citizenship prior to providing an applicant with a California
Driver's License or identification card.
'.• Requiring proof of legal residency in order to receive job
placement or training.
•:·Strengthening the penalties for Medi-Cal fraud and creation of
penalties for those who coach others in how to defraud the State.
•:• Prohibiting local officials from enforcing sanctuary laws which
have been adopted in a variety of California cities and counties,
sanctuary laws prevent local law enforcement officials from reporting to the INS alleged felons who police believe to be
illegal immigrants.

·!·--------

FISCAL YEAR

-------------~·-------------

1994-95 BUDGET PROPOSAL
As part of his fiscal year 1994-95 Budget Proposal, Governor Wilson is asking the federal
government to reimburse California $2.3 billion for the cost of incarceration and health
care and education benefits to illegal immigrants residing in California as a result of failed
federal immigration policies and the lackoffederal enforcement ofU .S. immigration laws.
The state programs primarily impacted by illegal immigration are Medi-Cal, corrections,
and education. The following table shows the request in the Governor's 1994-95 Budget:
State Budget Implications
If federal leadership fails to
address the unchecked flow
of illegal immigrants, the
ability ofgovernment to serve
those here legally will be diminished.
•:· California just opened its
27th prison; yet we are
still operating at 180 percent of design capacity,

1994-95 IMMIGRATION
REIMBURSEMENT PROPOSAL
Program
Education
Corrections
Medi-Cal
Total

Population

392,260
23,262
390.000

State Costs
1.7 billion

300 million
~million

$2.300 billion
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while millions are spent to incarcerate enough illegal immigrants to fill 8 state prisons.
-:· California's classrooms are already bursting; yet the federal government insists that they
be open to anyone who illegally crosses the state's border.
•:• Public health care facilities are swamped; two-thirds of all babies born in L.A. public
hospitals are born to parents who have illegally entered the U.S.
Increasing Population of Illegal Immigrants
Since 1989, enough people to fill a city the size ofOakland have illegally crossed the border
into California. In a 1992 report, Los Angeles County estimated that a total of nearly threequarters of a million illegal immigrants reside in their community.
According to the most recent, but unofficial, estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau,
2,083,000 undocumented immigrants were residing in California as of Aprill993. Each
year, an additional! 00,000 illegal immigrants are added to the state's population, which
now is approaching 32 million. Based on this annual net increase, it is estimated that there
will be 2,258,000 illegal immigrants in California by January 1, 1995.
Without immigration reform, California will experience a growth ofover one million new
illegal immigrants in the next decade.

--------------~·--------------

IMPRISONING ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT FELONS
The 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act directed the U.S. Attorney General to
reimburse states for the costs of incarcerating illegal immigrant felons and authorizes the
appropriation of funds necessary to carry out the law.
However, the federal government has routinely ignored
FIGURE 4-A
this requirement, shifting the cost onto state taxpayers.
ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT FELONS IN PRISON
(DATA IN THOUSANDS)

State Prisons/California Youth Authority
In 1988, there were 5,500 illegal immigrants in California's prisons. By 1994-95, there will be more than 18,000
illegal immigrants in state prisons -- a three-fold increase
and five times more than any other state.
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California taxpayers have spent over a billion dollars in
the last five years to keep these convicted felons in prison,
and the cost ofincarcerating these offenders in fiscal year
1994-95 is projected to exceed $375 million.
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Additionally, the State is spending approximately $18
million a year to house youths illegally residing in the
U.S. in California Youth Authority (CYA) institutions.
An estimated 7 percent of CYA' s population (600-700
wards) are undocumented criminals.
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Correctional Treaties
In addition to requesting federal funding for the cost of incarcerating illegal immigrants,
the Wilson Administration has focused on removing obstacles which severely limit the
number of prisoners transferred to their country of origin to serve thetr sentence.
The United States currently has treaties governing prisoner transfers with many other
countries. All of the treaties have strict criteria and require that all parries-the United
States Department ofJustice, the State, the foreign government, and the convicted felonconsent to the transfer. In fact, the inmate must voluntarily request a transfer.
Governor Wilson has directed his Secretary ofYouth and Adult Correctional Agency to
work with the U.S. Attorney General and the California Congressional Delegation to
renegotiate the existing treaties to remove the requirement for prisoner approval and other
barriers to such transfers. Any reforms must include assurances that felons will complete
their sentence upon transfer to another country. Without these reforms, there is no
realistic prospect for increasing the number of offenders transferred to their home country.
While some propose randomly deporting incarcerated illegal immigrants to their country
of origin as the "solution," this approach without broader reforms is short-sighted at best.
Indeed, a 1990 Los Angeles County study reported that almost 80 percent of the
deporrable immigrants in the Los Angeles jail system who INS returned to their country
of origin, reentered the U.S. and were rearrested within one year of release, with 87 percent
of the arrests occurring in Los Angeles County.
Parole Costs
Because the federal government alone has the authority to deport illegal immigrants,
Governor Wilson is asking the President and Congress to pay not only the costs of
incarcerating illegal immigrant felons, but also the cost of supervising them when on
parole.
Unfortunately, not all undocumented inmates are taken into custody and deported by the
even after serving their sentence. In 1990, for example, over 5,600 inmates were
released by the Department of Corrections to the INS upon serving their sentence, yet less
than half (2, 780) were deported. Failure of the INS to deport illegal immigrant criminals
forces the State to monitor their activity while in the U.S. through parole in order to protect
law-abiding legal residents from further criminal activity.
INS,

Whether deported or released, all illegal immigrant felons are placed on parole caseload~
after leaving prison. This allows corrections officials to betrer protect the public by
monitoring these offenders and returning them to prison if they commit another crime.
Considering that over 22 percent of the inmates deponed in 1990 were back in a
California prison by the end of April 1992, parole is indeed an important component of
public safety.
In 1993-94, roughly 4,200 illegal immigrants will be paroled in California, costing
taxpayers $8.7 million. In 1994-95, the caseload is projected to rise to more than 4,500
for a cost of $9.2 million.
Proposed Solutions
Governor Wilson is working to persuade Congress and the President to enact changes in
federal laws needed to compel the federal government to incarcerate undocumented
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inmates in the federal prison system for the full sentence imposed on them for convictions
under California law.
The Governor also supports provisions of the pending federal crime bill, adopted by the
U.S. Senate, for regional prisons, provided that such prisons be used to incarcerate illegal
felons now in state prisons. Using these regional prisons in this manner will create space
in state prisons for the increased inmate population that will be generated by desperately
needed sentencing reforms, such as the reduction of work time credit.
In the meantime, the Governor is taking steps to facilitate the deportation of undocumented felons upon completion of their sentence. In addition to expanding the use of state
correctional facilities for in-prison deportation hearings by federal immigration judges,
the administration has launched a pilot project with the INS to facilitate the identification
and processing of undocumented inmates.

--------------~·--------------

EDUCATING ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
California educates over 5 million children daily in its more than 7,000 public primary
and secondary schools. However, the number of illegal immigrants in our public schools
is severely impacting the ability of California's educators to teach the children who legally
reside in our state.

FIGURE 4-8

EDUCATING ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
(PUBLIC SCHOOLS/GRADES K-12)

:://- Total Expenditures (In Millions)
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Using the U.S. Census Bureau's latest unofficial
estimates of illegal immigrants in California, the
number of illegal immigrants ages 5 to 17 years old
will be approximately 456,000 in January 1995,
with 392,000 estimated to attend public schools.
These children will be educated daily in the public
schools ar a cost of $1.7 billion - a price tag that
is simply too expensive to ignore. At a time when
California needs to build one classroom every day
just to accommodate enrollment growth in its
public schools, the State cannot afford to pay the
federal government's bill for the cost of educating
children illegally residing in the United States.
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Governor Wilson believes that the federal government must reimburse California $1.7 billion for
the cost ofeducating illegal immigrants residing in
the State as a result of federal immigration policy.
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Education represents a compelling incentive to
enter the U.S. illegally. The Governor proposes
federal reimbursement as an interim step until the
federal government reviews its options to deal
1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95
with the education magnet. The federal government could choose to fund education services for
illegal immigrants currently enrolled in public
schools and repeal the benefit prospectively, or develop some other variation that deals
with the current incentive which encourages illegal immigration.
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Until the federal government ends the education magnet, the Governor is calling on
Congress to craft a policy which allows states to obtain citizenship information upon
enrollment. This would give the state the ability to provide the federal government with
an accurate count of the number of illegal immigrants in California schools and the cost
of educating them.

-------------~·-------------

HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO ILLEGAL
IMMIGRANTS
FIGURE 4-C

GENERAL FUND MEDI-CAL EXPENDITURES
FOR ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)
I $400

In 1986, Congress passed the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (OBRA '86) which directed
states to provide certain medical services to illegal
immigrants. OBRA '86 requires California to provide emergency medical services, including labor
and delivery services, through the Medi-Cal program to illegal immigrants costing taxpayers a total
of $811 million in 1993-94.
Since fiscal year 1988-89, state General Fund expenditures for OBRA services have risen from roughly $22 million to $400 million and caseload has
increased from 31,600 to an estimated 390,000 in
FY 1994-95.
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of $230 million for labor
and delivery services which
made up one-third of the
total OBRA Medi-Cal expenditures.
The Governor believes that
under no circumstances
should state and local governments be required to
share in costs resulting from
federal policy decisions that
mandate health care emit! em ems to illegal immigrants.

In addition, 40 percent of all Medi-Cal births are to
illegal immigrants. In 1992 (the most recent data),
roughly 237,000 babies were born to Medi-Cal
recipients, nearly 96,000 of whom were to illegal
immigrants. That same year, taxpayers paid a total

FIGURE 4-D

MEDICAL CASELOAD FOR ILLEGAL
IMMIGRANTS
(RECIPIENTS IN THOUSANDS)
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Removing the Incentive
Governor Wilson has called on Congress and the President to eliminate the mandate on
states to provide certain medical services to illegal immigrants through the Medi-Cal
program. While illegal immigrants with emergent or public health care needs should be
treated and doctors cannot be asked to violate their Hippocratic oath, it should be entirely
the federal government's obligation to pay providers for the cost of such care. Therefore,
the federal government should develop a direct billing mechanism to ensure that any
medical services provided to undocumented immigrants be financed fUlly by the federal
government. The provision of health care to illegal immigrants is a fundamental federal
responsibility, and must be financed exclusively with federal dollars-not an unfUnded
mandate or a cost shift to state, local governments, or health care providers.
Prenatal Care
FIGURE 4-E

FEDERALLY MANDATED HEALTH CARE
COSTS FOR ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)
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When the California Legislature passed
legislation to conform with OBRA '86,
prenatal services were added to the scope
ofbenefits provided to illegal immigrants
in the State. From fiscal year 1989-90 to
1993-94, the demand for prenatal care
for illegal immigrants has driven state
program expenditures from $17.7 million to $82 million respectively, a 360percent increase in just four years. Norwithstanding persistent and vigorous effons by Governor Wilson, the federal
government has failed to provide federal
financial support for such services.

California's open-ended entirlement to
prenatal services for undocumented immigrants stands in sharp contrast ro rhe
capped appropriation for the Access for
Infants and Mothers (AIM) program,
created by Governor Wilson to provide
Five Top Counties
prenatal and well-baby care to low-income, working California families who
otherwise could nor afford insurance.
Because demand for these services exceeds the capped amount of funds available for AIM,
the program is scheduled to close enrollment effective February 1, 1994.
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Governor Wilson does not believe that it is fair or logical to be providing services to illegal
immigrants that legal residents of this state cannot access. Therefore, Governor Wilson
is proposing urgency legislation to eliminate the state-only prenatal program for illegal
immigrants as of February 1, 1994, and transfer portions of that fUnding ro the AIM
program. The additional fUnding will ensure continued access to prenatal and well-baby
care for low-income, working California families.

______________ (. ______________
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CITIZENSHIP
Children born in the U.S. whose parents are illegal immigrants are U.S. citizens and are
eligible for the full range of government services even though their parents are not.
Although the number of" citizen children" on welfare has increased in the last several years,
it is difficult to estimate the total number of citizen children born in California, since
citizenship is not a part of the parental information required for a birth certificate.
However, a Los Angeles County report estimated that in 1992 there were 250,000 citizen
children of illegal immigrants living in that county alone.
The number of citizen children on the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
program (children-only cases where the parent(s) is excluded from aid because of
immigration status) has increased by nearly 400 percent in the past six years, from 40,800
recipients in FY 1987-88 to 193,800 in FY 1994-95. For 1994-95, the total AFDC cost
of supporting these children is estimated at $553 million, their education costs are
estimated at $400 million, and the cost of providing them full scope of health services is
approximately $167 million. While the cost of citizen children has not been included in
Governor Wilson's request to the federal government, it is a further example of the impact
of lack of federal enforcement of the U.S. borders on California's taxpayers.
Governor Wilson believes that it is rime to fundamentally change the nation's immigration laws. The U.S. Constitution has been interpreted as granting citizenship to every child
born in the U.S., even the children of illegal immigrant parents. Some illegal immigrants
come to the United States to give birth so their child can gain American citizenship.
A 1993 University of California study reported that a full three-quarters of the women
who crossed the California-Mexico border during one pregnancy indicated their intention to do so again during their next pregnancy. According to the report, "these women
desired to obtain U.S. citizenship for their infants, which would provide substantial gains
in the children's qualiry of life in terms of educational and employment opportunities,
and a better standard of living."
While no one can argue with a parent's desire to improve their child's quality of life,
immigration to the U.S. must occur in a legal fashion so the government can plan for the
cost of the services needed to help the family assimilate into American society.
Governor Wilson has asked Congress to begin the processing of amending the Constitution so that citizenship belongs only to the children of legal residents of the United States.
It is not equitable to provide citizenship to children born in the U.S. as the result oflawbreaking behavior when there are people waiting patiently for the legal right to emigrate
to this country. It is also inappropriate to reward ~uch law-breaking behavior by providing
those children with all of the rights and privileges that come with citizenship. And it is
illogical to grant citizenship to children of illegal immigrants when the parents cannot
legally work and, therefore, cannot provide for their children.

--------------·~--------------
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OTHER STATE

& LOCAL

COSTS

California's local governments are also paying a significant cost related to illegal
immigration. This Administration is committed to work with local government representatives to document federally mandated costs for services provided to illegal immigrants
at the local level.

Local Jails
The State Board of Corrections estimates that there are about 7,000 undocumented
immigrants in California jails at an annual cost of more than $117 million.
Indigent Health Care
By state law, county governments in California are responsible for meeting the health care
needs of indigent adults. As a result, county governments are providing basic and
emergency health care to those illegal immigrants who do not meet Medi-Cal eligibility
standards. While there is no estimate of statewide local government cost of providing
health care to illegal immigrants, there have been several studies on the impact of illegal
immigration in certain California counties. A State Auditor General report on the impact
of illegal immigration in San Diego County estimated that the county paid $1.8 million
in 1991 specifically for the treatment of illegal immigrants.

--------------~·--------------

EMPLOYER ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

No state agencies have enforcement authority for immigration laws, including the
enforcement of employment provisions of IRCA. The responsibility for employer
enforcement falls on the Immigration and Naturalization Service, a federal agency. The
nation's immigration laws were amended in 1986 to make it "unlawful for a person or
other entity to hire, or to recruit or refer for a fee, for employment in the United States
as an immigrant knowing the immigrant is an unauthorized worker." Non-complying
employers who knowingly hire unauthorized workers are subject to substantial civil and
criminal penalties. It is critical that the federal government more aggressively fulfill irs
enforcement responsibilities in order to ensure all magnets attracting illegal immigrants
-including jobs-are reversed.
Further, a significant problem in the enforcement of employee sanctions is the huge
marker of fraudulent identification cards. On the streets of Los Angeles, for example, any
person with $40 can easily purchase an authentic-looking immigrant resident card, Social
Security card, or other state/federal identification card. This widespread abuse makes it
difficult for the law-abiding employer to determine if they are in fact hiring an illegal
immigrant. Governor Wilson has called on the federal government to improve their
enforcement activities by the creation of a tamper-proof, legal resident eligibility card that
would be required as proof of eligibility for all legal U.S. residents seeking benefits.

--------------·~--------------
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CONCLUSION
Governor Wilson, recognizing the historic benefits of immigration, strongly supports a
strong U.S. program oflegal immigration. However, if the federal government continues
to ignore the massive flow of illegal immigrants into California and other states, it
effectively undermines the integrity of the legal immigration process.
Leadership to provide comprehensive reform of the national immigration policy must be
a top priority for Congress and the President in 1994. Thoughtful reform of the nation's
immigration policies will result in increased public support for the nation's newest
residents and the provision of essential government services at both the state and national
level. National immigration reform will protect the quality of life for the nation's legal
residents while providing equity that is lacking in today's failed immigration policies.

--------------~·--------------

METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING CALIFORNIA'S COSTS OF
PROVIDING EMERGENCY HEALTH CARE FOR ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS

* Federal law passed in 1986 mandates that California and other states provide
emergency medical care, including labor and delivery, through the Medicaid
program (Medi-Cal in California) to illegal immigrants who would be eligible
for such services except for their citizenship status.

*State eligibility workers are prohibited by a federal court ruling from
asking applicants for information or verification of their citizenship status
when applying for these "restricted~ Medi-Cal benefits; applicants are
entitled to restricted benefits if they meet residency requirements as well as
age, income, and asset limits required of all other Medi-Cal applicants.
* U.S. citizens are prohibited from applying for restricted Medi-Cal benefits;
the 1986 federal law established the restricted benefits category as part of
the federal mandate to provide emergency medical care to illegal immigrants.
*Once an applicant has been approved for restricted benefits, he or she
receives a Medi-Cal card assigned with specific aid codes, and which carries
the following qualification: "Valid for Emergency And Pregnancy-Related
Services Only." The individual then uses the card to access approved services
through a Medi-Cal health care provider.
*The California Department of Health Services uses an estimating methodology
-- approved by the federal government -- to determine the costs of providing
services to this population. Their methodology, based upon these aid codes,
determines the number of individuals eligible for restricted Medi-Cal
benefits, the cost per individual, the number of benefits provided, and the
cost per benefit.
* Currently, the federal government reimburses states for 50 percent of the
cost of providing these mandated health care services to illegal immigrants.
The federal government has used this methodology for reimbursement purposes
under California's state plan since 1988, when these federally mandated
services were first required to be provided.
* According to the Department of Health Services, based upon the latest
caseload data, California's 12-month costs for providing emergency and
pregnancy-related medical care to 390,000 illegal immigrants will be
approximately $400 million in FY 1994-95.
The Following Costs Are NOT Included In This Reimbursement Request:
* The costs of providing emergency or other medical services to citizen
children of illegal immigrants.
* The costs of providing health care to illegal immigrants who are provided
emergency services but are not eligible for Medi-Cal, such as single adults
between ages 18 and 64 who are not disabled.
* The costs of providing emergency or other medical services to refugees.
*Facility construction costs for emergency medical facilities.
* The costs of emergency and pregnancy-related health care for illegal
immigrants who, based on eligibility standards, are tracked in other
categories.
California Department of Finance
March 1994
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METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING CALIFORNIA'S COSTS OF
EDUCATING ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
* According to the latest unofficial estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau, as
of April 1993, California was home to 2,083,000 illegal immigrants.
*Also according to the U.S. Census Bureau, California has a net increase of
100,000 illegal immigrants each year.
* Using the Census Bureau's April 1993 estimate as a baseline, and adding the
Census Bureau's net increase numbers on a month-over-month basis, there will
be a total of 2,258,000 illegal immigrants in California in January of 1995 -the mid-point of the state's 1994-95 fiscal year.
* To determine the portion of that population that is of school age {ages 517), the state has used the most recent methodology developed by the Census
Bureau to estimate the age distribution of the illegal immigrant population.
Using their methodology, 20.2 percent of the total population falls between
the ages of 5 to 17, for a figure of 456,116 children.
*To further refine this number, the state has used a methodology developed in
a 1992 Los Angeles County study to determine the school participation rate of
school-age illegal immigrant children. That methodology, which took into
account drop-out rates, determined a school participation rate of 86 percent.
Applying that percentage to the 5-17 population reduces the total number to
332,260 children.
* That number is then multiplied by the agreed per-pupil state and local
expenditure level for California schools in FY 1994-95, which is $4,217.
produces a cost of $1,654,160,420 (rounded to $1.7 billion).

That

The Follow1ng Costs Are NOT Included In Th1s Reimbursement Request:
* The education costs of citizen children of illegal immigrants.
* Actual per-pupil costs per district, based upon the projection of geographic
distribution of illegal immigrants.
*Construction and renovation costs for classrooms and other school facilities
for California students, including those who are here illegally.
* Federal education funds, including bilingual education funding.
*Debt service costs on general obligation bonds for school facilities.
*The state's contribution to the teachers' retirement system.
* State lottery funds.
California Department of Finance
March 1994

METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING CALIFORNIA'S COSTS OF
INCARCERATION AND PAROLE FOR IlLEGAl IMMIGRANT FELONS
* ihe state cost of incarcerating illegal immigrant felons is determined by
multiplying the number of inmates who have immigration ''holds,~ assigned to
their cases by the average cost of incarceration per inmate.
*According to the California Department of Corrections (CDC), using current
data, there will be 18,112 illegal immigrant inmates in California's prison
system in FY 1994-95. This is comprised of 13,403 inmates (74 percent) with
actual holds assigned by the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS}, and 4,709 inmates (26 percent) with potential holds assigned by CDC.
*That nu~ber is then multiplied by the average cost of incarcerating an
inmate in the California prison system for 12 months, which is $20,751, for an
annual total of approximately $375.8 million.
* CDC estimates that 65 percent of their potential holds become actual INS
holds; consequently, the 4,709 inmates listed above reflect 65 percent of all
potential holds that CDC projects for FY 1994-95. However, INS has indicated
that 85 percent of CDC's potential holds are likely to become actual INS
holds. CDC potential holds are based on inmate interviews and reviews of
their records, including parole, probation and court documents, as well as
holds and warrants from other jurisdictions.
*According to the California Youth Authority (CYA), using current data, there
will be 605 illegal immigrant inmates in CYA facilities in FY 1994-95 with
actual or potential holds assigned. The average cost per inmate in a CYA
facility for 12 months is $30,780, making the annual CYA cost for this
population approximately $18.6 million.
*According to CDC, over five percent of all parolees in California are
illegal immigrants. From a total parole population of 89,919, CDC estimates
the percentage who are illegal immigrants to be 4,541. This number is then
multiplied by the average cost of parole for an individual for 12 months
($2,032), making CDC's annual parole costs at approximately $9.2 million
*CDC's incarceration and parole costs, added to CYA's incarceration costs,
equal a 12-month state cost of approximately $403.6 million.

The Following Costs Are HQI Included In This Reimbursement Request:
* Facility construction costs for the California Department of Corrections
* Facility construction costs for the California Youth Authority.
* Parole costs for the California Youth Authority (approximately $700,000
in FY 1994-95).
* Arrest, processing, local jail costs, and court-related costs for illegal
immigrants who are convicted of a felony and sentenced to a California
state institution.
California Department of Finance
March 1994

A Briefing Paper on California Immigration Issues
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COMMISSION ON IMMIGRATION REFORM
1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 511
Washington, D.C. 20009-5708
TEL (202) 673-5348 • FAX (202) 673-5354

The Commission on Immigration Reform was established under Section 141 of the
Immigration Act of 1990. The mandate of the Commission is to review and evaluate
the implementation and impact of U.S. immigration policy and transmit to the
Congress a report of its findings and recommendations. In particular, the
Commission will examine the implementation and impact of provisions of the
Immigration Act of 1990 related to family reunification, employment-based
immigration, and the program to diversify the sources of U.S. immigration; the
effectiveness of efforts to curb illegal immigration; the impact of immigration on
labor needs, employment and other economic and domestic conditions in the United
States; the social, demographic and natural resources impact of immigration; the
impact of immigration on the foreign policy and national security interests of the
United States; and various numerical limitations in the selection and adjustment of
status of immigrants, asylees and nonimmigrants. Its first report is due no later
than September 30, 1994. The final report is due not later than September 30,
1997.

The Executive Director is Dr. Susan Forbes Martin.
December 22, 1993

COMMISSION ON IMMIGRATION REFORM
1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 511
Washington, D.C. 20009-5708
TEL (202) 673-5348 • FAX (202) 673-5354

Members of the Commission on Immigration Reform
Professor Barbara Jordan, Chair, is Lyndon B. Johnson Centennial Chair in
National Policy, The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, The University of
Texas at Austin. Professor Jordan was a member of the U.S. House of
Representatives, where she served on the Committee of the Judiciary, Committee
on Government Operations and the Steering and Policy Committee of the
Democratic Caucus.
Dr. Lawrence H. Fuchs, Vice Chair, is Jaffe Professor of American Civilization and
Politics at Brandeis University. Formerly the Executive Director of the Select
Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy, Dr. Fuchs is the author of the
award-winning book, American Kaleidoscope: Race, Ethnicity and the Civic
Culture.
Dr. Michael S. Teitelbaum, Vice Chair, is a Program Officer at the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation in New York, NY. He served as a member of the U.S. Commission for
the Study of International Migration and Cooperative Economic Development from
1987-1990. Dr. Teitelbaum has written and edited a variety of books and articles
on world population and immigration issues.
Mr. Richard Estrada is Associate Editor of the Editorial Page of the Dallas
Morning News in Dallas, TX. A former fellow at the Center for Immigration
Studies in \Vashington, D.C., he has also served as Director of Research at the
Federation for American Immigration Reform. He has written extensively on
immigration issues in newspapers and magazines. Mr. Estrada is a native of New
Mexico.
Mr. Harold Ezell, formerly the Western Regional Commissioner of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, is President and founder of The Ezell
Group, an international business migration firm, in Newport Beach, California.
Mr. Robert Charles Hill is an attorney/partner with Graham and James, a major
international law firm, in Washington, D.C. He is an author of various
commentary/opinion pieces related to immigration law and policy.
Mr. Warren R. Leiden is the Executive Director, Member of the Executive
Committee and Board of Governors for the American Immigration Lawyers
Association in Washington, D.C .. He is also the Executive Vice-President of the
American Immigration Law Foundation. Mr. Leiden has published legal articles
on a range of immigration issues.

Mr. Nelson Merced is Director of Technical Assistance for Youth Build USA. He
served in the Massachusetts House of Representatives where he was ViceChairperson of the Joint Committee on Housing and Urban Development, a
member of the Committee on Commerce and Labor, and a member and former
Chairperson of the Massachusetts Black Legislative Caucus.
Mr. Bruce A. Morrison is an attorney with Morrison, Sheehan and Swaine in New Haven,
Connecticut. Mr. Morrison was a member of the U.S. House of Representatives, where he
served as Chair of the Subcommittee on Immigration, Refugees and International Law of the
Committee on the Judiciary.
August 30, 1993
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Immigration is a complex, emotionally charged and
potentially divisive issue on the public policy agenda of the
United States. An element of ambivalence has always
touched public attitudes about immigration. Pride in being
a nation of immigrants often conflicts with fear and concern
about today's immigration.
Much of the recent reaction to immigration has
focused on illegal entries. Several notable incidents within
the last year, such as the bombing of the World Trade Center
and the smuggling of Chinese aliens, have captured public
interest and considerable political attention. Combined with
continued high levels of illegal movements across the
southern border, these events precipitated a Presidential
initiative for tightening border enforcement, increasing
penalties against smugglers, and expediting removal of those
who enter with false or no documentation.
Programs
proposed by the Clinton administration aim at immediate,
more effective control over certain forms of illegal immigration.
Recognizing the many longer-term immigration issues
that are outside of these initiatives, the President also called
for a systematic review of US immigration policy. Such a
review is to be carried out be the Commission on Immigration
Reform, a Congressionally-mandated body created in 1990
to assess US immigration policy. The Commission has eight
members appointed by Congress and a chair appointed by
the President.
Background

Briefly Noted:
Timothy Sisk, ed.,
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Religion. Politics.
and Power in the
Middle East . . . . . . . . . . 10
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In US history, major changes in immigration policy
have occurred no more often than once in a generation. The
1980s were a time of major change. Congress grappled with
many significant aspects of US immigration policy, leading
to the passage of several important Ia ws.
The first of the decade was the Refugee Act of 1980,
which regulates the admission of refugees from overseas and
the determination of claims for asylum from those who come
here on their own. The Refugee Act brought US refugee
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work, that is, individuals who arc neither US
citizens nor aliens with lawful immigration
status. IRCA also provided amnesty to many
of the unauthorized aliens already in the
country. Aliens who could prove that they had
continuously resided in the United States in an
illegal capacity since January I, 1982 were
granted legal status. There were approximately
1.7 million applicants under this program. A
separate provision of IRCA provided legalization to farm workers through the Special
Agricultural
Worker
(SAW)
program.
Approximately 1.3 million persons applied for
legal status under this program.
The decade ended with the enactment of the
second part of SCIRP's recommendations -- the
Immigration Act of 1990 (IMMACT). This
legislation reformed policies governing legal
immigration to the United States. Having put
into place policies designed to close the back
door of illegal immigration (which, however,
turned out to be less effective than expected),
Congress introduced legislation that sought to
open the front door. The legislation set the
level of legal immigration at about 700,000 per
year, not counting refugee admissions which
were to be set yearly by the President in
consultation with Congress. The legislation, in
keeping with humanitarian principles, maintained a strong commitment to family reunification. IMMACT also increased the level of
employment- based immigration, with priority
given to highly skilled workers and professionals. In addition, the legislation added a new
category of "diversity immigrants," aimed at
increasing the numbers of immigrants coming
from low-admissions countries, particularly in
Europe and Africa.
Since passage of this series of legislation,
many political changes have occurred on the
domestic and international scenes. In keeping
with the principle that US immigration policy

policy in line with international definitions by
adopting the standards in the UN Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees. Refugee
admissions policies arc intended to balance
humanitarian principles in giving refuge to the
oppressed with US foreign and domestic
interests. Refugees are defined as individuals
who have a well-founded fear of persecution
because of their race, religion, nationality,
political opinions, or membership in a social
group. This definition replaced an earlier one
which explicitly defined refugees as individuals
fleeing Communist countries.
Refugees are
processed for resettlement to the United States
in overseas locations, whereas asylum applicants
pursue their claim of persecution in the United
States.
The basic framework for the second and
third laws was enunciated in an influential
report issued by the US Select Commission on
Immigration and Refugee Policy (SCIRP) in
early 1981. Stating that US immigration policy
should be consistent with the national interest,
SCIRP recommended a complete overhaul of US
immigration policy.
SCIRP's Chair, Rev.
Theodore Hesburgh, summarized the thrust of
the recommendations as follows: "We recommend
closing the back door to undocumented/illegal
migration, opening the front door a little more
to accommodate legal migration in the interests
of this country, defining our immigration goals
clearly and providing a structure to implement
them effectively, and setting forth procedures
which will lead to fair and efficient adjudication and administration of US immigration
Ia ws."
The Immigration Reform and Control Act
(!RCA) of 1986 dealt with the first part of
SCIRP's recommendations. It attempted to deter
large-scale unauthorized migration to the
United States. Recognizing that jobs are the
major lure for undocumented
aliens, the
legislation imposed sanctions on employers who
hire people who do not have authorization to
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should reflect the national interest, it is vital
that these trends be assessed to determine their
implications for future policy.

countries.
Until recently, there was little
potential to address the root causes of migration,
particularly when movements resulted from the
repressive actions of a government allied to one
or the other side of the Cold War. This situation
has changed radically. For example, the United
Nations has intervened over the objectives of
de facto or de jure governments to provide
assistance in place (e.g. Kurdish Iraq, Somalia,
and Bosnia) and it has utilized sanctions to
pressure leaders to institute political changes
(Haiti).
Fourth, increased potential for refugee
repatriation. The end of the Cold War has
precipitated an end to regional and local
conflicts that produced millions of refugees.
The refugees may now return to their home
countries, but these nations may not be sufficiently stable politically or financially to
receive them back. Individuals who sought
safety in industrialized countries may be particularly concerned about returning to their
home countries, which may in turn fear the loss
of the funds sent back by these migrants.
Fifth, decreased defense-related spending.
Combined with economic recession, defense
reductions have created new unemployment
within professions where earlier projections had
predicted Ia bor shortages for the 1990s. Moreover, these defense cut backs and economic
problems have had their most serious effects in
some of the states that have seen the highest
levels of immigration, particularly California.
Since a reduction in defense spending is likely
to continue, immigration policy will continue
to be influenced by this trend.

The Geopolitics of Immigration Policy
Briefly, some of these factors and their
rei at ionship to immigration issues are:
First, the reduced relevance of ideology in
US refugee admissions policies. While the 1980
Refugee Act had sought to make US refugee
policy ideologically neutral, priority for
admission and grants of asylum still tends to be
given to individuals from Communist countries.
The end of the Cold War raises many questions
regarding the standards and criteria to be used
in determining who is a refugee for purposes
of both resettlement and asylum-- it is no longer
a simple matter of welcoming defectors. At the
same time, the US continues to have obligations
to individuals whose former association with
the United States has created problems for them
in their countries of origin.
Second, rising nationalism. The end of the
Cold War has unleashed virulent strains of
nationalism that have led to repression of
minorities and some of the largest population
movements of recent years (for example, Bosnia). In some places, discussions are underway
about large-scale population transfers so that
the ethnic composition of nation-states will be
more homogeneous than is currently the case (as
in Bosnia and the former Soviet republics).
These nationalist movements have also instigated a re-examination of the circumstances
under which multinational, multi-cultural
societies can function -- an area where the
United States has always been regarded as a
unique example.
Third, the potential to intercede in countries
of origin to reduce migratory pressures.
Receiving countries are seeking innovative
ways to permit people to remain in their home
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Economic Factors in Immigration Policy
Economic restructuring is another trend
affecting immigration policy.
The recent
economic recession has been longer and more
difficult to end than initially forecast. ·Many
manufacturing jobs, in particular, may be
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permanently lost as the US economy continues
to shift in emphasis towards the service sector.
A trend towards temporary and part-time
workforces also appears to be in progress. In
many cases permanent jobs are redefined as
temporary or are contracted out.
These
economic developments will affect policies
regarding the entry of foreign workers under
both the permanent immigration program and
the various nonimmigrant programs.
Economists disagree as to the impact of
immigration on the US economy. One school
argues that there is a net benefit to the United
States. They show that immigrants appear to
have little negative impact on the overall US
workforce and may, in fact, have a positive
effect on the economy through their entrepreneurial activities and their willingness to take
jobs that US workers find undesirable. Other
economists argue, however, that immigrants
displace US workers, particularly those with
equivalent skills or training. They believe that
immigrant workers depress wages and undermine working conditions. They also argue that
disadvantaged minorities in the United States
are particularly hurt by the continuing entry
of immigrants who compete with them for scarce
jobs.
Whatever the balance of opinion on the
economic effects of immigration, it is clear that
immigrants make up a larger percentage of
workers today than ever before. According to
a 1991 Department of Labor report based on
1980 census data, foreign born workers comprise
41% of Miami's total workforce, 23% of New
York City's, and 24% of the total Los Angeles
workforce.
According to economist George
Borjas, legal and illegal immigrants accounted
for one quarter of the growth of the United
States labor force during the 1980s.
With
lowering birth rates in the United States, the
foreign-born will continue to play an increasing
role in the US labor market.
International trade relations are also a factor.
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The development of regional trading blocs and
agreements will affect and be affected by
migration trends. The North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFT A) can be expected to
directly influence immigration levels in the
United States. If trade barriers were lifted, as
much as 30% of Mexico's agricultural labor force
and 10% of Mexico's total labor force could be
displaced, according to economists Philip Martin
and Edward Taylor.
In combination with
factors unrelated to NAFTA (i.e. the Mexican
government's recent decision to allow privatization of communally held land) the trade
agreement may thus precipitate increased
population movements in the short-term. In the
long run, however, with increased wages and
employment opportunities in Mexico, a decrease
in migration pressures is expected. Mexico and
the United States have the largest income gap
of any two contiguous countries in the world.
As the gap narrows, the lure to US jobs should
diminish. How long will it take to narrow the
US/Mexican
wage
differential,
thereby
decreasing migration? This is an unknown.
Trade relationships are in turn part of a
broader set of developed/developing country
relations. The schism between the developed
and developing worlds appears to be growing,
particularly with regard to economic disparities.
Trends found within numerous developing
countries contribute to large-scale emigration.
These include poverty, population growth,
environmental degradation, lack of respect for
human rights and other forms of political
repression. The lack of development strategies
in certain underdeveloped countries is cited by
many experts as a key cause of many of today's
migration trends. In the long-term, reduction
in migration pressures will require changes that
address the root causes of these societal problems. The form and quantity of aid, trade, and
investment to be committed by
developed
countries is under scrutiny. So too is the degree
of adherence to international standards of
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standards of living, or the environment.
Health and welfare policies must also be
considered in any discussion of immigration.
The social and economic adaptation of immigrants will be affected by the changes that are
adopted. The sensitivity of the reforms to
immigration issues will in turn influence their
success. Further, relations between the federal,
state, and local governments regarding responsibility for various social programs are changing. An issue currently raised is the fiscal
responsibilty of the various governmental units
in carrying the costs of immigration. States with
large concentrations of foreign born feel overly
burdened by federal immigration policies
mandated without accompanying federal support. 78% of the foreign born live in five states:
California, New York, Hawaii, Flordia, and
New Jersey.
California, with 22% of its
residents among the foreign born, feels particularly overwhelmed by the costs of services
mandated by federal law. Current research on
the costs incurred by state and local governments shows that impacts appear to differ
depending on the level of government, with the
federal government appearing to reap a positive
net benefit in taxes versus expenditures and
local governments more likely bearing at least
short-term net costs (although there is disagreement about whether the net effect on state
governments is positive or negative).
These new domestic and international realities call for a serious re-examination of US
immigration policy. As with any other complex
program, immigration policy must balance a
variety of national interests and humanitarian
perspectives. In developing new immigration
policies, an understanding of the complexities
involved is necessary in order to arrive at a
balanced response.

respect for human rights and the commitment
to democratization to be expected of recipients
of this assistance.
The technological revolution continues to
make the world a smaller place. With an
expanding global communications infrastructure -- including telephones, fax machines,
computer
networks,
and
enhanced
transportation systems -- movement is encouraged. The result has been increased migration
throughout the world.
Demographics and Domestic Politics

Immigration to the United States is more
·diverse than ever before. According to a 1993
Census Bureau study, today it takes 19
nationalities to account for 2/3 of the total
foreign born. In 1900, the top three nationalities
alone equaled 2/3 of all foreign born. There is
a growing concern about the capacity to absorb
people from countries that previously did not
have a history of immigration to the United
States. At the same time, the United States
continues to value its immigration tradition and
the benefits brought by a diverse population.
The connection between immigration and
demographics is significant. The Census Bureau
recently increased its projections of US population size and showed shifts in racial and
ethnic composition. The US population is now
projected to reach 383 million in 2050.
Thereafter, the rate of increase will slow down,
to lower rates than at any previous time. The
increase in projected population is largely due
to higher than expected fertility rates and larger
immigration.
With regard to immigration
specifically, the US population is projected to
be 3% larger in the year 2000 than it would have
been without immigration. By the year 2050, it
is projected to be 21% higher. There is no policy
consensus regarding the desirability of any
particular population size, the implications of
population growth or its affect on the economy,
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Susan Forbes Martin is the Executive Director of
the US Commission on Immigration Reform.
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Hearing 7:00 - 9:30 pm
Local Impacts of Immigration
Los Angeles, California
December 13, 1993

The Commission on Immigration Reform held a public hearing at the U.S.
District Court House, 312 N. Spring Street, Court Room #4, in Los Angeles. The
following Commissioners were present: Vice Chair Teitelbaum; Commissioner
Estrada; Commissioner Ezell, Commissioner Hill; Commissioner Leiden; Commissioner
Merced; and Commissioner Morrison. The following staff were present: Susan
Martin; Patricia Cole; Beth Malks; and Deborah Waller. Vice Chair Teitelbaum chaired
the session.
The Commissioners heard testimony from Congressman Xavier Becerra,
County Supervisors Gloria Molina and Michael Antonovich, and State Assembly
members Grace Napolitano and Richard Mountjoy.
County Supervisor Michael Antonovich focused his remarks on the negative
impacts of illegal immigration on Los Angeles County. His testimony was based on a
study of the effects of illegal immigration which was prepared for the LA County Board
of Supervisors. He expressed concern over illegal immigrants' impact on the cost of
education, health care, and welfare services. He also addressed the cost to the
criminal justice system, and stressed that the major concern is the recidivism rate for
illegal aliens. According to the LA County study, of illegal prisoners who were
released in a 12-month period, 80 percent were repeat offenders. He expressed that
the federal government needs to do more to enforce the laws barring illegal
immigrants. "The federal government's failure to enforce immigration policies are
causing economic and social disaster." He made the following recommendations: 1)
pass legislation to institute tamper-proof green cards; 2) institute a border crossing toll;
3) expedite deportation of illegal aliens; 4) place a full-time INS Judge in county jails;
5) consolidate the INS and customs; 6) increase the border patrol and establish a
border patrol reserve force; 7) authorize the national guard to assist the back-up of the
border patrol (as they currently do for drug intervention and interdiction) and 8) the
federal government should assume control of the borders, and pay the costs of
providing services to those who are illegally in this country.
Congressman Xavier Becerra began his remarks by stating that it was
unfortunate that immigration policy is no longer being addressed by policy experts, but
by politicians. He expressed concern that immigration might become "the Willy Horton
issue of 1994." His remarks focused on the lack of reliable data surrounding
immigration, making it difficult to formulate policy based on existing data. He

questioned the methodology of the study cited by Supervisor Antonovich as the overall
cost analysis neglected to include certain taxes paid by immigrants. "It seems we
can teach a first grader how to add one and one and come up with two, or take one
from two and come up with one, but we can't seem to add both the benefits and
subtract the costs and come up with a net figure." Congressman Becerra commented
that the Commission would be doing a great service to Congress if it could shed some
light on the following controversies: the count of undocumented immigrants; the
question of immigrants' contribution versus expenditures in services; whether or not
immigrants are displacing native workers; an analysis of what attracts immigrants to
the United States. The theory that immigrants come to California in search of public
assistance was shot down by Congressman Becerra. "I have never met an immigrant
who is undocumented who's coming to this country to get run over on the highway so
he or she can take advantage of an ambulance in going to a public hospital to take
advantage of emergency services." Finally, he addressed current naturalization rates,
stating that the Commission should study the intentions to naturalize among groups
immigrants. He made the following recommendations: 1) provide guidance on the
issue of distribution of immigrant tax dollars; 2) study push- pull factors of
immigration; 3) provide advice on the issue of the INS strategy and resources to fulfill
that strategy, with consideration for how INS can promote naturalization; 4) work to
improve federal funding to the states and local governments; 5) secure cooperation
with sender countries to deal with deportable immigrants and improve the process for
deporting criminal aliens.
Supervisor Gloria Molina began her testimony by stating that although Latinos
encompass a large number of immigrants, they are often left out of the immigration
debate. "We are characterized as biased and thus have little potential to contribute to
the development of feasible solutions." Ms. Molina stated that she supports regulation
of U.S. borders, but cautioned that civil and human rights issues should not be
compromised in barring entry of illegal immigrants. She is concerned about the
discrimination which has occurred against immigrants and those who look or sound
foreign. She attributes California's current anti-immigrant sentiments to scapegoating
and fears of the increasing Latino and Asian populations. She pointed out that
California is home to 55 percent of the persons who were legalized under IRCA. "It is
my firm belief that the anti-immigrant rhetoric is embedded in a broader context of fear
of the changing color of the County of Los Angeles, of California, and of this country."
She is concerned about current proposed initiatives which would amend the
Constitution and deny citizenship to children born in the United States to foreign
parents. She believes that all people residing in the United States, regardless of
immigration status, the right of U.S. citizenship through birth or naturalization, access
to emergency medical care and prenatal care for pregnant women, and access to
education, humane treatment by law enforcement officials." She pointed out that in
her district there has been a rise in the number of school districts that are seeking
immigration status information of students and parents. She pointed out that the
current anti-immigrant climate has not only affected undocumented immigrants, but
also native born and lawful permanent residents feel threatened. She recommended
the following: 1) foster full debate and assessment of the immigration "problem"; 2)

recognize and address the push-pull factors of human migration; 3) recommend that
Congress fully fund and enforce anti-discrimination laws that protect immigrants and
people who look like immigrants; 4) urge Congress to adopt legislation protecting the
right of undocumented children access to education, and to continue the policy of
guaranteeing all persons access to emergency medical care and prenatal care; 5)
protect the birthright of citizenship; 6) condition federal funding on state's enforcement
of fair labor and worker safety laws, or assess penalties for failure to enforce; 7)
federal policy regarding INS collaboration with local law enforcement agencies should
consider impact on community policing; 8) formulate fair proposals on the level of legal
immigration; 9) urge Congress to create an independent review board for the INS and
improve equipment training and professionalism; 10) urge Congress to increase
naturalization among immigrant communities; 11) develop methods to assist local
government reimbursements for cost of providing services to immigrants.
Assemblyman Richard Mountjoy, the next participant, began his remarks by
stating that IRCA was probably one of the worst pieces of legislation passed by
Congress because so much of it was never initiated. Sanctions did not lessen the
flow of illegal immigrants, but rather the flow increased. Instead of creating new laws,
the Commission should look at better enforcement of laws on the books. There needs
to be a firm count of illegal aliens in this country. He does not agree that immigrants
pay more in taxes than they take out of the system. In the farm sector, according to
Mountjoy, there are many more workers than there are jobs available in southern
California. He advocated that there be stronger enforcement of laws against the sale
and use fraudulent documentation. He advocated a tightening of political asylum law,
and a more rapid deportation process. He disagreed with Supervisor Molina about the
reasons behind current immigration initiatives, but stated that if we do not stop illegal
immigration there will be a backlash against legal immigration to this country. "If laws
are not being enforced, the public perceives the problem as much larger than it is."
He emphasized the importance of distinguishing between legal and illegal immigrants.
Assemblywoman Grace Napolitano, Chair of the California Select Committee on
Immigration Impact, has held a series of hearings around California. Most importantly,
her committee has found that any numbers which are quoted pertaining to
undocumented immigrants, the public cost of social services, and the cost of
education, are all based on estimates. "To my knowledge, no governmental entity,
local, state, or federal, with the qualified exception of the State Department of
Corrections and perhaps the Bureau of Prisons, knows how many undocumented
persons that have been served or treated during the course of a year." Her Select
Committee has found that about 40 percent of the illegal immigrant population is made
up of visa overstayers. Since the data is faulty, it is difficult to make a true
assessment of the effects of illegal immigrants on the State of California. She pointed
out that there is a misconception that illegal immigrants are taking advantage of
welfare programs. She closed by stating that her select committee will issue a report
in January 1994 which will include recommendations to the California State legislature
based on its findings. She offered to provide the Commission all reports her select
committee has gathered in the course of its investigations.

Following the presented testimony, the floor was opened for a question and
answer session. Commissioner Estrada asked how Congressman Becerra, Supervisor
Molina, and Assemblywoman Napolitano would respond to the fact that, despite
humanitarian concerns, illegal immigrants are still here illegally. Congressman
Becerra, Supervisor Molina, and Assemblywoman Napolitano all agreed that if people
are in this country illegally, they should be deported. All expressed concern over how
the law is enforced. Supervisor Molina went on to say that in the case of a national ID
card, it is not the card itself which presents the problem, but rather the people from
whom and under what circumstances the card is requested. She went on to say that
she does not have a problem with a national ID card for the purposes of accessing
health care. But, "I do have a problem when somebody supports a national ID card to
determine whether I'm legal or not, because I know it's me that's going to be asked."
Congressman Becerra and Assemblywoman Napolitano agreed with Supervisor
Molina.
Commissioner Merced pursued the question of employer preferences, and
asked whether immigrant workers displace African-Americans. Assemblywoman
Napolitano cited a study presented to her Select Committee which shows that
newcomers to this country may be displacing longer-term immigrants, but do not
displace American citizens. Congressman Becerra added that immigrants are creating
jobs for other people because they are consumers.
Supervisor Molina pointed out that she agrees with Assemblyman Mountjoy that
there needs to be tighter enforcement of fraudulent documentation. Those who gain
employment and benefits under fraudulent means should be prosecuted.
Vice Chair Teitelbaum pointed out that many times employers within certain
industries do in fact have preferences for certain groups of employees over others,
and this preference may be driven in part by inertia. It is easier for an employer to
hire the friend or family member of another reliable worker than it is to go through the
recruitment process each time a short term worker is needed.
Commissioner Estrada asked about current California initiatives related to
health services. Supervisor Molina stated that there is a current state initiative that
would deny health care to the undocumented. She pointed out the need for
preventative health care especially given the current rise in TB cases.
Vice Chair Teitelbaum asked how a better study of the costs and benefits would
be designed. The participants pointed out that the methodologies used and the
sample size must be representative enough to draw accurate conclusions. All
participants agreed that there needs to be a more precise count of the illegal
population.
Commissioner Ezell pointed out that the issues of legal and illegal immigration
need to be separated out in order to have a coherent discussion, as the issues
relating to legal and illegal immigration are distinct.

The hearing concluded in the midst of debate about employer sanctions.
Assemblymen Mountjoy expressed that if asset forfeiture were enforced against
employers, they would never hire anyone that looked foreign, and that would be
discriminatory. Congressman Becerra stated that discrimination is his main concern
with employer sanctions provisions. Commissioner Estrada encouraged the dialogue
to continue between the California officials.
Vice Chair Teitelbaum thanked the participants, and the hearing was adjourned
at 9:36p.m.
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Roundtable Discussion
Local Impacts of Immigration
Los Angeles, California
December 14, 1993
The Commission on Immigration Reform held a roundtable discussion on the
impacts of immigration in California. The meeting was held from 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
at the Bonaventure hotel in Los Angeles. Discussion points included: the economic
impacts of immigration; the impact of immigration on health care, public benefits, and
other services; the impact of immigration on the criminal justice system; the impact on
education; and the social and environmental impacts of immigration. There were
approximately 40 participants with expertise in each of the various areas.
The following Commissioners were present: Vice Chair Teitelbaum;
Commissioner Estrada; Commissioner Ezell, Commissioner Hill; Commissioner Leiden;
Commissioner Merced; and Commissioner Morrison. The following staff were present:
Susan Martin; Patricia Cole; Beth Malks; and Deborah Waller. Vice Chair Teitelbaum
chaired the session.

Economic Impacts
The economic impact of immigration to Los Angeles is difficult to measure.
Changing economic conditions, the tools used to measure the impact, and the sample
size, among other variables, can affect the picture of immigrant economic adaptation
and effects on the economy.
According to several participants, the impact of immigrants on the macroeconomy is negligible, in part because of their relatively small numbers. Immigrants
seem to provide a small net benefit to middle and upper class Americans, whereas
they are more likely to post a negative impact on lower-skilled U.S. workers,
particularly other recent immigrants. The issue of African-American displacement was
touched upon, yet there were no definitive answers as to whether or not immigrants
displace native African-American workers in lower- skilled jobs. Participants
suggested that middle-income African-Americans have generally benefitted in recent
years with the increase in public sector jobs.
Recent studies have shown that immigrants can be found at the lower and
higher ends of the economic scale. There was disagreement, however, as to whether
immigration policy should be changed to increase further the proportion of highly
skilled entering the country. The employment-based categories in the Immigration Act

of 1990 permit the entry of 140,000 workers, all but 10,000 of whom are characterized
by their skill level or ability to invest in the country. One participant argued that the
family reunification categories, by contrast, permit the entry of many lower skilled
immigrants whom the U.S. may have a harder time absorbing. Others noted that
family reunification, in addition to its humanitarian value, is a stabilizing force. Some
participants pointed out that the proportion of family and employment-based
immigrants vary by country. They noted that immigrants from certain countries may
have a tendency to do better economically in the United States than others. The
suggestion was made to review the Canadian system, where family-based immigration
has a skill-based component. Some felt it would be a mistake to constrict the entry of
lower skilled workers as there is significant demand for low-wage immigrant labor.
There was general agreement that illegal immigration is an undesirable way to
meet economic needs although there was disagreement as to whether illegal aliens
constitute an economic burden or benefit. Some participants suggested that the
federal government tighten up on employers for labor standards violations rather than
focusing energies contemplating low skilled immigrants' cost to society. Others noted
that illegal immigration was not a primary contributor to California's declining economy.
The Southern California economy has been heavily impacted by defense cutbacks
which have led to native workers' unemployment.
Participants suggested that there is a gap in the research available to assess
economic impact and current immigration policy. Some of the areas in need of more
research are the impact of immigrants on low-skilled workers, particular1y in the
context of the economic restructuring taking place in California; the job creation effects
of immigrants, given their role as consumers and their own entrepreneurial behavior;
and the effects their involvement in certain industries, such as agriculture, have on
consumer prices.

Impact on Services
The utilization of services by various classes of aliens was a major concern of
many of the roundtable discussants. Several state and county officials spoke to the
high costs of providing services to immigrants, noting in particular problems arising
from illegal immigration. Since immigration policies are established by the federal
government, state and county officials pointed out that the federal government should
do more to assist the state and local government with associated costs. Several
participants further noted that studies indicate that the federal government benefits
from immigration, while the local areas pay most of the associated costs. Several
participants questioned the accuracy of estimates showing the net costs of immigrants.
For a variety of methodological reasons, it is easier to measure the costs of
immigration than it is to measure immigrants' contributions. Participants suggested
that both factors need to be measured in order to receive a balanced picture of the net
costs or benefits of immigration.
According to California and LA County officials, there is an increase in utilization

of public assistance benefits that can be attributed to immigration. Seventy-six
percent of the growth of the AFDC program in Los Angeles over the last four years
can be attributed to citizen children, legal aliens, refugees, parolees and amnesty
aliens. While illegal immigrants are not themselves eligible for public assistance, their
U.S. born children may qualify as can the citizen children of legalized aliens who were
not themselves eligible for aid. The officials expressed concern that the parents will
enroll in AFDC when they are no longer ineligible by virtue of their legalized status.
Medical assistance costs also concern participants. Low-skilled immigrants
often work for employers who provide no health insurance through employment.
Under federal requirements, illegal aliens are ineligible to receive Medicaid benefits
except emergency medical treatments which include delivery for pregnant mothers.
California covers pre-natal care as well. Funding for LA County hospitals and clinics
is tight and several participants felt more could be done to eliminate the costs of
treating the illegal alien population. Another topic mentioned was that the fertility rate
of certain immigrant groups is higher than the national average. Participants
suggested exploring the adequacy of family planning information available to the
immigrant population.
Some speakers were concerned about immigrants becoming public charges in
the United States. Other participants noted that legal immigrants are not a major
problem as far as public services are concerned, except for refugees who have
special eligibility for many of these programs. When refugees are taken out of the
equation, the numbers of foreign born v. U.S. born receiving public assistance
become much more comparable.
Fraudulent AFDC and SSI claims were another area of concern. California has
a system in place for screening individuals for possible fraudulent documentation and
fraudulent claims, but problems continue to persist.
Recommendations to improve the current situation include: employers
providing more insurance to low skilled workers; and the federal government working
more closely with the states in cost sharing. Several participants were encouraged
that the Clinton Health care plan would improve the current system. In order to fully
understand the costs of providing services, participants pointed out that the long term
cost of not providing certain services should also be taken into consideration.

Impact of Immigration on the Criminal Justice System
California has the largest number of illegal alien felons in the country. Studies
show that drug violations are the primary charge against illegal immigrants in
California, followed by crimes of violence, auto theft, general theft, and sex violations.
Criminal aliens in California, as in the nation-wide average, are generally young
(average age of 29 years). While agreeing that criminal aliens pose a serious problem
for the state, one participant pointed out that the foreign-born are actually more law-

abiding than the native-born population. The proportion of foreign-born in California's
jails and prisons is lower than their proportion in the state as a whole.
The state of California has requested that the federal government help secure
costs for imprisoning illegal immigrants. The county of Los Angeles is particularly
impacted. The participants also pointed to problems with the current policies for the
deportation of criminal aliens, arguing that many of those who are deported return to
California. As measured by the recidivism rate for crimes committed by illegal
immigrants, the system for returning criminal aliens is faulty. The recommendation
was made to create a criminal alien identification and tracking system which would
track criminal aliens nationwide.
California has established a joint effort between the federal, state, and county
officials to deal with alien criminals. Recommendations included: 1) through an
international agreement with Mexico, using military transport, deport criminal aliens to
the interior of Mexico rather than just over the border; 2) INS should notify the
receiving country of the deported criminal alien that these individuals are being
released to allow for proactive law enforcement by the receiving country; and 3)
extend the institutional hearing process (IHP), which has been successful in California,
to other states. There was overall agreement that criminal acts by illegal aliens
should not be tolerated by the United States.

Immigration and Education
The impact of immigration on education cannot be measured specifically, since
it is illegal for schools to inquire about the immigration status of its students if the
inquiry has a chilling effect on the child's enrollment. One half of the state's budget
goes to the cost of education. Statewide, one out of five children is foreign born.
Several participants pointed out that the state of California is overburdened by its large
and increasing numbers of school age children. The funds are not allocated to
properly provide for the large numbers of students. The schools ability to serve this
costlier-than-average population is effected not only by inadequacies in funding for the
programs needed by immigrant children but also the constantly changing population of
immigrant children needing help.
There is a large population of limited English proficient (LEP) students in Los
Angeles schools. Lack of trained bilingual teachers is a problem. The dominant
foreign language spoken in the LA Unified School District is Spanish, followed by
Armenian, and Korean. Another point discussed was the lack of emphasis currently
placed on having naturalization as part of the civic curriculum for high school students.
Several participants felt this was an essential component for foreign students to
understand their rights and responsibilities as U.S. citizens, to see where they fit into
the picture. There has been more work in this area in California among the adult
education population. On the positive side, several studies have shown that immigrant
children want to learn English and students generally do see the benefit of learning

English.

Social and Environmental Impacts of Immigration
The impacts of immigration on community relations in Los Angeles is unique.
Several participants mentioned that in comparison to New York, Chicago, or other
large immigrant receiving areas, Los Angeles does not have a secure organizational
infrastructure to deal with large numbers of newcomers. Only recently have the
residents of Los Angeles tried to deal with the fragmentation which exists within the
city. There are certain tensions almost inherent to living in a multicultural society and
these tensions seem to have grown more acute in the last decade. The pace of
change have been too rapid for the city organizationally to stay ahead.
One of the concerns raised was the civic participation of Los Angeles residents.
Currently, approximately 53% of the residents of Los Angeles County are eligible to
vote (U.S. Citizens over the age of 18). A minority voting population is approaching
reality. This raises major concerns about how Los Angeles can function as a
democratic society.
Other participants expressed concerns over the tendency to categorize
immigrants by ethnicity in seeking solutions to immigration challenges. Several
speakers noted the need to look at the ability of immigrant communities to take care of
themselves, but also, reach out to them recognizing that there are differences in the
way people organize themselves. Participants expressed the need to strengthen the
role of the neighborhood so that communities have a means of tieing in with the city
structure. One participant noted that immigrants contribute to American society by
teaching our citizens different languages and cultures.
Another problem concerned immigrant - police relations. Participants
mentioned that police have a tendency to distrust some groups of immigrants, and
they indicated the distrust is reciprocated. Certain people are stopped on the east
side, who would not be stopped on the west side. Participants suggested that in order
to encourage community participation, immigrants must feel a part of the community,
so the question transcends immigration. Another participant mentioned the rise in
hate crimes in the Los Angeles area, suggesting that the current anti-immigrant
sentiment expressed through the media has contributed to that. Individuals are
usually targeted because of their race or national origin.
One participant expressed concerns about the contribution of immigration to
overall population growth in California. He argued that the standard of living and
environment of the state suffered from the large-scale growth accompanying
immigration. Other participants questioned whether the problem was overall growth or
concerns about the changing ethnic and racial makeup of the state.

Recommendations on Immigration Policy
A number of participants urged the Commission to distinguish carefully between
the impacts of legal and illegal immigration. They argued that many of the negative
effects discussed during the day were related to illegal entries. Legal immigration, on
the other hand, provides many benefits to the country. Several participants urged the
Commission to speak up about these benefits to counter some of the misperceptions
about immigration. Speakers differed, however, on the type of legal immigration that
should be given priority. Several participants recommended that the Commission
reaffirm U.S. commitment to family reunification while others cautioned that too many
unskilled workers were entering under this category. A number of speakers noted that
better controlling illegal immigration may be a necessary precondition for preserving
the U.S. commitment to remaining a country of legal immigration. Participants
suggested that the Commission should distinguish between federal immigration policy
--that is, policies regarding admission of immigrants and control of the borders-- and
more localized immigrant policy -- that is, policy regarding adaptation, integration and
costs of immigration. They also urged that the Commission recognize that immigration
policy is interconnected with other policy areas such as health and welfare reform.
With regard to enforcement of immigration policy to control illegal movements,
participant recommendations included improved enforcement of employer sanctions,
development of a secure work authorization eligibility system, increased Border Patrol
enforcement, and greater use of labor standards enforcement to reduce employer
incentives for hiring illegal aliens. One participant suggested that in addition to
improved border control, a new amnesty program might be needed to regularize the
status of the illegal aliens who are in the country at the time that the new enforcement
strategies are implemented. Participants suggested that a certain level of flexibility
needs to be built into immigration policies.
Various participants suggested the Commission make recommendations in the
area of citizenship aquisition. Several suggested that the current process for
naturalization needs to be streamlined and pointed out the need for more INS
outreach and a reduction in the waiting period to apply for naturalization.
Another area where a number of participants posed recommendations
concerned eligibility and reimbursement for public services. One county official urged
Commissioners to think twice about denying immigrants benefits because it merely
shifted costs from the federal to state and local governments. There was seeming
universal agreement among California residents that the federal government should
reimburse states for the costs imposed by a failure to control illegal entries.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:40p.m.
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Honorable David Rober~i
205 State capitol
Employment of Undocumented Workers:
Federal Preemption
#28542
Dear

Sena~or

Roberti:

You have asked us to discuss whether federal law
preempts all state legislation providing for employer sanctions
for the hiring of undocumented workers.
In this connection, you
have also asked if there are specific types of employer sanctions
that the state may no~ address and other types of sanc~ions for
which the state may provide.
The Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution
(cl. 2, Art. VI, u.s. Const.) provides that the United States
constitution and the laws of the United states are the supreme law
of the land. 1 Congressional in~en~ to preempt state law may be
explicitly stated in s~a~utory language or implici~ly con~ained

1

Clause 2 of Article VI of the United States Constitution
provides:
"2. This constitu~ion, and the laws of the
Un1ted States which shall be made in pursuance
thereof; and all treaties made, or which shall be
~ade. under the authority of the Cnited States,
snall be the supreme l~w c: the l~nd; ~nd the
JUdges in every state shall be bound thereby, any
thi~g in the Cons~itution or laws or any state to
the con~rary not:~H t:hst:~ndir-.g."

... .:.:.v..

••"'0 Gr-

w~
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in a federal statute's structure and purpose; in the absence of
express Congressional command, s~ate law is preemp~ed if it
actually conflicts ~ith federal :~~ cr ~= federal law so
thoroughly occupies a legislative field as ~o make reasonable the
inference that congress left no r~om for the states to supplement
i t (see Cippolone v. Ligget ~roue, !nc., 120 L. Ed. :d ~07,
422-423). These ~nree ~es~s are commonly known as ll) ~~e
conflict preemption test, (2) the express preemptive inten~ test,
and (3) t~e pervas1ve federal scheme tes~ (Ibid.).
Federal law preemp~s all direc~ly conflicting state law.
Direct conflict exists when compliance with bo~h state and federal
law would be physlcally impossible tnillsoorougn county, :la. v.
Automated Medical Laborator::.<:s, ::-,c. 1 35 L. C:d . ..:d 7l·L -21
(hereafter Hillsborough); see also Flor::.da Li~e i Avocaco Growers
v. Paul, :o L. Ed. 2d 248, :57). A hypothet::.cal conflict will not
preemp~ s~ate law; rather,
~~e state ac~ion a~ issue ~us~
constitute an "irreconcilable conflict" between federal 3.nd state
regulatory schemes (Rice v. ~:orr.1an 1-iill.i.ams co. 1 73 L. E:i. 2d
1042, 1049).
Express preemption occurs when Congress specifically
states in a federal statute that it intends to preempt state
activity. The mere presence of :ederal regulation in a given area
is not enough to conclude that Congress intended to bar 1ll state
action (De Canas v. Bica; 47 L. C:d. 2d 43, 51 (hereafter De
Canas); see also Flor1da Lir.1e k Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul,
supra, at 257).
Rather, cour~s ~us~ ~ook for expliclt statements
of Congressional intent before they may subjec~ an area solely to
federal regulation (see Silkwood~. Kerr-McGee Corp., 73 L. Ed. 2d
443 (Congress explicltly deciared regula~lon of nuclear safety to
be a federal matter)).
Finally, 2ongress1onal :ntent to occupy a part:cular
field may be inferred if the federal interes~ in regula~:ng the
subject ~atter is so dom::.nan~ as ~o preclude state regulation of
the same subject (Hillsboro~crn, supra, at 721 (quot::.ng ?ice v.
Santa Fe Elevator -::;rp., 91 :.. Ed. :..;.n, 1459)).
It has long been established that the 11 power -=~ regulate
imm.laration is unaues~::.onabl·: exclusi·Jelv a feder<ll ::owe!"" (De
cana~, supra, at ~3).
Indeea, .:.:; Chy Lung''· :reema;,, :: L.Ed.
550, the United States Supreme Ccur~ held invalid a Cali:ornia
statute that attempted to res~rict the entry into the state of
certain people deemed to be ~ndes1rable, and stilted, .1t ;age 552:
"The passage ct l..:1·..;s ·. ;n:cn concern t!::e
adm.lssion of c::.ti=ens .:lnd suojects of fore1gn
nat.lons to our shores celoncs to conaress, .:ina
:t ~as ~~e power to regulate
not ~o the States.
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commerce ~ith foreign nations; the responsibility
for the character of those requlations, and for the
~anner of their execution, belcnqs solely to the
National Governmen~.
If it be ocherwise, a
single State can, at her pleasure, embroil us 1n
disas~rous quarrels with o~her na~ions."
However, in De Canas, supra, a~ 48, the Un~ted State9
Supreme court unanimously upheld a california labor statute that
prohibited an employer from knowingly employing an alien who was
not entitled to lawful residence in the United States if the
employment would have an adverse effect on lawful resident workers
(Id.).
In holding that ~he s~atu~e was no~ unconstitucional as an
attempc to regulace immigration in violation of the exclusive
federal power to do so, even 1f it ~ad some purely speculat~ve and
indirect impact on imm~gration, the court determined that the
statute was within the state's police power to regulate employment
because the Immigration and Nationality Act •..vas not intended to
completely oust state authority to regulate the employment
relationship in a manner consistent with pertinent federal laws.
However, following the decision in Qg Canas,
Congress enacted the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
(P.L. 99-603 (hereafter !RCA)), making the employment of
undocumented aliens unlawful as a matter of federal law (see 8
U.S.C.A. Sec. 1324a) and expressly stating its intention to
preempt state laws which, although an attempt to regulate the
employment relationship, impermissibly intrude into the federal
government's doma~n by sanctioning employers for hiring
undocumented aliens. This reassertion by Congress of its
exclusive power to regulate i~migration severely limits the ruling
in De Canas allowlng a state to exercise its police power to
regulate certain areas of health, safety, and welfare as long as
its laws have only some purely speculative and indirect i=pact on
immigration.
With regard to the preemption of state laws thac
regulate the employment relationship, paragraph (2) of subdivision
(h) of Sect1on 1324a of Title 8 of the United States Code
provides:
"'!'he provisions cr this section preempt any
state or local law impos1ng civil or cri~inal
sancc:ons (other than through licensing or similar
laws) upon those who employ, or recruit or refer
for 3 ::ee for employment, :.mauthor:!.:ed .:~liens."
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Hence, under this provision of the IRCA, ahy state
statute regulating employment that :~per~issibly intrudes into the
feaeral government's domain by impcsing ~mployer sanctions, other
than through licensing or similar ~aws, for hiring undocumented
~orkers would be preempted.
Thus, ~nder ~his section, we think
any state law that directly imposes sanctions upon employers for
the hir~ng of undocumented aliens ~ould ~e ~nvalid as a result of
federal preemption.
•
on the other hand, state laws that are not expressly
under federal imm~gration law, and that evidence an
attempt by the state to regulate an area of health, safety, or
·..1elfare that have only an indirect impaC't on immigration are
~ithin the state's power to regulat~ the employment relationship
·see De Canas, supra, at 49).
In De Canas, ~he Supreme Court
~ecogn~zed California's authority to regulate the employment
~elat~cnsnip and to protect ~orkers ~rom ~he deleter1ous erfects
on the state's economy resulting from the employment of illegal
aliens (Id., at 49-50).
~reempted

Though the proposition upheld in De Canas permitting
states to enact laws regulating illegal aliens has been undercut
by the IRCA, it appears that states do retain some authority to
regulate the area of health, safety, or welfare that is wholly
separate from immigration. For example, states do possess the
authority to regulate child labor, winimum and other wage laws,
laws affecting occupational safety and health, and workers•
compensation (De Canas, supra, at 49).
With regard to the specific types or employer sanctions
a state may iwpose that way 1nairectly a!fect federal
~mmigrat~on law, the IRCA specifically excludes state or local
~aws regulating ''licensing and other similar laws" from those laws
that are expressly preempted by the federal act (8 U.S.C.A.
Sec. 1J24a(h) (2)). Furthermore, the legislative history of the
IRCA provides that the penalties cc~tained in the act "are not
1ntended to preempt or prevent lawful state or local laws or
processes concerning the suspension. revocation, or refusal to
reissue a license to any person who has been found to have
violated the sanctions provisions" of the IRCA, or "preempt
licens~ng or 'fitness to do business laws, • such as state farm
~abor ccntractor or forestry laws, ~hich specifically requ~re such
:icensee or contractor to refra~n from hiring, recru~ting, or
reterr1ng undocumented aliens" (see l986 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm.
;lews, p. 5662).
~hat
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The legislative history of the IRCA also states that the
employer sanc~ions provisions of the act are no~ intended to "be
used to under::line or diminish in any ·..;ay labor protections in
existing law, or to limit the powers of federal or state labor
relations boards, labor standards agencies, or labor arbitra~ors
~o remedy unfair prac~ices committed agains~ undocumented
employees for exercising their rights before these agencies or for
engaging in activities protec~ed by exis~ing law" (1986 U.S. C~de
cong. and Adm. News, p. 5662). Thus, both the IRCA itself and the
legislative history underlying the act evidence the intent of '
Congress not to preempt s~ate and local laws imposing civil or
criminal sanctions on employers through licensing or other similar
laws, "fitness to do business laws," or to in any way lessen or
undermine various labor protections afforded under existing state
and federal :aw.
Accordingly, He conclude t~a~ state legislation
providing for employer sanc~ions for ~he hiring of undocumented
workers would be preempted by federal law if the s~ate law
directly imposes civil or criminal sanctions upon those who
employ, or recruit or refer for a fee for employment, undocumented
aliens, but the state may provide generally for other types of
employer sanctions that are imposed in connection with licensing
or "fitness to do business laws," such as laws prohibiting the
issuance or renewal of a license, registration, or permit to
engage in a profession or operate a business if an applicant is
found to have violated federal immigration laws that prohibit
employers from hiring, recruiting, or referring undocumen~ed
aliens.
~ery

truly yours,

Bion M. Gregory
Legislative Counsel

. '~.' /LJU,· /11.

By'- v
Ann M. Burastero
Deputy Legislative Counsel
r.MB:tjv
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Honorable David Roberti
205 State Capitol
Undocumented Aliens:

Citizenship and Public Services - #31453

Dear Senator Roberti:
You have asked that we discuss four issues related to
immigration and undocumented aliens. Specifically, you have asked
that we address (1} the legal basis for determining that a person
is a citizen if born in the United States, (2) the extent to which
existing law prohibits the denial of emergency medical care,
obstetrical care, schooling, or other public benefits to
undocumented aliens in California, (3) the restraints on Congress
changing federally imposed mandates with respect to public
benefits, and (4) the extent to which federal law has preempted
the field of immigration regulation, in general, and employment
law, in particular. We shall consider each issue separately.
1.

CITIZENSHIP AND PERSONS BORN IN THE UNITED STATES

Under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, all persons born or naturalized in the United States
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the
United states and of the state wherein they reside (8 U.S.C.A.
Sec. 1401{a); see Schneider v. Rusk, 12 L. Ed. 2d 218, 220). That
provision applies to children born in the United States whose
parents are aliens (United States v. Wong Kim Ark, 42 L. Ed. 890,
909-910), including the children of persons not eligible for
naturalization (Morrison v. California, 78 L. Ed. 664, 667).
The United States Supreme Court in the case of United
states v. Wong Kim Ark, supra, states as follows:
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"
[C)itizenship Qy birth is established Qy
the mere fact of birth under the circumstances
defined in the Constitution.
Every person born in
the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, becomes at once£ citizen of the United
States, and needs no naturalization . . . .
"The power of naturalization, vested in
Congress by the Constitution, is a power to confer
citizenship, not a power to take it away . . .
Congress having no power to abridge the rights
conferred by the Constitution upon those who have
become naturalized citizens by virtue of acts of
Congress, a fortiori no act or omission of
Congress, as to providing for the naturalization of
parents or children of a particular race, can
affect citizenship acquired by birthright, by
virtue of the Constitution itself, without any aid
of legislation.
The 14th Amendment, while it
leaves the power where it was before, in Congress,
to regulate naturalization, has conferred no
authority upon Congress to restrict the effect of
birth, declared Qy the Constitution to constitute £
sufficient and complete right to citizenship."
(Emphasis added; United States v. Wong Kim Ark,
supra, at pp. 909-910.)
Thus, a person born in the United states to undocumented
alien parents is a citizen of the United States and the state in
which he or she resides pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment to
the United states Constitution.
2.

PUBLIC BENEFITS AND UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS

Under existing statutory law, case law, and
constitutional law, an undocumented alien in California is
entitled to certain public benefits, which shall be discussed
separately.
Public Social Services
Under the public social services programs provided for
in Part 3 (commencing with Section 11000) of Division 9 of the
Welfare and Institutions Code, which includes the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children program (AFDC) and the State Supplementary
Program for Aged, Blind and Disabled (SSP), aid is available to
undocumented aliens only as provided in Section 11104 of the
Welfare and Institutions Code.
Section 11104 of the Welfare and Institutions Code
provides as follows:
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"11104. Aliens shall be eligible for aid only
to the extent permitted by federal law.
"An alien shall only be eligible for aid if
the alien has been lawfully admitted for permanent
residence, or is otherwise permanently residing in
the United States under color of law.
No aid shall
be paid unless evidence as to eligible alien status
is presented."
Thus, with respect to the public social services
programs provided for in Part 3 (commencing with Section 11000} of
Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, an undocumented
alien residing in California is entitled to receive public social
services other than Medi-Cal if the undocumented alien is
permanently residing in the United States under color of law (Sec.
11104, W.& I.C.). An undocumented alien is eligible for the
status of a permanent resident under color of law if the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (hereafter INS) is aware of
his or her presence in the United States and the INS does not plan
to deport that person (Crespin v. Kizer, 226 Cal. App. 3d 498,
504, at fn. 3) .
Federal law requires that an applicant for benefits
under federal programs must be a citizen of the United States or
an alien who is lawfully admitted for permanent residence or
permanently residing in the United States under color of law (45
C.P.R. 233.50 (as applicable to the state's AFDC program); 7
U.S.C.A. Sec. 2015(f), 7 C.P.R. 273.4 (food stamps); 20 C.P.R.
416.202 (federal Supplemental Security Income program)).
Medical Care and Obstetrical Care
The medicaid program {Title XIX, Social Security Act,
{42 u.s.c.A. Sec. 1396 and following)) provides federal financial
participation for state medical assistance programs that meet
federal standards (42 U.S.C.A. Sees. 1396 and 1396a).
California's version of the medicaid program is known as the
California Medical Assistance Program or the Medi-Cal program
(Sees. 14000.4 and 14063, W.& I.C.).
The federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986,
among other things, provided that an alien must have a status of a
permanent resident under color of law or a legal permanent
resident to receive the full range of medicaid services (42
U.S.C.A. Sec. 1396b(v), 42 C.P.R. 435.406). Under federal law,
aliens not lawfully admitted for permanent residence or otherwise
permanently residing in the United States under color of law are
required to be provided only with coverage for emergency treatment
under state medicaid programs, and with respect to this group of
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aliens, it is only for these benefits that federal financial
participation will be provided (Sec. 1903(v) of the Social
Security Act, (42 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1396b(v))).
The Legislature in response to changes in federal law
added a new Section 14007.5 to the Welfare and Institutions Code
(Ch. 1441, stats. 1988 and subsequent amendments) to establish two
categories of Medi-Cal eligibility for aliens. That section
provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
"14007.5.
(a) Aliens shall be eligible for
Medi-Cal, whether federally funded or state-funded,
only to the same extent as permitted under federal
law and regulations for receipt of federal
financial participation under Title XIX of the
Social Security Act, except as otherwise provided
in this section.
" (b) In accordance with Section 1903 (v-) ( 1) of
the federal Social Security Act ~ U.S.C. Sec.
1396b(v) (1)), an alien shall only be eligible for
the full scope of Medi-Cal benefits, if the alien
has been lawfully admitted for permanent residence,
or is otherwise permanently residing in the United
States under color of law.
"For purposes of this section, aliens
'permanently residing in the United States under
color of law' shall be interpreted to include all
aliens residing in the United States with the
knowledge and permission of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and whose departure the
Immigration and Naturalization Service does not
contemplate enforcing and with respect to whom
federal financial participation is available under
Title XIX of the Social Security Act.
"(c) Any alien whose immigration status has
been adjusted either to lawful temporary resident
or lawful permanent resident in accordance with the
provisions of Section 210, 210A, or 245A of the
federal Immigration and Nationality Act, and who
meets all other eligibility requirements, shall be
eligible only for care and services under Medi-Cal
for which the alien is not disqualified pursuant to
those sections of the federal act.
"(d) Any alien who is otherwise eligible for
Medi-Cal services, but who does not meet the
requirements under subdivision iQl or i£1, shall
only be eligible for care and services that are
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necessary for the treatment of an emergency medical
condition and medical care directly related to the
emergency, as defined in federal law, and for
medically necessary pregnancy-related services.
For purposes of this section, the term 'emergency
medical condition' means£ medical condition
manifesting itself Qy acute symptoms of sufficient
severity, including severe pain, such that the
absence of immediate medical attention could
reasonably be expected to result in any of the
following:
"(1} Placing the patient's health in serious
jeopardy.
"(2) Serious impairment to bodily functions.
"(3) Serious dysfunction to any bodily organ
or part.
It is the intent of this section to
entitle eligible individuals to inpatient and
outpatient services that are necessary for the
treatment of the emergency medical condition in the
same manner as administered Qy the department
through regulations and provisions of federal law.

* * *
"(i) If an alien does not declare status as a
lawful permanent resident or alien permanently
residing under color of law, or as an alien
legalized under Section 210, 210A, or 245A of the
federal Immigration and Nationality Act (P.L.
82-414), Medi-Cal coverage under subdivision (d)
shall be provided to the individual if he or she is
otherwise eligible.

* * *
"(k) Aliens who were receiving long-term care
or renal dialysis services (1) on the day prior to
the effective date of the amendment to paragraph
(1) of subdivision (f) of Section 1 of Chapter 1441
of the Statutes of 1988 at the 1991-92 Regular
Session of the Legislature and (2} under the
authority of paragraph (1) of subdivision (f) of
Section 1 of Chapter 1441 of the Statutes of 1988
as it read on June 30, 1992, shall continue to
receive these services.
"The authority for continuation of long-term
care or renal dialysis services in this subdivision
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shall not apply to any person whose long-term care
or renal dialysis services end for any reason after
the effective date of the amendment described in
this subdivision."
(Emphasis added.)
Thus, except in certain respects, full-scope Medi-Cal
benefits are granted only to aliens lawfully admitted for
permanent residence, or qualifying as a permanent resident under
color of law (subds. (b) and {c), Sec. 14007.5, W.& I.C.).
All
other aliens are eligible only for restricted Medi-Cal benefits
( S U bd • ( d) I
SeC • 14 0 0 7 • 5 I W• & I. C • ) •
Accordingly, aliens who are neither lawfully admitted
for permanent residence, nor qualified as a permanent resident
under color of law, may not be denied the care and services
necessary for the treatment of an emergency medical condition and
medical care directly related to the emergency (subd. (d), Sec.
14007.5, W.& I.C.).
In addition to those emergency medical
services required under federal law, these undocumented aliens
also may not be denied renal dialysis, long-term care services,
and nonemergency pregnancy-related care under the state's
restricted Medi-Cal coverage (subd. (d), Sec. 14007.5, W.& I.C.;
Crespin v. Kizer, supra).
Primary and Secondary Education
Under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Section 7 of Article I of the California
Constitution, no person may be denied life, liberty, or property
without due process of law, or be denied equal protection of the
laws. The protection of the Fourteenth Amendment has been held
applicable to aliens, including undocumented aliens (Plyler v.
Doe, 72 L. Ed. 2d 786).
The United States Supreme Court has held that a state
statute that withholds from local school districts any state funds
for the education of children who are not legally admitted into
the United States and that authorizes local school districts to
deny enrollment in their public schools to those children violates
the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment (Plyler v.
Doe, supra, at pp. 803-804).
Moreover, the California Supreme Court held, in Serrano
v. Priest, 5 Cal. 3d 584, that education is a "fundamental
interest," in the context of judicial review under the Equal
Protection Clause of Section 7 of Article I of the California
Constitution {see also Serrano v. Priest, 18 Cal. 3d 728, cert.
den. Clowes v. Serrano, 53 L. Ed. 2d 1079; Crawford v. Board of
Education, 17 Cal. 3d 280). When a legislative classification
touches upon "fundamental interest," it is subject to strict
scrutiny and active and critical analysis by the court.
In such
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instances, the state bears the burden of establishing not only
that it has a compelling interest that justifies the maintenance
of the law but that the distinctions drawn by the law are
necessary to further its purpose (Curtis v. Board of Supervisors,
7 Cal. 3d 942, 952).
Accordingly, children who are undocumented aliens are
entitled to a basic education at the primary and secondary grade
levels.
Postsecondary Education
Under California law, there is no fundamental right to a
postsecondary education (Gurfinkel v. Los Angeles Community
College Dist., 121 Cal. App. 3d 1, 6). Thus, no person, including
an undocumented alien, is entitled to a postsecondary education as
a matter of right.
3.

AMENDMENTS BY CONGRESS

All legislative powers granted by the United States
Constitution are vested in the Congress of the United States (Sec.
1, Art. I, U.S. Const.). Among the enumerated powers of Congress
is the power ''[t]o establish an uniform rule of naturalization"
(para. 4, Sec. 8, Art. I, u.s. Const.).
The discretion to make governmental decisions to spend
money to improve the general public welfare in one way and not
another belongs to Congress (Mathews v. De Castro, 50 L. Ed. 2d
389; 393-394).
It is for Congress to decide which expenditures
will promote the general welfare (Buckley v. Valeo, 46 L. Ed. 2d
6591 728) •
Congress is generally free to change its mind.
In
amending legislation, Congress is not bound by the intent of an
earlier body, but only by the United States Constitution
(Community-Service Broadcasting, Etc. v. F.C.C. (D.C.D.C.), 593 F.
2d 1102, 1113).
Therefore, Congress may change federal law as it deems
appropriate subject to the constraints of the United States
Constitution.
4.

IMMIGRATION AND FEDERAL PREEMPTION

The Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution
(cl. 2, Art. VI, U.S. Const.) provides that the United States
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Constitution and the laws of the United States are the supreme law
of the land. 1
The Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1101 and following, hereafter INA), is the comprehensive federal
statutory scheme for regulation of immigration and naturalization.
Congressional intent to preempt state law may be
explicitly stated in statutory language or implicitly contained in
a federal statute's structure and purpose; in the absence of
express Congressional command, state law is preempted if it
actually conflicts with federal law or if federal law so
thoroughly occupies a legislative field as to make reasonable the
inference that Congress left no room for the states to supplement
it (see Cipollone v. Liggett Group, Inc., 120 L. Ed. 2d 407, 422423). These three tests are commonly known as (1} the conflict
preemption test, (2) the express preemptive intent test, and (3)
the pervasive federal scheme test (Ibid.).
Federal law preempts all directly conflicting state law.
Direct conflict exists when compliance with both state and federal
law would be physically impossible (Hillsborough County v.
Automated Med. Labs., 85 L. Ed. 2d 714, 721 (hereafter
Hillsborough); see also Florida Avocado Growers v. Paul, 10 L. Ed.
2d 248, 257).
A hypothetical conflict will not preempt state law;
rather, the state action at issue must constitute an
''irreconcilable conflict" between federal and state regulatory
schemes (Rice v. Norman Williams Co., 73 L. Ed. 2d 1042, 1049).
Express preemption occurs when Congress specifically
states in a federal statute that it intends to preempt state
activity. The mere presence of federal regulation in a given area
is not enough to conclude that Congress intended to bar all state
action (De Canas v. Bica, 47 L. Ed. 2d 43, 51 (hereafter, De
Canas); see also Florida Avocado Growers v. Paul, supra, at
p. 257). Rather, courts must look for explicit statements of
Congressional intent before they may subject an area solely to
federal regulation (see Silkwood v. Kerr-McGee Corp., 78 L. Ed. 2d

1

Clause 2 of Article VI of the United States Constitution
provides:
"This Constitution, and the laws of the United
States which shall be made in pursuance thereof; and all
treaties made, or which shall be made, under the
authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law
of the land; and the judges in every state shall be
bound thereby, any thing in the Constitution of laws of
any states to the contrary notwithstanding."
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443 (Congress explicitly declared regulation of nuclear safety to
be a federal matter)).
Finally, Congressional intent to occupy a particular
field may be inferred if the federal interest in regulating the
subject matter is so dominant as to preclude state regulation of
the same subject (Hillsborough, supra, at p. 721 (quoting Rice v.
Santa Fe Elevator Corp., 91 L. Ed. 1447, 1459)).
The United States Supreme Court has found nothing "in
either the wording or the legislative history of the INA" to
indicate that Congress intended to preclude harmonious state
regulation in general (De Canas, supra, at p. 50; see also
Gonzales v. City of Peoria (9th Cir.), 722 F. 2d 468, 474).
While the "power to regulate immigration is
unquestionably exclusively a federal power" (De Canas, supra, at
p. 48), the United States Supreme Court has nonetheless allowed
the states a narrow sphere in which to act with regard to aliens.
A state law that has a merely speculative and indirect impact on
immigration will not be automatically preempted (Id., at p.
48-49). Moreover, "the fact that aliens are the subject of a
state statute does not render it a regulation of immigration" and
therefor preempted by federal power over immigration (Id., at p.
48). States have authority to act with respect to illegal aliens
"where such action mirrors federal objectives and furthers a
legitimate state goal" (Plyler v. Doe, supra, at p. 805). Thus, a
proposed statute would only be preempted if it constituted a
direct regulation of immigration; that is, "a determination of who
should or should not be admitted into the country and the
conditions under which a legal entrant may remain" (De Canas,
supra, at p. 48-49).
In De Canas, supra, at 48, the United States Supreme
court unanimously upheld a California labor statute that
prohibited an employer from knowingly employing an alien who was
not entitled to lawful residence in the United States if the
employment would have an adverse effect on lawful resident workers
(Id.).
In holding that the statute was not unconstitutional as an
attempt to regulate immigration in violation of the exclusive
federal power to do so, even if it had some purely speculative and
indirect impact on immigration, the court determined that the
statute was within the state's police power to regulate employment
because the INA was not intended to completely oust state
authority to regulate the employment relationship in a manner
consistent with pertinent federal laws.
However, following the decision in De Canas, Congress
enacted the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (P.L.
99-603 (hereafter IRCA)), making the employment of undocumented
aliens unlawful as a matter of federal law (see 8 U.S.C.A. Sec.
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1324a) and expressly stating its intention to preempt state laws
that, although attempting to regulate the employment relationship,
impermissibly intrude into the federal government's domain by
sanctioning employers for hiring undocumented aliens. This
reassertion by Congress of its exclusive power to regulate
immigration severely limits the ruling in De Canas allowing a
state to exercise its police power to regulate certain areas of
health, safety, and welfare as long as its laws have only some
purely speculative and indirect impact on immigration.
With regard to the preemption of state laws that
regulate the employment relationship, paragraph (2) of subdivision
(h) of Section 1324a of Title 8 of the United States Code
provides:
"The provisions of this section preempt any
state or local law imposing civil or criminal
sanctions (other than through licensing or similar
laws) upon those who employ, or recruit or refer
for a fee for employment, unauthorized aliens."
Hence, under this provision of the IRCA, any state
statute regulating employment that impermissibly intrudes into the
federal government's domain by imposing employer sanctions, other
than through licensing or similar laws, for hiring undocumented
workers would be preempted.
On the other hand, state laws that are not expressly
preempted under federal immigration law, and that evidence an
attempt by the state to regulate an area of health, safety, or
welfare that have only an indirect impact on immigration are
within the state's power to regulate the employment relationship
(see De Canas, supra, at 49).
In De Canas, the Supreme Court
recognized California's authority to regulate the employment
relationship and to protect workers from the deleterious effects
on the state's economy resulting from the employment of illegal
aliens (Id., at 49-50).
Though the proposition upheld in De Canas permitting
states to enact laws regulating illegal aliens has been undercut
by the IRCA, it appears that states do retain some authority to
regulate the area of health, safety, or welfare that is wholly
separate from immigration.
For example, states do possess the
authority to regulate child labor, minimum and other wage laws,
laws affecting occupational safety and health, and workers'
compensation (De Canas, supra, at 49).
With regard to the specific types of employer sanctions
that a state may impose that may indirectly affect federal
immigration law, the IRCA specifically excludes state or local
laws regulating "licensing and other similar laws" from those laws
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that are expressly preempted by the federal act (8 U.S.C.A.
Sec. 1324a(h) (2)).
Furthermore, the legislative history of the
IRCA asserts that the penalties contained in the act "are not
intended to preempt or prevent lawful state or local laws or
processes concerning the suspension, revocation, or refusal to
reissue a license to any person who has been found to have
violated the sanctions provisions" of the IRCA, or "preempt
licensing or 'fitness to do business laws,' such as state farm
labor contractor or forestry laws, which specifically require such
licensee or contractor to refrain from hiring, recruiting, or
referring undocumented aliens" (see 1986 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm.
News, p. 5662).
The legislative history of the IRCA also asserts that
the employer sanctions provisions of the act are not intended to
"be used to undermine or diminish in any way labor protections in
existing law, or to limit the powers of federal or state labor
relations boards, labor standards agencies, or labor arbitrators
to remedy unfair practices committed against undocumented
employees for exercising their rights before these agencies or for
engaging in activities protected by existing law" {1986 U.S. Code
Cong. and Adm. News, p. 5662). Thus, both the !RCA itself and the
legislative history underlying the act evidence the intent of
Congress not to preempt state and local laws imposing civil or
criminal sanctions on employers through licensing or other similar
laws, "fitness to do business laws," or to in any way lessen or
undermine various labor protections afforded under existing state
and federal law.
Accordingly, in summary on this point, the state would
be preempted by federal law from providing employer sanctions for
the hiring of undocumented workers if the state law directly
imposes civil or criminal sanctions upon those who employ, or
recruit or refer for a fee for employment, undocumented aliens.
However, the state may provide generally for other types of
employer sanctions that are imposed in connection with licensing
or "fitness to do business laws," such as laws prohibiting the
issuance or renewal of a license, registration, or permit to
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engage in a profession or operate a business if an applicant is
found to have violated federal immigration laws that prohibit
employers from hiring, recruiting, or referring undocumented
aliens.
Very truly yours,
Bion M. Gregory
Legislative Counsel
.']
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Diana G. Lim
Deputy Legislative Counsel
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Tne Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of
the chief purpose and points of the proposed initiative.

ILLEGAL ALIENS. 1?'1'ELIGIBILITY FOR PD""BLIC SERVICES. 'lERIFICATION
Al~1)

REPORTING. INITIATIVE STATIJTE.

Makes illegal aliens ineligible for

public social services, public health care services (unless emergency under federal law),
and attendance at public schools (elementary, secondary, and post-secondary).
Requires various state and local agencies to repon persons who are appare:1t illegal
aliens to the California Attorney General and the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS). Mandates California Attorney General to transmit reports to INS and
maintain records of such reports. Makes it a felony to manufacture, distnbute, sell or
use false citizenship or residence documents. Summary of estimate by Legislative
Analyst and Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local government:
Annual savings at the state level potentially in excess of $100 million from withholding
health and social services to undocumented persons. Annual savings at the local level
potentially exceeding $200 million primarily from 'Withholding medical care from
undocumented persons. School districts would likely incur additional costs of tens of
millions of dollars in the first two years of implementation and in excess of $10 million
annually thereafter, to verify the legal status of students, parents and guardians.
Savings to education, if any, are unknown.

PROPOSED LAW

SECTION 1. Findifl9$ end Declaration.
The People of California find and declaze as iollows:

That they have suffered and are suflering ecoucxnio ~ alused by the presence of lagal aliens in
I'UssbdD.
That !hey have suffered a1d are suffering personal quy and damage caused by the c::riiTWlal conc1Jct of
mega! aliens in this state.
That lhey have a right lo the protection of !heir govemmer,t from any perso<'\ or par90nS enterirld tis
eot.nll'y trilwfully.
Therefore, the People of Caifotria dedare their intenion to provide for cooperation between their
agencie!i of state and local government wtfh the federal govammen~ and '> establish as~ of
required notiftcaUon by am between such agencies to prevent illegal aliens in lle lklited states tom
receMng benefits or public services in the State of California.

SECTION 2. Manufacture, Ois1ribution or SaJe of False Citizenship a Resident Alien Doetments: Crime
and P111ishment.
Section 113.1s added~ the Penal Code. to r&aef;
Secfon 113. Any psrson who manufsotums, distnbules or sells false documBnts to oonces/ the
1n1e cit1zenshlp or raskJent alien stall$ of s.nothet psrson is gtilty Dflt fslony, and~ be pt.DshBd by
Jmpti$onment in the stata prison lor M yaQI'S or by a Iitle d H~ ~dollars ($75,000).

SECnoN 3. Use of False Citizenship or Resident Alien Documents: Crime and Pu"lshmeot

Section 114,. is added to the Penal Code. ~ read;
Section 114. Any (J61'Son tt.1w uses fal$s documsnts to conceellis or her true citizensfip or
rasldent allen $talus is guilty of a lelcny, and shall be punished by imprisonment in the state prison for f¥e

yaars or by a fine of tJNsnty.fiw thDusartd dolls.rs ($25,000).

SECTION 4. lAw Enforcement Cooperation with INS.
Seotion ~ is added b Che Penal Code. to read:
Soc:fon 834b. {a) Every lsw enforcement ageocy in Caiifomia sh8J1 fully ~te with thB
l..1tUted States lmmigrafon and NaturltlizQ[ion Setvke regarding sny per$017 who is ai'TftSted if hs or she is
s~ ofbeing present in the United~ in viols lion of federal inmigration Is-.
...

,

(b) With~ to any such person who Is~ and SU!Ipf1CtBd of being JKB68(tf in ths
l.lnitfJd Stats!iln Vioklfon of fet:lettfl immigration laws, every Js.w enforr:ernent agency shal do the

lollowing:
(1). Attempt to varily tha l8gal &fatu& of JWCh ~ 4$ a citizen d the Unit8d Slates, IJn allen
lawfully admitted as a permanent
an B5tKJ lswfully sdmittsd for a f8mporaty pericd of time or as
an aDen who is prestml in th8 UnitfKI Statss in fliolation of immigration law.s. The verlfication procsss may
induds, but shaD not be limitBd trJ, qwstioning tha parson rsgardlng his (J( h91' date end place of birth, and
Mtry into the Unit.ad Statas, snd demsnd'mg doc;urnentafon to indicate his or hsr /Bg81 staU. ·

residen'

(2). Notify tha p9fSOtl of lis or her apparent stetus as an s!ien who is./]1"88tmt In ths Urit!xt
States in violation of fedetal imnigration llil..s and inform him or har lhttt ap41t h'om any crirniniJ/ justios
ptaeedings. he tx she must either ol:JtBin legs/ status or Iss WI rhs Unitsd Slates.
{3). Notify the Attclti1$y C3eneraJ of CaJifomis and the UniiBd States hrmigratiNr and
Natutaraation Service of ths appst'flflt il/egsl ststts and provlda any ad:1ltionallnlormstion tlllt msy b&
rtJqUtlStBd by any othBr pub/iD Btflit.y.

(c) Any legislative, adrrinistnJtNe, or other aolion by s city, camty, or t::lthat legally BUthorized
local govammentsl entity with jurisdictionsJ boundsri8s, or by a law &nfotr:ernant agency. t> prtMiflt or
limit thB coopsra1ion raquired by subc:llvi9iM (a) Is exptW$/y prolibited.

SECTJON 5. Exausion of Illegal Alien$ ftom Public Social Services.

Sec6on 10001..5. Is aci:Jed to the Welfare and lnsrifuticns Code. to read:
&don 1{)(X)7 .5. (a) In Ol'der to Qll1)' out the intention of ths Psop/8 of California. that only
ci1iz&ns of the ~States Bnd aliens lawfully sdmitted to th8 Unit8d SlatBts may f9Ceive the ben85ts of
{Jublic social .sarvka9 and to~ that al persons employed in thB providing of those~ shBJI
di/ig«1tJy protfd public funds from misuss, the provisions cl tis fleCtion anJ edopted.
(b) A pe-rson shall not~ sny public socisJ S8fVic8s to which he 01 9he Tnfly be otherwise
enlitJed until thB lBgal status of that pt!.!1'Sit:Jn has been verified as Of'1e of the following.·
(1). A citizoo of the lJmsd States.
{2). An slien Is wfully admitt&d .u s pet'/Mf'ISI1t ~t.
{3). An sliM Jswfully ~lor s ~period of time.

(c) IT any pd:iic entity In thi!l s1BIB to whom a psrson hss sppli9d for piJI:>k 90Cial xn'ices
detatmines or rea.sonsbly susptJC!s, bassd upon the informark>n provid9d to it, that the person is an alien
.in fh6 United Ststss In viols lion of /sdt!Jfa/ law, lle fCJIIowlng pre>eedUffiiS shsJI be fo/1owfJd by the public

en'dry:
{1 ). The entity shsll not provide the per$0(7 with benefits or services.
(2}. Tha entity shaH, in writing. nottJfy the pst'SOt2 of hit~ «her sppwerd ilklgaf immigation status,
Md that tlf1 person nxJst eithsr obtain IBgal status or /eQve fh& United States.

{3). The entfty.shsJ/IJlso notify ths Slats Dir8cJrx of ScciBIBervfaee. the Attt:mey Genet-a/ of
CaJifomia and the UnitBd Statss lrrmigration and N«tutalzaflon Service of lhe apparont i1J8gsl status. and

shaD provide any tu:kftional inframa6on thBt may be requesfBd by any t:Jt;her public entity.
SECTION 6. E.xcluslon ot IGegaJ Aleos from Pub&dy Funded HeaJ1h Care.

ChaJmr 1.3 (~ng witfl Section 130) is added to Part 1 of Division I d 1h& Health an:t Safety

Code. 1o read:

CHAPTER 1..3, PUBUCLY--FUNDED HEALTH CARE SERVICES
Sectim 130. (a) In on:ler to ce.ny out the inbltlon of the Peop/B of CB.1.iforrUa that. ~
amergern;y roodical csts ss required by fsdMal law, oriy citizens of lh8 UnitBd Stat$$ snd alifms lawfiAJy
iidmitted to the Unit8!1 Statas may rsos/118 the b~ of publicly-fundod hBslth csre. 8nd to &nSUI'8 hlt
aD pBrSDns employed in the prol/iding of thoss seMcss shsJI. dif~gat~tly profBct pub6c ti.tnds tom misuse.
tho provisions of thi!J sect/Of) sre adopted.
. ·
3

{b) A~ shaJJ not recsive BnY heall.h c»re ~ mn a publicly-funded health oar& facility;
to wmch he orshs is otl'letwlkle entitJsd until the legal dltiS of that ptJtSOIJ has been verif}$d as one o( f18

lol#otNing

(1}. A citizen d the Unileld ~
(~)- An Blien /Qwfully ttdmitiBd as a {Jfll'ln(U)SI1l!WidBnt

{3). An BlitJn Jswfully aetnlttsd tor a tlJmpotwy psrictl of limB.
(e) If sny pt.tHicly..fundsd hMJth C8lll flK:ility in this stats from whom 11 perwn $IGS/r$ hsalth cam
sorvK::es, other than ~ medic:aJ cam as1Bq.Jimd by ledetal lattY. dsfeltrninas or tBBSonsbly
suspecfs, bQG;ad l4>M th8 information providad to it,. that the per$01'1 is an &IJen in tJB UnitBd Slates in
fliolatian ollat:IMal sw. llB following~ shall be followed by the fadlity:
(1). The /ar;;t1ity tJhaJ not /X'Ovidt) the pet'$M wifJ ssrvioes.
(2). 1hB facility shs.l, In writing. notify h1 pet$011 d hl9 «her apparent i1legeJ imrnigtation $WUS,
BTK1 thst the petSM nxJ.St Bither obtain legal .sfatu9 « aaWI the tkJited Statsra.
·
{S). The fsdlity shiJH slso notify thB Sttlte DirectDr of Hsafth Ssrvices, fie Attorney General of
California and the United StatBs lnrnigration NK1 NaturaBzstion S«vke of hJ apparent llegal status, and
shsJJ pmvide any sddJtionaJ inlormstan that may be lffKlU6!Jted by any other public entity.

(d) For purposes of this sectiot2 ·pt,bllcly·funded health QW latility" shal be dBiinBd ss spedfed
in 5&ction 1200 snd 72:SO of the H8sJ1h and Salety Code as of Janusty 1, 1993.

SECTION 7. Exclusion of lBegaJ .AJiens From PubUc Elementary and Seconda.ry Schlols.
Section 48215. is added to h Education Code to read:

Section 48216. (4) No public eJementary or secondaly $Chxi shall adtrit, or pemit th8
artendsnc8 of. e.rry child who Is not .a citizen of the United Stafa9, sn alien lswful!y Bdmittl!ld ass
ptN11lBJ18fJt resident or s person who is ofh8rwise authtxlzed U()dsr fed8taJ lsw ID be present in the UniW
Statas.
(b) Commencing Jaooary 1. 1995, each school dJstt/c.."t sf)B/1 V&tify the legs! status of each c:h1d
Bnt'OIIing in rM sOOool district for the first time in ord8r to ensu-e ~ enrr:>11ment or attendance only d
~. B1i8ns IBwfu!Jy sclmitted as permanent rBSidsnts, or ptXSCn!$ who ere~ tuJthoi'iz9d to be
~~in the Uni1sd S1Btss.
.
(c) By January 1. 1996, each SDhool district shd oo~ V9l#iad ths legal status of each child
s!roedy ~and in attetldanoe in ths schocJ diskict ill order to~ the enrollmf:nt or 8#IJndBnc8
only of citiz8ns, llliens.Jawfully adtritted as perrns.nsnt residents, or~ who are~ authorized
l.II'KiM federal law to be pre$ellt in the Ur1lted staas.

(d) By Jsnusry 1 1996. each Sit:hoollistriot shsB also ha~oce ~f)$ h¥Jtkl status of~
parent cr [JU8tTiisn of each d1ild lrlf&rred to in subdivision (b) and {c) above, to ~ ~ tJI.JCh
fJi!!Mt cr ouarrJjan is on& of lhe following:
I

{1). A citizen d the I.Jribd Bratss
(2). An af1e11/awf1JI/y admitted as a

p917nanent rssid8nt.

(3}. An slien adtritted JswfU/y for a tf1mporaty period of time.
(s) Each school tistict shall {XT}vide irlormstiM to the Slats Suporintendent of Public
lnstn..lction. the Attorney General of Csllfomia tWJ th8 1../nitBd StaiBs lf1H'l1igrstion 8lld Nsturs!izBtion
Service regarding BllY 8ntD11ee rx pupil. or pan11lt Or gt.l(li(./IQn. atlsttdlng a pW1io B/8msntlU)' or S8condary
tchoolln fha 9dlool districl dsterminfJd or lfmSOf'lllbly ~to be in vio/alkln of federal immigration
lBws within forty live dep.; at't.et becoming aware olsn spparent lliols6on. The notice shall also be
provided to the psrent or lsgalgt.laldian of the enrollee or pup11, and shall state that an existing pup~7 may
not continue to Qttand th9 St!hoot aft9r nnety calender days from the cfste of the no/U;e, l.KJiess /egsJ

s/a~ isMIBblishetJ

·
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ro

For et!ch dJJJd who ctmnDt sstBblish 1egs1 slatus in th1 Unitsd s~. eactr :1Chool &s~~;a
shal1 continue to PfO'r'ide edu::ation for a (J9fiod ot nklaty dQys tmrn 12e '*H9 of the rw:ice. Sldl nme~ day
pstiod shall b9 utilized*' s.ccotlfllish an orderly tran.sltion co a $Chool itJ 0e child's courrtry of otigin. Each
schocl distriol shall fully ooopet'Bie in this tnJnsition ellort to~ that tiS~ need9 of the dJikl
am best S6IV9d lor thB1 psdod of limB.

SECTION 8. Exelus&on d lle;lal Aliens From Pt.tiio Poseecondary Educational 1~.
Section e601 o.s. is added to 1he EducaGon

Code. mreed:

Secfcn 68010.8. (a) No public int:ditudon ofpostsecondsty tlducsian shsJJ Bdmit. I!JtJf'OII, or
p8f1Tlit the ~~~of any per$01'1 who is m>t a ci1JzerJ of ths Llnltad Ststm, an a/ien.lawt.ly ad/riffed
as .a~ resident, in the United Slates, or a~ who ls otherwJ$e ~ t.lf)der federal law
10 be~~ in the Unitsd Salas.
.

.

.

or

(b) ~ wtth ~ lir$t term se.wnester that begins a.fiBr January 1, 1995, attd at th9
~~ d e.ach term (J{' ~ thsrBsflBr, Bach public postsacondsry et:.b.x:s.tiotlel institution
shall verify the $1Stus d S4Ch person ~or in atteodat)CS at hit if1s1itutiort in order to eooure rhe
~or attandanoe my o1 United Slliles atizsns, aliens /awfuly e:dnitted II$ permilnent resid8nts in
tht31.JnitfKJ Statm. and ;:ersons who are otherwi9e authorized LllldtN leder8J ktw to be~ in the
Unltsd~

{c) No Jster tlan 45 da~ aft&r the~ cffk:&r of a pubk ~educational
institution ~ a!Wire of the app/ic;8tion, ~. «attendance of a person determined to be. or
who is l.X7!:Jer ~ suspicion of being, in the United Slates in violation of fed&rat imrrigration Ia a,
that officer shaH pro vida thst Jnlofrntttion fD the Stats Supsrinrendettt of Public~ the Attom$y
Getteral of CaEfomiQ and the I.Jnit9d State$ /mmJgfatJcn and Naturafzation Service. The lrtlormaflon shsll
also bs provid8d to lh8 8pplicant. enrollee, or fXJfSOil adtmled.

SECTION 9 ~General cooperation with th&INS.
SeoOOn 53000.85. ls added to the Government Code, to read:
S3059. &5. ~ the s1ats or a city, or a county, or any other legB!Iy at.Jlhoftzed /cXxiJ
go~tBJ fKJtity with juris6clional />ount::larJe$ ~ tie pre:sence ()(a~ who is~ of
bBi:qJ presant in V1e l.k1it8d StBtBs in violskn of federal immigration laws kl tho Atk>mBy Gwwal of
CaHfomJa. that mporl shal1 be tranamittsd ID fl8 Unil9d Statss /mmigra6on and Na."t1..iraliz.a!i ServJca.
The At'tDm6y ~shall be~ for msinttlining on-going and accurate tecerds of such reports,
s.nd shs1J provm any additional information that may be requested by sny olher gr:wemmsnt 811tity.

SECTION 10. Aroordnent and Severability.

The sta1utory provtsions contmed .-a this l'lleaSure may not be aJ'118Clded by the l...egisla.t1.r
except to f!..lr1het tts purposas by statute ~ In aad\ housa by roR call \1$ ~in the journal. twothirds of the ~ eonoc.ITing. or by a Gtat!Jt$ UW becornee etfecfiye t:riy when approved by 1he
voters.

In the event that any portion of thi$ act or the applioatioe'llhereof to any petSOO or circumsta.nc&
is h&ld lnvaftd, that inva.tidity shaJ1 not affect any other povision or applicafioo of the act, which can be
given effect without the invalid provision or application. and to that end the provi&lons of ttlis act are
severable.

•
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APPENDIX G:
PROPOSED BALLOT INITIATIVE REGARDING
UNDOCUMENTEDI~GRATION

Source: Ted Hilton of the Coalition for Immigration Law Enforcement and Peter Schabarum,
former Los Angeles County supervisor.
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Date:
File No:

January 24, 1994
SA93RF0043 (REVISED)

The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of
the chief purpose and points of the proposed measure:

ILLEGAL llvnvflGRATION. INITIATIVE STATUTE. Prohibits illegal immigrants
from receiving state benefits, including unemployment insurance, disability, workers'
compensation, public social services. Prohibits Medi-Cal reimbursement for health care
services provided illegal immigrants unless care is given on emergency basis as required
by federal law, and health care provider identifies individual receiving services to state
authorities. Requires proof of citizenship or legal residency for public school students.
Absent proof, prohibits enrollment in public postsecondary schools. Directs DMV to
develop tamperproof driver's licenses and identification cards attesting to citizenship,
legal resident status. Mandates DMV cooperation with federal, state agencies in
identifying illegal immigrants. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director
of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local governments: First year costs to state
potentially in the range of $75 million, partially offset by fee revenues of $65 million.
Annual costs to state thereafter in the range of $10-15 million, with DMV share of
costs more than offset by fee revenues of about $30 million annually. Annual savings
at the state level potentially in excess of $100 million from withholding various health,
social and postsecondary education services from undocumented persons. First year
costs to local governments probably in excess of $10 million. Annual costs to local
governments in subsequent years unknown but probably total several million dollars.
Annual savings at the local level potentially in excess of $200 million.

INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following
title and summary of the chief purpose and points of the proposed
measure:
(Here set forth the title and summary prepared by the
Attorney General.

This title and summary must also be printed

across the top of each page of the petition whereon signatures
are to appear.)

TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA

We, the undersigned, registered, qualified voters of
California, residents of

County (or city

and County), hereby propose amendments to the various codes,
relating to the identification of illegal immigrants and
restricting the provision of state social services to such
persons and petition the Secretary of State to submit the same to
the voters of California for their adoption or rejection at the
next succeeding general election or at any special statewide
election held prior to that general election or otherwise
provided by law.

The proposed statutory amendments read as

follows:
SECTION 1.

Name

This Act shall be known and may be cited as the
Taxpayer's Reform of Illegal Immigration Act of 1994.
SECTION 2.
(a)

Statement of Findings
The taxpayers and citizens of California bear a

disproportionate economic and social burden as a result of the
uncontrolled illegal immigration of persons into the state as

compared to any other state in the nation.

The federal

government has failed to secure our borders and has refused to
compensate our state government for the enormous economic and
social costs incurred by this state to provide education, health
and welfare benefits and to incarcerate illegal immigrants.
(b)

As a result of these enormous unreimbursed public

expenditures, our citizens and legal immigrants have had to pay
ever increasing taxes and suffer severe cutbacks in vital social
services, including police protection and education of our
children.
(c)

State officials have estimated that providing

these services and benefits to illegal aliens impose on
California taxpayers costs approaching three billion dollars
annually.
(d)

State laws that serve to encourage illegal

immigration and the establishment of illegal residency in this
state must be eliminated.

Furthermore, the burden of federal

immigration policy must be shared by all

u.s.

citizens, not just

California taxpayers.
SECTION 3.
(a)

Declaration of Purpose
To assure that taxpayer supported social services,

including Medi-Cal, unemployment insurance, workers'
compensation, welfare benefits, and higher education are provided
only to

u.s.

citizens, lawful permanent resident aliens and other

persons legally admitted to the United States pursuant to federal
law.
(b)

To provide for cooperation between agencies of

local, state and federal government and establishment of a system
2

of required notification by and between such agencies to prevent
illegal immigrants from receiving taxpayer supported social
services.
(c)

To provide for a system of simple and immediate

proof of citizenship or legal immigration status to assist
agencies of government in confirming the right of an individual
to such social services.
SECTION 4.

Verified Driver's License and Verified
Identification Card

Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 13010) is added to
Division 6 of the Vehicle Code, to read:
13010.

(a)

On or before July 1, 1995, the Department of

Motor Vehicles, or its successor, shall develop and issue
tamperproof verified drivers' licenses and verified
identification cards as provided by this article and by statute,
and shall administer those provisions.

A verified driver's

license or verified identification card shall only be issued to a
person who is a citizen or a legal resident of the United States
under federal immigration and naturalization laws.

The verified

driver's license or verified identification card shall indicate
that the person is a citizen of the United States, or, if a legal
resident, the person's status under those federal laws.
(b)

Commencing on January 1, 1996, all persons

residing in this state who are required by state law to have
their citizenship or residence status verified shall utilize only
a verified driver's license or a verified identification card.
13011.

The department, by regulation, shall prescribe the

form and contents for a verified driver's license and verified
3

identification card
13012.

(a)

(1)

consisten~

with this chapter.

Every application for an original,

duplicate, or renewal of a verified driver's license or verified
identification card shall contain all of the information required
for the issuance of a driver's license or identification card, as
the case may be, and, except as provided in paragraph (3), shall
be accompanied by documentation sufficient to establish the
applicant's citizenship or lawful residence status.
(2)

The department shall accept as proof of the

person's citizenship or lawful residence status when a person is
initially applying for a verified driver's license or a verified
identification card, any of the following documents, but not
other documents, and shall record the information from the
documents:
(i)

An original or certified copy of a birth

certificate with raised seal, if appropriate, issued in the
United States.
(ii}

A currently valid United States passport and

an affidavit signed under penalty of perjury identifying the
local recorder's office where the birth of the person was
registered in the United States.
(iii)

Official immigration documents with

photograph, if applicable, issued by the United States
Immigration and Naturalization Service, or its successor, that
either contain the person's alien registration number or provide
reasonable evidence of current immigration status.
(iv)

Any document issued by a court described in

Section 10 of Article VI or any comparable federal court or court
4

in another state that establishes a person's citizenship or legal
residence status.
(v)

A document establishing proof of Indian blood

degree issued by the United States Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, or its successor, specifying the name
and birthdate of an individual born on a federal Indian
reservation.
(vi)

Official documents issued by the State

Department of the United states or the United States Immigration
and Naturalization Service to a United States citizen born in a
foreign country, or both the documents and the certificate.
(vii)

If the federal government adopts a

tamperproof identification under federal law, such card shall be
accepted and verified by the department.
(3)

For purposes of an application for a duplicate or

renewal of a license or card, the department may, pursuant to
procedures adopted by regulation by the department, in lieu of
accepting the documents described in paragraph (1), allow an
applicant for a duplicate or renewal of an unexpired license or
card to sign an affidavit, under penalty of perjury, declaring
that he or she is entitled to the duplicate or renewal.

In

addition, the applicant may be required to provide whatever
additional information the department reasonably determines is
necessary to enable the department to determine whether the
applicant is entitled to the license or card.

The affidavit

shall contain the identification number of the unexpired license
or card.
13012. The department shall adopt regulations and procedures
5

to implement this Chapter, including a process for a prompt
appeal of the denial of a verified driver's license or verified
identification card under this Chapter.

The procedure and

hearing shall be conducted pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing with
Section 11500) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the
Government Code.
13013.

(a)

No person who is present in this state in

violation of the federal immigration and naturalization laws
shall apply for a verified driver's license or verified
iden~ification

(b)

card or shall unlawfully use any license or card.
No employee of the department shall issue a

verified driver's license or verified identification card to a
person if the employee or official knows the person is not
lawfully entitled to the license or card.
13014.

(a)

The department shall cooperate with federal and

state agencies in efforts to identify those persons whose
presence in this state is in violation of the federal immigration
and naturalization laws.

The department's cooperation shall

include, but not be limited to, reporting the names and
addresses, if known, of all persons the department suspects to be
in violation of federal immigration and naturalization laws.

The

department shall, in consultation with the Social Security
Administration, devise a program to verify a person's social
security account number in conjunction with the person's date of
birth and any other social security account number information.
(b)

Employees of the department shall provide the

United States Immigration and Naturalization Service with all
information known to them concerning persons suspected to be
6

residing in this state in violation of federal immigration and
naturalization laws.
(a)

13015.

In addition to any other fees specified in this

code, a fee of five dollars ($5), or an amount necessary to
offset the cost of issuing an original, duplicate or renewal
verified driver's license or verified identification card, as
determined by the department and approved by the Legislature,
shall be paid at the time of application.
(b)

All fees received by the department pursuant to

subdivision (a) shall be deposited in the Motor Vehicle Account
in the State Transportation Fund, and notwithstanding Section
13340 of the Government Code, are continuously appropriated to

the department for purposes of this chapter.
Section 40000.80 is added to the Vehicle Code, to read:
40000.80.

A violation of section 13013 is a public offense

punishable by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than
one year or by a fine of not more than two thousand dollars
($2,000), or both.

SECTION 5.

Social Services & Benefits Restricted

Section 6205 is added to the Government Code, to read:
6205.

(a) Commencing on January 1, 1996 no benefit,

privilege, or right shall be granted by a public officer or
employee to any person who fails to present proof of United
states citizenship or legal residency st3tus for purposes of
receiving a benefit, privilege, or right when the presentation of
such documentation is required by law as a condition to receiving
the benefit, privilege or right.
(b)

A violation of subdivision (a) is a public offense
7

punishable by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than
one year, or by a fine of not more than two thousand dollars
($2,000), or both.
(c)

A "verified driver's license," or "verified

identification card," as defined in Section 13010 of the Vehicle
Code shall constitute proof of citizenship or legal residency
status under subdivision (a).
(d)

Whenever a person who applies for such benefits,

privileges or rights is unable to verify citizenship or legal
residency, the governmental agency shall, in writing, notify such
person of the apparent illegal status and that they must
establish legal status in order to receive the requested
benefits.

The government agency shall also supply such notice

and all other information regarding such person to the United
States Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Unemployment Compensation
Section 104 is added to the Unemployment Insurance Code, to
read:
104.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, commencing

on January 1, 1996, benefits shall only be paid under this
division to a person who is a resident of the state, and either a
citizen of the United States or legally residing in the United
States.
Disability Benefits
Section 2614 is added to the Unemployment Insurance Code, to
read:
2614. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, commencing
on January 1, 1996, benefits shall only be paid under this
8

division to a person who is a resident of the state, and either a
citizen of the United States or legally residing in the United
states.
Workers' Compensation
Section 3220 is added to the Labor Code, to read:
3220.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

commencing on January 1, 1996, benefits shall only be paid under
this division to a person who is a resident of the state and
either a citizen of the United States or legally residing in the
United States.
Medi-Cal
Section 14007.51 is added to the Welfare and Institutions
Code, to read:
14007.51.

(a)

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

commencing on January 1, 1996, no state funds shall be expended
to make payments under the Medi-Cal program to any Medi-Cal
provider who provides services, to an individual who is not a
resident of the state and who is neither a citizen of the United
States nor legally residing in the United States for nonemergency medical care.
(b)

No state funds shall be expended to make payments under

the Medi-Cal program to any Medi-Cal provider for those medical
•
services provided to an individual who is not a resident of the
state and who is neither a citizen of the United States nor
legally residing in the United States, for emergency medical care
as required by federal law, unless and until the provider shall
provide the California Department of Health Services with the
name, address, date of birth, country of origin, and total
9

medical costs for the individual receiving services.
(c)

The Department shall adopt regulations to implement

this section and to define "non-emergency" care and "emergency"
care consistent with section 14007.5(d) and federal law.

Medical

services necessary to preserve public health shall be considered
uemergency" care.
(d)

The Department shall keep a record of the information

supplied to them pursuant to this subdivision and promptly
provide the information to the United States Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

The Department shall provide the

Governor and Legislature an annual report of the expenses
incurred by the State to provide such emergency medical services
as required by federal law.
(e)

As used in this section, "health care provider" means

any person licensed or certified pursuant to Division 2
(commencing with Section 500) of the Business and Professions
Code, or licensed pursuant to the Osteopathic Initiative Act of
~he

Chiropractic Initiative Act, or certified pursuant to Chapter

2.5 (commencing with Section 1440) of Division 2 of the Health
and Safety Code, and any clinic, health dispensary, or health
facility licensed pursuant to Division 2 (commencing with Section
1200) of the Health and Safety Code.
Public Social Services
Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 10080) is added to Part 1
of Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, to read:

CHAPTER 3.
10080.

ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
10

and except as otherwise provided in this section, on and after
January 1, 1996, only a person who is·a resident of this state,
and either a citizen of the United States or legally residing in
the United states, shall be eligible for any program provided for
under this division.
(b)

A person ineligible to receive services pursuant to

subdivision (a) shall be eligible to receive services under the
Medi-Cal program, provided for pursuant to Chapter 7 (commencing
with Section 14000) of Part 3, to the extent required by federal
law.
SECTION 6.
A.

Education of Illegal Immigrants

Post-secondary Education

Section 68083 of the Education Code as added to read:
68083.

No person who is not a citizen of the United states

or alien lawfully admitted as a permanent resident alien or
admitted as an approved

applica~t

for a student visa pursuant to

federal immigration law shall be enrolled as a student in any
public post-secondary educational institution.

Commencing on

January 1, 1996, every public post-secondary educational
institution shall verify the citizenship or legal residency
status of every student enrolling in, or continuing enrollment
in, that institution.
B.

Elementary and Secondary Public Education (K-12) survey

Chapter 11 (commencing with Section 49650) is added to Part
28 of the Education Code, to read:
CHAPTER 11.
49650.

CITIZENSHIP AND LEGAL RESIDENCE SURVEY
Commencing with the 1995-96 CBEDS report, the State

Department of Education shall add a new category to the CBEDS
11

report for the purposes of determining how many pupils are
citizens and legal residents of the United States of America and
for determining the number of pupils enrolled in a public school
who were unable to provide evidence of citizenship of legal
residence, as described in subdivision (a) of Section 49651.
For the purpose of this chapter, "CBEDS report" means the
report that is transmitted by public educational agencies to the
State Department of Education for purposes of the California
Basic Education Data system and includes the information reported
under this chapter, and other information relating to school
staff and pupil enrollment as set forth in Section 42129.
49651.

(a)

Each school district and county superintendent

of schools shall require the parent or guardian of each pupil
enrolling in any of its schools (elementary, middle or high
school) for the first time to produce proof of the pupil's
citizenship or legal residence.

Each school district and county

superintendent of schools shall require the parent or guardian of
each pupil advancing to the next education level (middle or high
school) to produce proof of the pupil's citizenship or legal
residence.
(b)

Proof of citizenship or legal residence shall be by

birth certificate, social security card, or visa or other
document issued by the federal Immigration and Naturalization
service authorizing residence in the United States.
(c)

Each school district and county superintendent of

schools shall report in its October 1996 CBEDS report prepared
for the 1995-96 academic year, the number of pupils enrolled in
its schools who are citizens and legal residents of the United
12

States.
(d)

The Department shall provide this information to the

Governor and the Legislature annually.
SECTION 7. Amendment
This measure may not be amended by the Legislature except to
further its purposes by statute passed in each house by rollcall
vote entered in the journal, two-thirds of the membership
concurring, or by a statute that becomes effective only when
approved by the voters.
SECTION 8.

Severability

If any provision of this measure or the application thereof
to any person or circumstances is held invalid, that invalidity
shall not affect other provisions or application, and to this end
the provisions of this measure are severable.
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